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Biocatalyst plays a significant role for the production of alternative fuel from cheap raw materials. 
Efficiency of biocatalyst or enzyme determines the successful conversion of raw materials to biodiesel or 
alternative fuel. So the efficiency of enzyme is an important parameter and in the present study, it has 
been analysed through the production of biodiesel by utilising bioresources like rice bran oil fatty acid 
distillates (RBOFADs), a refinery by products from vegetable oil refinery industry with methanol.  Two 
enzymes, namely Novozyme 40013 (lipase from Candida antarctica) and Lipozyme RM-IM (lipase from 
Rhizomucor miehei) have been utilised separately for this purpose. The comparison has been done with 
regard to reaction parameters like molar ratio of FAD to methanol, reaction temperature, catalyst 
concentration and stirrer speed or mixing effect of the reaction system. Experimental results showed that 
enzyme Novozyme 40013 is more effective than Lipozyme RM-IM for the production of biodiesel from 
cheap raw materials like RBOFAD as well as other FADs. The physical properties of biodiesel such as 
density, flashpoint, kinematic viscosity, cloud point, pour point etc. have been compared with diesel fuel 
and showed good results.  
 
Keywords: Biodiesel, Fatty acid distillates, Candida Antarctica, Rhizomucor miehei. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Enzyme contributes a major role as catalyst for biodiesel production from cheap raw materials. Significant 
advantages of using enzymes are its productivity, ecofriendliness, selective nature, minimum purification stage, 
consumption of less energy and reuse1,2. So efficiency of enzyme with respect to different parameters is an important 
area of investigation of current research. Enzyme efficacy with regard to biodiesel production has been reviewed in 
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the present study by maintaining selective parameters of reaction like mol ratios of reactants, reaction temperature, 
concentration of catalyst and mixing intensity. Enzymatic production of biodiesel from cheap raw materials, its 
performance characteristics and application in diesel engines has been studied by several researchers. Arumugam 
and Ponnusami3 used waste sardine oil for biodiesel production using Aspergillus niger lipase and also analysed the 
engine performance. Narwal et al4 studied the production of biodiesel from non edible castor oil using immobilize 
lipase from Bacillus aerius and characterized it. Yan et al5 analysed tandem lipases for production of biodiesel from 
waste grease through esterification and transesterification process. Lopresto et al6 used waste vegetable oil for the 
production of biodiesel using Lipase from Pseudomonas cepacia and recovered the used lipase for further use. 
Abedin et al7 investigated the production of Alexandrian laurel (Calophyllum inophyllum) biodiesel (ALB) and 
studied the effects of its fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) compositions and physicochemical properties on the engine 
performance, combustion, and emissions. Kumar and Prasanna8 investigation the performance and emission 
characteristics of a diesel engine using Mahua biodiesel and reported satisfactory results. Taher et al9 produced 
biodiesel from waste oil in ionic liquid medium using immobilise lipase and regression models were developed to 
predict the optimal production which is found to be adequate and statistically acceptable. Katiyar and Ali10 
entrapped enzyme in silica particles and studied the transesterification reaction. They also successfully reused the 
entrapped enzyme. Verma and Sharma11 reviewed different process parameters for biodiesel production and focused 
on the various technical aspects of biodiesel production methodology. Prabakaran et al12 studied the efficacy of 
enzymatic transesterification of Chlorococcum sp. algal oils for biodiesel production. Aarthy et al13 successfully used 
yeast lipase for the enzymatic transesterification to produce biodiesel. Properties and uses of biodiesel in diesel 
engines were also analysed critically by several researchers.  Mahmudul et al14 studied a critical review on 
characterization and performance of biodiesel as an alternative fuel in diesel engines. Datta and Mandal15 made a 
comprehensive review of biodiesel as an alternative fuel for compression ignition engine. Venkatesan et al16 analysed 
the diesel blended with pongamia oil methyl ester for performance and emission characteristics and obtained 
satisfactory results. Ghazali et al17, Nursal et al18 and Silva et al19 made a critical observations on engine performance, 
exhaust gas emissions and NOx emissions using biodiesel as fuel or biodiesel blends as fuel produced from different 
feedstocks. 
 
But the analysis of enzyme efficacy for the production of biodiesel from by products of refinery industries has been 
little studied. Based on these observations, a parametric analysis has been made in the present study for identifying 
the efficiency of enzymes between Novozyme 40013 and Lipozyme RM-IM for the production of biodiesel from 
RBOFAD. Experimental study showed that enzyme Novozyme 40013 is more suitable than Lipozyme RM-IM for 
biodiesel production from RBOFAD at temperature 60 C with its 3% concentration having a mixing intensity of 500 
rpm for 4 hrs maintaining a molar ratio of 2:1 of methanol and RBOFAD. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Materials 
 
The RBOFAD used in this study was provided by M/s. A.S. Oil Mills, Burdwan, West Bengal, India. The enzyme 
used in the following studies was Novozyme 40013 (Candida antarctica) immobilized lipase and Lipozyme RM-IM 
(lipase from Rhizomucor miehei) which was a kind gift of Novozyme South Asia Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore, India. The 
chemicals used in this work were methanol and hexane purchased from S.D. Fine Chemicals (Mumbai, India). Except 
otherwise specified all other chemicals used were A.R. Grade.  
 
Esterification reaction 
 
Initially, RBOFAD was taken in an Erlenmeyer flask and heated up to 800C to drive off moisture by continuous 
stirring for about 1 h. After that, this raw material has been divided into two parts. One part was used with enzyme 
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Novozyme 40013 and other part with Lipozyme RM-IM in the presence of alcohol maintaining identical reaction 
conditions. Alcohol was added in stepwise manner in an appropriate proportion using solvent hexane fitted with a 
water condenser and stirred by a magnetic stirrer at a specified temperature for 3 hours. Stepwise addition of 
methanol was allowed to minimize the deactivation of enzyme. 
 
Quantification of reaction progress 
 
During the reaction, continuous sampling and analysis were done by withdrawing the sample in to a capped vial and 
removing enzyme through centrifugation. The progress of reaction or production of biodiesel was monitored by thin 
layer chromatographic (TLC) method and the typical yield of each reaction product was determined separately by 
column chromatography. TLC was done by spotting the lipid mixture on a silica-gel G plate (0.2 mm thick) using 
hexane-diethyl ether-acetic acid (90:10:1) as a developing solvent20. The composition of methyl esters was determined 
by column chromatography using silicic acid as an adsorbent and 160 mL of hexane-diethyl ether: 99:1 as eluting 
solvent21. After completion of reaction, the enzyme was washed with hexane, dried and reused for the next 
experiment. Biodiesel characterization was done according to the American Standard Testing Method (ASTM). 
Values are reported as mean ± s.d., where n=3 (n=no of observations). 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The physicochemical properties and fatty acid profiles of RBOFAD are shown in Table 1. It is shown that FFAs are 
the major component of RBOFAD. They represent approximately 92.35% of the RBOFAD on weight basis. As 
reported in the literature, the fatty acid composition of the by product from vegetable oil refinery industry is a 
reflection of fatty acid composition of the parent oil. High Iodine value indicates higher amount of unsaturated FFAs 
in the RBOFAD which is also reflected in the fatty acid composition. Apart from FFAs, RBOFAD contains minor 
amount of neutral glycerides and unsaponifiable matters.  
 
Enzyme efficacy w.r.t moles of alcohol 
 
Efficiency of enzyme NS 40013 and Lipozyme RM-IM has been compared through the conversion of biodiesel 
production by changing the moles of alcohol with fixed amount of RBOFAD at temperature 600C using 3% (wt/wt) 
biocatalyst for 4 hours with a mixing intensity 500 rpm. Different molar ratios of methanol to RBOFAD used here are 
1:1 to 2.5:1 and the effect is shown in figure 1. It has been observed from the figure that in all mole ratios of methanol 
to RBOFAD, NS 40013 always contributes higher percentage of biodiesel conversion than Lipozyme RM-IM and 
maximum biodiesel was obtained with 2:1 molar ratio of methanol to RBOFAD. Increasing concentration of methanol 
further did not enhance the reaction as evidenced from the figure. Stepwise addition of methanol has been the most 
important strategy to avoid lipase denaturation in both the cases. Deactivation of enzyme has been prevented by 
keeping the alcohol concentration low. Two consecutive addition of methanol has been arranged i.e. half alcohol at 
time 0 and half after 1 hr in both the cases. Stepwise addition also improves the conversion of biodiesel from 
RBOFAD. 
 
Enzyme efficacy w.r.t enzyme concentration 
 
Concentration of enzyme plays a vital role for the conversion of biodiesel production and so enzyme efficacy of NS 
40013 and Lipozyme RM-IM has been analysed w.r.t. its concentration. The concentration of both the enzymes has 
been increased from 1-4% maintaining the same reaction parameters i.e.  temperature 600C, molar ratio of  methanol 
to RBOFAD 2:1for 4 hours with a mixing intensity 500 rpm which in indicated in figure 2. It has been observed from 
the figure that in all the concentrations of enzymes, NS 40013 always contributes higher percentage of biodiesel 
conversion than Lipozyme RM-IM and maximum biodiesel was obtained with 3% (w/w) concentration of NS 40013. 
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Enhancing concentration of enzyme did not show any significant increase in production as, in higher percentage of 
enzyme, agglomeration may occur. Due to agglomeration of enzyme, some of the active sites of the enzyme may be 
blocked and conversion rate decreases.   
 
Enzyme efficacy w.r.t. temperature of reaction 
 
Activation energy of a reaction determines the rate and progress of reaction. This is due to the fact that as the 
temperature rises, activation energy of molecules increases and so kinetic energy of reacting molecules enhance. So 
temperature is one of the important parameters which determine the rate of conversion of RBOFAD and methanol to 
biodiesel through the formation of activated complex.  In our study, the enzyme efficacy has been compared by 
varying temperature from 40 - 70 C using molar ratio of alcohol to RBOFAD 2:1, enzyme concentration 3%, mixing 
intensity 500 rpm for 4 hrs as indicated in figure 3. Experiments showed that NS 40013 is more effective regarding 
conversion of biodiesel than Lipozyme RM-IM and maximum biodiesel was obtained at temperature 60 C. Increasing 
temperature did not enhance the percentage conversion may be due to deactivation of enzyme at higher temperature. 
 
Enzyme efficacy w.r.t. mixing intensity 
 
Proper mixing of the reactant molecules with stirrer helps to reach them near active sites of enzyme molecules. After 
that, rate of conversion enhances due to the right shape and binding power of active sites with the reactant 
molecules. Here, enzyme efficacy has been compared using enzymes NS 40013 and Lipozyme RM-IM by varying 
mixing intensity from 300 to 600 rpm using molar ratio of alcohol to RBOFAD 2:1, enzyme concentration 3%, 
temperature 60 C for 4 hrs which is indicated in figure 4. Experiments showed that in all the mixing intensity, NS 
40013 is more efficient in converting biodiesel from RBOFAD and methanol and 500 rpm is the optimum mixing 
intensity which contributes maximum conversion.  
 
Biodiesel characterization 
 
The characteristics of biodiesel are compared with diesel fuel and it has been shown in Table 2. It is significant that 
the properties are quite comparable with the standard diesel fuel. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Reaction parameters have a key role for biodiesel production from cheap raw materials and the suitable reaction 
parameters can be identified only when the catalyst enzyme works efficiently. Present comparative study deals with 
two enzymes, Novozyme 40013 (lipase from Candida antarctica) and Lipozyme RM-IM (lipase from Rhizomucor miehei) 
and the operating conditions identified the efficacy of former enzyme than the latter. So biodiesel production rate, its 
percentage conversion and downstream purification stage would be easier for higher enzyme efficiency and in that 
the enzyme Novozyme 40013 is found to be more suitable. The biodiesel prepared using this enzyme also meets the 
characteristics of diesel fuel and found to be suitable for application in diesel engines. 
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Table 1: Physicochemical properties of RBOFAD 
 

Characteristics Amount Characteristics Amount 
Total acidity (wt%) 92.35±0.273 Iodine value (I2/100g) 77.29±0.207 

C 16:0 28.3±0.136 Neutral glycerides (wt%) 4.37±0.053 
C 18:0 1.2±0.019 Unsaponifiable matters (wt%) 3.28±0.027 
C 18:1 37.1±0.173   
C 18:2 33.2±0.191   

 
Table 2: Characteristics of Biodiesel with diesel fuel standard 
 

Characteristics Biodiesel Diesel fuel Test method 
Density (gm/cc) 0.858±0.025 0.840 ASTMD- 4052-96 
Flash point (0C) 215±0.081 56 ASTMD-93 
Fire point (0C) 222±0.078 62 -------------- 

Kinematic viscosity @ 400C (Cst) 4.82±0.047 3.02 ASTMD-445 
Specific gravity 0.879±0.001 0.85 ---------------- 

Calorific value (Kcal/Kg) 3650±2.567 4285 ASTM-6751 
Acid value (mg/KOH) 0.42±0.001 0.36 ASTMD-64-01 

Refractive index at 40 C 1.41±0.002 1.45 ----------------- 
Cetane number 41±0.234 49 ASTMD- 6751 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Enzyme efficacy w.r.t. moles of alcohol 
(Temperature-60 C, Enzyme- 3%, Mixing intensity- 500 rpm, Time-4hrs) 
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Figure 2: Enzyme efficacy w.r.t. Concentration of enzyme 
(Temperature-60 C, Methanol: RBOFAD - 2:1, Mixing intensity- 500 rpm, Time-4hrs) 

Figure 3: Enzyme efficacy w.r.t. Temperature of reaction 
(Enzyme- 3%, Methanol: RBOFAD - 2:1, Mixing intensity- 500 rpm, Time - 4hrs) 

Figure 4: Enzyme efficacy w.r.t. Mixing intensity 
[1→300 rpm, 2→400 rpm, 3→500 rpm, 4→600 rpm] 

(Enzyme- 3%, Methanol: RBOFAD - 2:1, Temperature-60 C, Time - 4hrs) 
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In this paper, the platform for evaluating and calibrating FBGsensors and optical fiber sensorsis designed 
and constructed. Calibration is a number of measuring processes curried out under specific conditions by 
using instruments that are in agreement with SI system. The intention is to specify the accuracy of the 
sensor and decide whether it is compatible to be used or not , and this can be done by finding a 
relationship between the standard and measured values This research aimed to calibrate the optical fiber 
sensors especially the ones used for measuring temperature and strain . It is known that the working 
principle of temperature and strain sensors is that, the transducer modulates wavelength and phase 
which are in turn gives rise to a change in the characteristics of the optical signal received at high 
resolution detector (optical spectrum analyzer or spectrograph).Both uniform Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) 
and Mach-Zehnderinterferometric (MZI) sensors based on single mode fibers were implemented for 
comparison andinvestigationdue to measurement of the Bragg wavelength shift. It has been shown from 
the results that the FBG is linearly sensitive to variations in temperature, strain. The extracted 
temperature distribution was characterized by two parameters of amplitude, width and the center 
position shift. The strain distribution was determined from the analysis of the intensity reflection 
spectrum.Optigrating  software has been used to simulate the input parameters before and after applying 
heat and strain and a good agreement between the results gotten practically and by simulation. 
 
Key Words: Optical fiber sensors, wavelength modulated fiber optic sensor, phase modulated fiber optic 
sensor, fiber Bragg grating sensor. Fiber optic sensor based on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the past few years there have been revolutionary inventions done in the field of fiber optics. This is due to the 
advantages of optical transmission over electrical transmission [3].  In the field of optical fibers, lots of researches 
have been done; focus on suitable design of fibers. Among these researches, one of the fields is designing a sensing 
system based on optical fiber and optical sensors [3]. Here rises the value and need for calibrating such systems 
before introducing them to perform certain sensing application.  
 
Fiber optics sensor principles 
 
Fiber-optic sensors are fiber-based devices for sensing some quantity, typically temperature or mechanical strain 
[1].The general principle of such devices is that light from a laser (often single-frequency fiber laser) is sent through 
an optical fiber, experiences subtle changes of its parameters either in the fiber or in one or several fiber Bragg 
gratings, and the light reaches a detector arrangement which measures the changes[1]. Optical fibers are used either 
as the sensing element (intrinsic sensors) or as a means of relaying signals from a remote sensor to the electronics that 
process the signals (extrinsic sensors)[2]. Depending on the application, fiber may be used because of its small size, 
immune to electromagnetic interference and designed to withstand high temperature as well[2]. 
 
As shown in figure one an optical fiber sensing system is composed of a light source (laser, laser diode, LED, etc.), 
optical fiber as transmission channel or sensing element and a detector and at the end processing devices 
(oscilloscope, optical spectrum analyzer, etc.)[3].Fiber optic sensor technology offers different parameter 
measurements such as strain, pressure, temperature, current and many more things [3]. For that different type of 
sensors are used and these sensors convert these parameters to optical parameters like light intensity or phase or 
polarization of light [3]. These converted parameters are transmitted using an optical link over a long distance. As a 
result, the possibility to replace ordinary sensors like acceleration, electric and magnetic field measurement, 
temperature, pressure, acoustics, vibration, linear and angular position, strain, humidity, viscosity, chemical 
measurements and many others, should be replaced by optical sensors [3].    
 
Optical sensor itself is efficient to monitor physical, biological, chemical changes in the object or over a process[3].  
Fiber optics sensors can be classified under three categories: the sensing location, the operating principal and the 
applications. Depending on location of the sensor, a fiber sensor can be classified as an   intrinsic or extrinsic. Based 
on the operating principal and demodulation technique, a fiber optic sensor can be further divided into intensity, 
phase, and frequency or polarization sensor. Based on application, fiber sensors can be classified in physical, 
chemical, bio-chemical sensors[3].In this research an intrinsic, phase-modulated and wavelength modulated for 
measuring temperature and strain sensors are used as study case. A uniform (FBG) and Mach-
Zehnderinterferometric (MZI) sensors based on single mode fibers were implemented for comparison and 
investigation.   
 
Wavelength Modulated Fiber Optic Sensors 
 
Whenever there is a change in measuring parameter, this kind of optical sensor will make a change in their 
wavelength of light generation. This can be determined by the light detector at receiver side and that will make 
measure from the change in wavelength to change in measured parameter [3].Bragg grating sensors are of this type.  
 
Fiber Bragg grating sensors 
 
Formed by constructing periodic changes in the index of refraction in the core of single mode optical fiber. This 
change in refractive index can be made by exposing the fiber core to an intense interference pattern of UV energy [3]. 
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The Bragg grating sensor operation is shown in figure 2 in which light emitted by LED source is used and center 
frequency is also shown in figure which is also closer to the Bragg wavelength. When light propagates through the 
Grating and part of signal is reflected back at the Bragg wavelength. The complimentary part of the process shows a 
small silver of signal removed from the total transmitted signal [3]. Fiber based on doped silica contains defects in the 
glass structure. When the fiber is irradiated with certain wavelengths of UV-light these defects absorb some of the 
radiation resulting in a permanent increase in the refractive index locally in the fiber, depending on the amount of 
absorbed radiation. If the irradiation along with the fiber occurs with periodically varying intensity, an FBG is 
produced with the characteristics of the following equation:[4] 
 
λB= 2neff ʌ 
 
Phase Modulated Fiber Optics Sensors or interferometric sensors 
 
These sensors rely on the interferometric techniques. Generally the sensor employs a coherent light source such as a 
laser and two single mode optical fibers [4]. Light is split and coupled into both the fibers, if the measurand perturbs 
the optical properties of one of the fibers relative to the other, a phase shift occurs [4]. The change in phase can be 
measured very precisely. There are four kinds of interferometric configurations: Mach-Zender, Michelson, Sagnac 
interferometers – are the two beam interferometers- while in the case of Fabry-Perot interferometer occurs [4]. 
 
Fiber optic sensor based on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer: 
 
Mach-Zehnder interferometeris commonly used in diverse sensing applications because of their flexible 
configurations. The interferometer has two independent arms, the reference arm and the sensing arm. The incident 
light is split into two arms by a fiber coupler and the recombined by another fiber coupler. For sensing applications, 
the reference arm is kept isolated from external variation and only the sensing arm is exposed to the variation. The 
variation in the sensing arm is created because of the temperature and strain change, which in return leads to   the 
change in the optical path difference which can be detected easily by analyzing the variation in the interference signal 
[5]. 
 
Experimental SetupforAvailability Analysis 
 
In the field of optical fibers, lots of researches have been done, which focus on suitable design of fibers. Among these 
researches, one of the fields is designing a sensing system based on optical fiber and optical sensors. And here rises 
the need for designing acalibration platform to calibrate and evaluate the sensors before being used in optical sensing 
system.The experimental setup is shown in the following diagram: 
 

 
 
 
 
An optical fiber sensing system is composed of :- 
 
A-light source 
 
Is a key element in many fiber optic systems. Before using the source it is very essential to know its maximum power 
output, the wavelength of emission, linewidth, radiation pattern and modulation bandwidth which are important 
when selecting a light source to achieve the best performance of  the sensor. The optical sources used for sensors, 
range from hot filament lamps to semiconductor lasers. These sources can be placed into two groups incoherent and 

A B C 
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coherent sources. For the sensors based on interference phenomenon, coherent sources with single mode fibers are 
used. In a laboratory demonstration experiment, a visible laser such as He-Ne  laser may be the preferred source 
while in commercial applications, the laser diode is preferred[5]. 
 
B-Sensing element or transducer 
 
The light from the source is coupled into the fiber using suitable optics. The sensing action occurs either within the 
fiber or external to the fiber. In intrinsic sensors, the optical fibers become the active element of the sensor. The 
phenomenon or the parameter under investigation modifies the light propagation in the fiber[5]. 
 
C-Detectingsystem 
 
The optical detector is another important component of  optical fiber sensors. The optical detector converts the optical 
signal to an electrical one. The signal is then processed either to record to display. To perform efficiently, an optical 
detector should be highly sensitive with a fast response time and linear relationship between current and incident 
energy and the signal to noise ratio should be as large as possible so that the smallest possible optical signal is 
detected [6]. 
 
Study case 
 
Current researches on optical fiber temperature and strain sensing are focused onimproving the accuracy , 
measurement range and  reducing the cost as well. In many practical applications, it is required to monitor the 
temperature in order to achieve temperature compensation while measuring the environmental parameters. The 
basic concept behind the FBG sensors is the change in properties of the sensor as a response to environmental 
changes such as strain and temperature that alter the condition of FBG. As a result, the spectrum of both reflected 
and transmitted waves are changed. With the proper equipment the spectral changes can be measured and analyzed 
to determine the temperature and strain values, and other variables of interest. As mentioned above Calibration is a 
number of measuring processes curried out under specific conditions by using instruments that are in agreement 
with SI system. The intention is to specify the accuracy of the sensor and decide whether it is compatible to be used 
or not , and this can be done by finding a relationship between the standard and measured values, in this research 
this done by two steps. First, calibrating of the fiber Bragg grating at room temperature is carried out without being 
exposed to any kind of temperature/strain variation. Second, by exposed it to heat variation and study its behaviour. 
The Bragg grating can be described theoretically by using coupled- mode equations.Here important properties are 
summarized for the tightly bound single mode propagation through a uniform grating. The grating is assumed to 
have a sinusoidal index profile with amplitude ∆n. The reflectivity, of the grating at the Bragg wavelength is 
expressed by the simple equation: 
 
R= tan h2 (kL) 
 
Where, k=(п/ λ) ∆n, is the coupling coefficient and L is the length of the grating. 
 
The reflectivity is determined bykL, and a grating with a kL greater than one is termed a strong grating whereas a 
weak grating has a kL less than one. Figure 3 shows the typical reflection spectra for weak and strong gratings[7, 8]. 
The other important property of FBGs is the reflection bandwidth. In caseof weak coupling (kL ˂ 1). The ∆λ FWHM is 
approximated by the spectral distance from the Bragg wavelength, λBto the neighboring dip wavelength, λD. 
 
∆λ FWHM ≈ (λ0 - λB ) = λB2 ̷  (2Neff L) 
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The bandwidth of a weak grating is inversely proportional to the grating length and can be very narrow for a long 
grating. On the other hand, in the case of strong coupling (kL ˃ 1), ∆λ FWHM is approximated by the wavelength 
difference between the adjacent reflection dips across the Bragg wavelength, 
 
∆λ FWHM = 4 λB2 k/ (п Neff ) . 
 
The bandwidth of the FBG is limited by the attainable values of the index perturbation,∆n, of the photosensitivity, 
and several nanometers in the actual limit corresponding to ∆n≈ 0.001 at wavelengths used for optical fiber sensor 1.5 
μm[7].Above the theoretical part is mentioned and now the practical part will be discussed where The FBG used for 
this work is manufactured by the Raysung Photonics Inc. The fiber used was SMF-28 with the core diameter of 8μm. 
This fiber supports single mode at a wavelength of (1550 ± 0.3 nm). According to the specification sheet as shown in 
figure (4), 99% reflection occurs from (1550 ± 0.3 nm). 
 
To characterize the FBG a (LPS-1550-FC) Pigtailed Laser Diodes, Single Mode Fiber, from THORLAB Inc. is used with  
center wavelength about (1550 nm), output power approximation 1.5 mW. A spectrum analyzer and a flexible 
connector are used. One FC was connected to the output of the laser source through using a(3- ports, SMF 
polarization independent circulator with operating wavelength 1550 ± 20 nm,  and other FC is connected to the input 
of the  optical spectrum  analyzer (OSA) wavelength range (1000- 2500) nm from THORLAB Inc. Since the FBG fiber 
is SMF-28, an FC with the same fiber ends was selected so as to have a good coupling. The whole experimental setup 
is shown in the figure (5). First, the light from a (LPS-1550-FC) Pigtailed Laser Diodes is launched into one end of the 
fiber containing the grating and the transmission spectrum is recorded by both optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) and 
monochromator / spectrograph (zolixinc.). The emission spectrum of the LD source is shown in Figure (9) which 
indicates an output in the wavelength range about (1548-1553) nm. 
 
The spectral response of the FBG is experimentally noted by using the Monochromator / Spectrograph  model Omni-
λ Series (lnGaAs Detector) from Zolixlnc. with 0.05 nm resolution, interfaced with a Data Acquisition System model 
DCS300PA, as an (OSA) optical spectrum analyzer system. The wavelength and the amplitude of the transmitted 
signal are simultaneously obtained from the (OSA). The amplitude of transmission is plotted against the wavelength 
to give the transmission spectrum of the wavelength range of (1547- 1554)nm.The transmission spectra are shown in 
the figure (10), which are in good agreement with the specification sheet.  
 
FBG sensor simulation study concept 
 
Optigrating 4.2.2 is powerful and user-friendly design software for modeling integrated and fiber optic devices that 
are assisted by optical gratings. The operation of many sensor devices sensor devices is based on optical gratings 
which alter coupling between guided light modes. For example, waveguide, grating technology has been used in 
temperature and strain sensing. Once a device setup is done, then we can use the program to perform numerical 
simulations. Such simulations are based on solving coupled mode equations that describe the interaction of guided 
modes.For example, waveguide, grating technology has been used in temperature and strain sensing. Once a device 
setup is done, then we can use the program to perform numerical simulations. Such simulations are based on solving 
coupled mode equations that describe the interaction of guided modes. A grating-assisted device can be analyzed 
and designed by calculating light propagation, reflection and transmission spectra, the phase group delay, and the 
dispersion. While the calculation results depend on waveguide and grating parameters, the design task can be 
greatly facilitated by the use of the appropriate computer software (Optigrating 4.2.2.).The data is viewed as the 
reflection spectrum, which visually shows the trends and can be analyzed numerically. This research intends to 
reproduce the reflection spectrum using a combination of finite element analysis (FEA) software and OptiGrating. 
This has the potential to extend academic knowledge and be a step in the development of methods to calculate the 
actual strain field or temperature variation to which a sensor is subject. 
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There are several steps and options must be processed using the FBG as a sensor. From the menu of parameters, the 
grating selected, to opening the grating manager dialog box, and open the grating definition dialog box and inserting 
the options as shown in figure (8).From the dialog box of grating definition, the sensors check box must be enabled in 
order to activate the define button. In the fiber Bragg grating sensor dialog box from the temperature or strain dialog 
box can control the default weather changes.Fiber Bragg grating dialog box contains important parameters, the first is 
strain optic parameter that set to photosensitivity coefficient, second parameter is thermo-optic parameter, which 
include thermal expansion coefficient, thermo-optic coefficient and reference temperature, the third is applied micro-
strain, and the fourth is applied temperature. Both of applied micro-strain and temperature has four ways togradient 
that are uniform, linear, Gaussian, and user defined. As shown in figure (9).  
 
The second part of calibration: [6] 
 
The Bragg wavelength is as given by:λB= 2neff ʌ 
Is Dependent on the refractive index and the periodicity of the FBG. Both of these values can be displaced by 
longitudinal forces as well as by changes in temperature. The relative sensitivity of Bragg wavelength as strain and 
temperature change is given by[9]: 
 
Δ λB/ λB = (1- ρe)εz + (α + η ) ΔT 
 
Where 훼 is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fiber, 휂 is the thermo-optic coefficient representing the shift in 
refractive index with changes in temperature, 휌푒 is the photo-elastic coefficient representing shift in refractive index 
due to strain and 휖푧 is the longitudinal strain over the grating.Typical values for germanium doped optical fiber cores 
are:  ρ=0.22,  α=0.55 ×10-6 C-1,       η=8.6 ×10 -6C-1  
 
Thus, theoretical values of the sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength in the range of 1550 nm due to temperature shifts 
and strain are, as given by [10]: ΔλB/ΔT = 14.18 pm/c   and        , ΔλB/Δε =1.2pm/c 
 
The theoretical predictions in equation make a good approximation to the respective sensitivities for fibers not 
exposed to any heating process. More precise values are obtained through calibration of the grating. Calibration was 
done by putting the grating though a known cycle of changes in the quantity that is to be measured, which for this 
project means that the gratings was tested for their sensitivity during shifts in temperature, and record the 
corresponding changes in Bragg-wavelength.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The FBG is calibrated to be used as a temperature sensor within the range (20 – 70)oC. The used fiber Bragg grating 
(FBG) in this work is very sensitive to the variation of the temperature degrees, the sensitivity was (1- 
6pm\0.1°C).The relation between the applied temperature and shifting the Bragg wavelength was linear. The 
sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength to temperature arises from the change in the refractive index of the optical fiber. 
Finally, Simulation has been carried out to analyze the spectral characteristics of the FBGs usingOptiGrating software 
.This powerful tool for the analysis of coupling and reflection among the guided modes of optical waveguides and 
fibers, also has specialized modules for simulating physical conditions such as temperature and strain on the grating. 
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Figure 1. “basic elements of an optical fiber sensing 
system”. 

Figure 2. “Bragg Grating Responses”. 
 

Figure 3. ''Typical reflection spectra for weak and 
strong gratings''. 

Figure 4. Manufacturer’s Specification sheet of FBG. 
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Figure 5. Experimental setup for Characterization of 
FBG sensor 
 

Figure 6. Characterization of LD Source spectrum 
using (left) Optical spectrum analyzer (right) 
Monochromator / Spectrograph 

Figure 7. FBG measured Transmission Spectrum 
using (left) Optical spectrum analyzer (right) 
Monochromator / Spectrograph 

Figure 8. Gating definition dialog box 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Fiber Bragg grating parameters. 
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Milk products of buffalo are widely consumed and represent a rich environment for the microorganism 
growth. This kind of cream is sold by individuals and out of factories without health and environmental 
control. This may increase the chance of microorganism contamination. The goal of the study is to 
investigate the bacterial andparasitological contamination in buffalomilky cream which produced and 
preserved under unsanitary conditions.Forty-sevensamples were collected from the cream buyers in 
Alsamawa city from November 2012 to February 2013 in irregular periods of time. Several parasitological 
and bacterial analysis were performed including plating, biochemical tests and microscopic examination. 
The results showed that all samples were contaminated with two bacterial genera; Escherichia and 
Klebsiellawithproportions 74.4% and 9.3% respectively. Mixed contamination with the two bacterial 
genera was 18.6%. Two types of protozoa; Cyclospora and Cryptosporidium, were detected with proportion 
rates of 8.5% and 2.1% respectively. The proportion of contamination was higherin Novembercompared 
to the other dates.There are no positive samples in December and February.  
 
Keywords: Buffalo, milk cream, Escherichia, Klebsiella, protozoa, Cyclospora, Cryptosporidium. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The main way for protozoan parasites is via food in many countries. These protozoa include Cryptosporidium, Giardia 
and Toxoplasma mainly. However, Cyclospora could be transmitted by intaking contaminated food (1). Cyclospora has 
only been documented as a significant human pathogen since the early 1990s. It has been recognized in developed 
countries as the causative agent of a few gastrointestinal outbreaks associated with fresh (unprocessed) food produce, 
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i.e. soft fruits and leafy vegetables (2). Milk products can be important source offoodborne intestinal coliforms. 
Escherichia coli is a serious problem threatening public health for being responsible for multiple instances of food 
poisoning as contaminating the food with Escherichia coli can lead to outbreak infection (3). Milk products 
contamination could lead to cause watery diarrhea then bloody diarrhea andmight end with hemorrhagic colitis 
(4).Milk cream produced at homes, farms or some popular stores is not a subject to even the basic scientific health 
rules. The alimentary canal of dairy cattle especially buffaloes and cows could be the source of contamination. The 
surrounding environment is another source of raw milk contamination or processed products, especially for cream 
and cheese. Finally, the cream and cheeses could be contaminated during or after the manufacturing or 
transportation processes (5).Many studies and reports around the world has been concerned the role of milk products 
in transferring illness caused pathogens, especially in children and elderlies. Based on the above-the aim ofthe 
current study is to investigate the presence of protozoa and bacteria in the cream produced from buffalo’s milk.             
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Parasitology aspect 
 
1- 47samples of the cream were collected fromsellers inAlsamawa. 
2- 10 grams of this milk productwere taken and mixed well with 10 ml of sterile distilled water. The mixture was 

spin down at 2500 rpm for 15 min. 
3- The sediment was carefully transferred one or more centrifuge tubes, depending on the volume, and washed 

thrice with distilled water at 2500 rpm for 15 min. 
4- The supernatant was removed. The pellets were rinsed thoroughly with a detergent solution to ensure that no 

sediment is discarded, and recentrifuged at 2500 rpm for 15 min. 
5- The pellet was suspended in an equal volume of acetoacetic buffer, pH 4.5 (i.e. if the volume of the pellet is 2 ml, 

add 2 ml of buffer). If the pellet is less than 2 ml, the buffer is increased up to 4 ml to ensure that there is sufficient 
volume of buffer above the pellet to allow the ethyl acetate layer to be poured off without resuspension of the 
pellet. 

6- Add two volumes of ethyl acetate or ether (i.e. 4 ml in the above example) and mix the solution thoroughly in a 
vortex mixer. The sample can also be shaken by hand. This is quite acceptable if a mechanical mixer is not 
available. 

7- The sample was centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 15 min. The sample was separated into three distinct phases. All the 
non-fatty, heavier debris, including helminth eggs, larvae,and protozoa, were deposited in the bottom. Then the 
buffer was above this layer and it is clear. The fatty and other material move into the ethyl acetate or ether and 
forms a thick dark plug at the top of the sample. 

8- The volume of the pellet containing the eggs was recorded, and then the rest of the supernatant was poured off in 
one smooth action. It may be necessary to loosen the fatty plug first by running a fine needle around the side of 
the centrifuge tube. 

9- The pellet was resuspended in five volumes of zinc sulfate solution, (i.e. if the volume of the pellet in 1 ml, add 5 
ml of ZnSO4). The sample was mixed thoroughly, preferably using a vortex mixer. 

10- An aliquot with a Pasteur pipette was quickly removed and transferred to a glass slide for final examination. 
11- Glass slides was placed on the microscope stage and examine under 10× or 40× magnification.  
 
Bacteriology aspect  
 
1- One gram of each sample was diluted by 9 ml of sterile distilled water with mixing. Diluted samples were plated 

on nutrient, blood and MacConkey agars then by streaking method and incubate at 37⁰C for 24-48 hours. 
2- Strains were transferred on nutrient agar three times.   
3- Gram stain was done for each strain.  
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4- The followingbiochemical tests were performed (Indol, Simmon citrate, Methyl red,and Vogus Proskeur) to 
identify the bacterial genera or species.  
 

Statistical analysis was done by using Chi-square according to (6). 
 
RESULTS 
 
The proportionof total positive samples with protozoa was10.6% (table 1). The highest infection rate was 8.5% with 
Cyclospora while the lowest infection rate was 2.1% with Cryptosporidium (table 2). The highest rate ofprotozoan 
prevalence wasin November (52%) while the lowest rate was in February 3.3%. The positive samples were 
significantly affected by the months (table 3). The bacterial contaminant was found in all tested samples. The 
percentage ofE.coli and Klebsiellaspp presence were 74.4% and 9.3% respectively for single infection and 18.6% 
formixed infection (table 5).The bacterial infection was directly related to the temperature asthe rate of bacterial 
infectiondecreased with dropping of temperature. Five buffalo’s cream shops were used as sources of the cream 
through the months of the study (table 6). The highest rate of bacterial existence was in October (11.5%), then 
February (8.8%) while the lowest rate was in December (3.6%). Figure 1.Cream samples were collected and were 
treated to get the parasitic contents as explained above. The samples were examined under the microscope (100X). A1 
and A2 represent Cryptosporidium while B and B2 represent Cyclospora from two different samples. Figure (2) the 
collected samples were subjected for Gram stain (A) and blood agar (B) tests which showed two kinds of bacteria; E. 
coli and Klebsella 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
We found that the overall proportion rate of protozoa reached 10.6 %( table 1) while it was 100% (table 4) of bacterial 
existence.The reasons behind this might be the higher contamination rate which can be related to many factors. These 
factors could be lack the healthy ways in manufacturing of cream and storing the product in bad conditions during 
transportation or before selling. Contamination of the udder and the hands of owners or employees with feces of 
infected animals could be an important way of milk products contamination (7). The cream could also be 
contaminated due to the way of handling. The sellers (mainly women) do not care with the hygiene rules. They do 
not wear gloves when touching the cream and exposing the cream to the air and sun directly in unclean containers. 
In addition, the owners of animals or employees in the manufacturing of cream may be infected with bacterial 
diseases and which is transmitted to milk as they do not subject to regular health checking or medical examinations 
(8). InDecember and January,the absence of the existence of protozoa in cream may relate to being these months 
characterized by lowering of temperature thus these conditions are unsuitable to growth and existence of protozoa. 
Temperature plays an important role in the bacterial contamination.  In November the average number of bacteria 
was 11.5 cell/gramwhile it was 3.5cell/gram in January (table 6).Theseresultsfound that thebacterialproportions 
directly increased with increasing of climate temperature. The suitable environmental conditions for bacterial growth 
are in the worm and hot seasonscompared to the cold winter. 
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Table 1. Number and proportion of total positive samples with Protozoa 
 

Total examined samples 
Positive samples 

No. % 
47 5 10.6 

 

Table 2. The prevalence of Cyclospora and Cryptosporidium in the sample population 
 

Protozoangenera 
positive samples 

No. % 
Cyclospora 4 8.5 

Cryptosporidium 1 2.1 
 

Table  3. Effect of months on proportions of protozoa in milk cream 
 

month No. of Examined 
samples 

Positive samples with Cyclospora 
Positive samples with 

Cryptosporidium 
No. % No. % 

10 9 3  0  
11 14 0  1  
12 8 0  0  
1 4 0  0  
2 12 1  0  

Total 47 4  1  
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Table 4. number and proportion of total positive samples with Bacteria 
 

Total examined samples 
Positive samples 

No. % 
43 43 100 

 

Table 5. The prevalence of Escherichia coli and Klebsiellasppin the sample population 
 

Types of Bacteria 
Single infection mixed infection 

No. % No. % 
Escherichia coli 32 74.4 8 18.6 

Klebsellaspp 4 9.3 8 18.6 
 

Table 6. total number of aerobic bacteria per 1 gm of buffalo’s cream multiply 103 

 

February January December November October Sample sources 
5 4 8 9 9 A 
7 2 5 3 14 B 
11 7 3 7 11 C 
17 2 7 6 13 D 
4 3 2 5 10 E 

8.8 3.6 5 6 11.5 rate 
 
Table 7. Bacterial biochemical test 
 

Characteristics E. coli Klepsella spp 
Gram Stain Negative (-ve) Negative (-ve) 

Indol Positive (+ve) Negative (-ve) 
Simmon Citrate Negative (-ve) Positive (+ve) 

Methyle Red Positive (+ve) Negative (-ve) 
VogusProskeur Negative (-ve) Positive (+ve) 

 

 
Figure 1: types of protozoa in buffalo’s cream 

Cream samples were collected and were treated to get the parasitic contents as explained above. The samples were 
examined under the microscope (100X). A1 and A2 representCryptosporidiumwhile B and B2 represent Cyclospora 
from two different samples. 
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Figure 2 Gram Stain test 
The collected samples were subjected for Gram stain (A) and blood agar (B) tests which showed two kinds of 
bacteria; E. coli and Klebsella 
 

 
Figure 3: Results of biochemical tests A: Indol, B: Methyl red, C:Vogues Proskauer, Citrate Utilization(D: positive, 
E:Negitive) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 

B 
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CdS nanofilms have been produced on glass substrates by Spin Coating technique with different 
Temperature T= (100oC, 150oC , 200oC ). It is observed from optical properties that the films possess 
transition 75% in visible and near infrared region of spectrum and direct band gap values in the range of 
2.2-1.6 eV at decreasing temperature , when increases Temperatures the films are more homogenate. 
 
Key words: Spin Coating Deposition (SCD), Atomic Force Microscopic (AFM), X-Ray diffracting (XRD), 
CdS (Cadmium Sulfate). 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Cadmium sulfide is an II-VI compound semiconductor. Bonding in these compounds is a mixture of covalent and 
ionic type's .Group VI atoms are considerably more electronegative than group II atoms and this introduces iconicity. 
This character has the effect of binding the valence electrons rather tightly to the lattice atoms. Thus, each of these 
compounds has higher melting point and large band gaps than those of the covalent semiconductors of comparable 
atomics weights [1].Two types of crystal structure, cubic zinc blend and hexagonal wurtzite, are observed in these 
compounds. Structure type of the deposited crystals depends on the substrate temperature it becomes zinc blend 
whereas at a high temperature one wurtzite type is seen [2]. In recent year CdS thin films has attracted wide attention 
as one of the most promising material for application as window layers [3,4]. in low-cost , high efficiency thin film 
solar cells because of its suitable band gap , high optical transparent and absorption coefficient in the visible range of 
solar spectrum . CdS is a direct band gap ( 2.42 eV ) II-VI semiconductor and has been used as a vital component in 
different solar cell hetreo-structures together with narrow band gap material such as CeTe , Cu2S ,InP ,CuInSe2 with 
efficiencies between 10-16%  [5,6] . CdS becomes sublime at about 700 Co and melts at about 1750 Co under several 
atmospheric pressure. It can be deposited either from vapor phase or from high pressure liquid phase. 
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Its effective permittivity (dielectric constant) is 11.6 and density is approximately 4.84 g/cm3 .CdS does not show 
intrinsic behavior at room temperature, i.e. deposited CdS thin films doesn’t need doping to become n-type. 
Formation of p-type CdS is very difficult, because of the strong self-compensation effect caused by sulfur vacancies 
[7,8].Pure CdS crystals have a high resistivity about 1012 Ω-cm. polycrystalline CdS thin film's resistivity can be 
reduce by In ,Sn ,Al ,Cr or Br doping or by some growth techniques. For example, 10-3 Ω-cm resistivity was reported 
for the films grown by close-apace vapor transport [9]. The grain sizes of CdS films are usually around 0.3-0.5 µm. As 
the film thickness is increased, large crystallites are formed in the film. Annealing at high temperatures enhance the 
grain size and re-crystallization of CdS [10]. CdCl2 treatment increases the effect of annealing [11]. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
 
The technique has been employed in this work is Spin coating that involves adding the material on the glass slid and 
then rotation it to deposited the solution on the substrate then annealing it for different temperature to study the 
effect of the temperature on it.  
 
Device use in my work: Balance, Oven, Magnetic-stirrer, Spin coating device   
 
Film deposition 
 
Spin Coating Technique 
 
The spin coating procedure can be effectively modeled by dividing whole process into three stages: 
 
Deposition and spin up, spin off and film drying, during first stage: solution is allowed to fall on a rotating substrate 
from a micro syringe and the substrate is accelerated to the desired speed. Spreading of the solution takes place due 
to centrifugal force and height is reduced to critical height.During second stage (spin off), subsequent reduction in 
film height is dominated by the evaporation of the solvent.During final stage centrifugal outflow stops and further 
shrinkage is due to solvent loss. In actual practice these three stages overlap each other [12].figure (1) shows the 
relation between film thickness and both spin speed and spin time. 
 
Preparing the Chemicals 
 
We chose the materials provided by (BDH) company with specifications given in table (1). 
 
Synthesis of CdS/PVA nancomposite thin film 
 
CdS and PVA nanocomposite thin film were deposited on glass substrates by Spin Coating technique using cadmium 
acetate   [Cd (NO3)2.4H2O] as Cd++ ion source and thiourea [CS (NO2)2] as S-2 ion source with cadmium to sulfur 
ratio: (Cd:S) 3:5 and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as a polymer controller matrix. The Cd:S ratio play an important role on 
the structure of the CdS thin film because S-excess and Cd-excess films exhibit hexagonal and cubic structure, 
respectively [13]. For solar cell application hexagonal films are preferable. In a typical reaction a matrix solution was 
prepared by adding 20 ml of 0.6 M cadmium acetate into an equal volume of 5% aqueous solution of polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) and stirred continuously for 90 minutes at 70 Co. the solution was left overnight to get transparent 
liquid indicating complete dissolution of cadmium acetate. To this matrix solution, 20 ml of 1M thiourea was added 
drop wise and the reactants were stirred continuously for 30 minutes. For the preparation of CdS,PVA 
nanocomposite thin film , a chemically clean glass substrates was coated with the solution by spin coating technique 
and then the substrate was heated in an oven at 100 oC (150 and  200 Co).within 15-20 minutes the colar of the film 
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changed from transparent to light yellow indicating the formation of CdS,PVA nanocomposite thin film. Of course 
the PVA plays the role of matrix in the thin film.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
 
The structure properties of the spin coating CdS films have been investigated by x-ray diffraction technique use CuKα 
radiation. Fig.2, fig.3, fig.4  shows the x-ray diffraction pattern of CdS thin prepared by spin coating method and 
annealing at  100Co, 150Co and  200Co for 10-15 minutes. The x-ray diffraction pattern at 100, 150 and 200 Co annealing 
samples exhibit peaks at 24.16o, 20.94o and 22.000 respectively. The presence of small peaks in x-ray diffraction 
reveals the formation of nanocrystalline CdS films. The peaks are not sharp indicating that the average crystalline 
size is small. Due to size effect the peaks in the diffraction broaden and their widths became large as the particles 
became smaller. The obtain grain size value of the annealing CdS films are given in Table 1. It seen that crystalline 
size of CdS increase from 29.97 nm to 32.897 nm as the annealing temperature increase from 100C to 200 C . Table 2 
comparison between grain size from XRD and Eg 
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)   
 
Fig (5, 6 & 7) show the atomic force microscopic picture for the three samples at different annealing temperature 
Ta=100, 150 and 200 ͦC respectively. The grain size and the average diameter were listed in table 3.  
 
Optical Measurements 
 
The Transmittance Spectra 
 
The experimental transmission spectrum for CdS thin film in spectrum range (300-1100) nm at room temperature as 
showing in fig. (8). All spectra show good transparency (T  85%). Where it is very clear and that transmission 
decrease with increase the annealing temperature as show in table (4) 
 
The Optical Energy Gap  
 
The optical energy gap values (Eg) for CdS films have been determined by using Tauc equation which is used to find 
the type of the optical transition by plotting the relations of (αhv)2 versus photon energy (hv) and selecting the 
optimum linear part. The optical energy gap decreases with increasing annealing temperature as show in the figures 
(9) given in Table (4). 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In summery the CdS embedded in PVA matrix in thin films was prepare using spin coating technique. The effect of 
annealing on prepare films at thickness about 67.66 μm were. From the x-ray diffraction the crystal grain size increase 
with increase the annealing temperature .The absorption of the films and the absorption coefficient increase with 
increases the annealing temperature. While the transmission of the films is decrease directed with the simple 
annealing temperature. The energy gap for CdS thin films decrease due to increase annealing temperature. 
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Table 1. the chemical parameters of the substances used in this project. 

 

Table 2 comparison between grain size from XRD and Eg 
 

Annealing temperature Grain size from XRD Energy gap 
100 29.97 2.25 
150 32.58 1.65 
200 32.897 1.60 

 

Table 3: Average diameter for samples grains at different Ta 
 

Ta (  ͦC) Grain No Avg. Diameter (nm) 
100 52 224.45 
150 45 212.86 
200 81 156.23 

 
Table 4: Calculations the Optical and structural properties at different Temperature  
 

Parameters T=100 C0 T=150 C0 T=200 C0 

Grain size 29.9 32.58 32.9 
Absorption of films 0.011 0.028 0.035 

Transmission spectra 97.427% 93.691% 92.235% 
Optical Energy Gap 2.25 1.65 1.60 

 

Material atomic 
weight 

Purity Chemical Composition Concentration Company 

Cadmium Nitrite 308.47 99% Cd(NO3)2.4H2O 0.6M BDH 
Thiourea 76.12 99% Cs(NH2)2 1M BDH 
Polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA) 1400 99%   BDH 
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Figure 1. The relation between film thickness and both spin speed and spin time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2: Shows the X-ray diffraction for CdS at 100 Co  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3: Shows the X-ray diffraction for CdS at 150Co 
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Fig.4: Shows the X-ray diffraction for CdS at 200Co 

 

 
Fig.5: AFM for 1st simple (T=100 C0) 

 

 
Fig.6: AFM for 2nd simple (T=150 C0) 

 

 
Fig.7: AFM for 3rd simple (T=200 C0) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.8 Transmission spectra 
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Fig.9 use Tauc equation to determine The Energy Gap for films with different Ta 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.10 Balance 
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ZnO:Pb nanofilms have been produced on glass substrates by Laser induced plasma (LIPS) technique in 
Vacuum (p = 2.5 * 10-2 mbar) using Nd:YAG laser with (1064 nm) , X=0.2  and distance 10cm between laser 
and the substrate   with  thickness  of films 108 nm. It is observed from optical properties that the films 
possess transition 75% in visible and near infrared region of spectrum and direct band gap values in the 
range of 2.2eV at at λ=1064nm, when increases no. of pulse the films are more homogenate. 
 
Key words:  Laser Induced Plasma Spectroscopic (LIPS), Atomic Force Microscopic (AFM), X-Ray 
diffracting (XRD), Lead (Pb), Zinc mono Oxide (ZnO). 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the last few years, semiconductors has been widely studied due to their fundamental structural, electrical and 
optical properties Among them ZnS with a direct gap (3.6 eV) displays a high  refractive index , and a high 
transmittance in the visible range making this a strong candidate for use in photo electronic devices . Tables (1-1) 
indicate physical, electrical properties of the basic characteristics for ZnS semiconductor.[1,2,3] In general ZnS 
compound have two phase structure Cubic and Hexagonal and ZnS compound from group II-VI is white pellets has 
two crystalline structure which are (α wurtizte) with hexagonal structure and (β Zinc blend) with cubic structure, 
didn’t passes in the liquid state i.e. it has low sublimation temperature, dissolves slightly in mixture of HNO3 and 
H2SO4 but didn’t dissolves in water. Also has low toxic. It was found that the small crystallite of wurtizte phase had 
been compound at 1273 K i.e. Zinc blend changed to wurtizte phase at or before sublimation temperature, which 
affirm that the last phase is the most stable structure at high temperature. recent investigation have invoked 
considerable interest in ZnS thin film due to their vast potential for in thin film devices such as photolminescent  and 
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electroluminescent devices and more recently as n-type window layer hetrojunction solar cell . Zinc sulfite has found 
wide range use as thin film coating in optical and micro electrical industries, it has wide wavelength pas band (9.4-13 
µm). It is commonly used as filter reflector and planar waveguide. It is also the most commonly used as host material 
in thin film electroluminescent devices.[1,4,5,6] 
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
 
Preparation of ZnO film doped with Pb under Vacuum (P=2.5 *10-2 mbar ) with weight x=0.2, using chemical mixed, 
Optical and Structural properties have been studied. in this study observe the crystal structure, investigate the 
absorbance of ZnO films with layer variation, and determine band gap energy with Pb doped variation pulsed 
Nd:YAG laser . ZnO thin film has been synthesized by LIPS method under Vacuum. On to the microscope glass 
substrates (1x25x75mm3) at energy value E=600 mj with different number of pulses of Nd:YAG laser , then prepare 
ZnO:Pb films with different weight according to the following equation  
 
WZnO +Pb = X * (WZn + WO ) + (1-X) * WPb    (1) 
 
The results for Mixing between ZnO & Pb (WCuO+Pb  = 3gm) 
 The schematic arrangement of LIPS set-up is shown in Fig. (4). In which thin films are prepared under Vacuum with 
pressure tell to 2.5*10-2 mbar 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
 
Figure (5) show The X-ray diffraction patterns of ZnS powder which indicated that the ZnS Compound has 
polycrystalline structure. From figure (5), it can be observed that the structure of ZnS powder was mixed of cubic 
with hexagonal system with peaks (111),(200),(220) and (311) for cubic system and (100),(101),(102),(103),(200),(112) 
and (201) for hexagonal system. Fig.(6) represent the X-ray diffraction pattern for ZnS thin film ,the figure shows the 
preferred orientation (111) for pure ZnS structure as thin films  at 2θ = 28.5o.Fig.(7) show the X-ray diffraction pattern 
for ZnS:Pb thin film and get from the figure that the structure of ZnS after doped by Pb have the same preferred 
orientation by high intensity after the doping by improved structure for ZnS:Pb thin films which indicates the maker 
of (111) orientation between ZnS atoms and Pb atoms at 28.5o, this is a good agreement with Tran Thi Q. Hoa et al [4] 
,M. Ashraf et al [7] and Dong Hyun Hwang et al [8].  
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
   
Atomic force microscopy AFM used to study the Morphology of the surface and crystal structure of the surface thin 
films precipitated, and which was calculated average grains size, Figure (8) describe three-dimensional pictures and 
distribution of the grains respectively for surfaces of prepared thin film. Average diameters for particles are increased 
with increase the doping of Pb due to transmission. 
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Optical Measurements 
 
The Transmittance Spectra 
 
The Transmittance Spectra for ZnS: Pb thin films can be shown in Fig. (8), we notes that the transmittance of ZnS: Pb 
thin film is zero between (200-520) nm, then the transmittance for the ZnS: Pb thin film increasing in (520-800) nm 
range of the wavelength. The maximum value for ZnS:Pb thin film at the wavelength (800nm), the figure shows that 
the properties of ZnS thin films can be change by the doped of Pb atoms when it incorporates in ZnS structure during 
the preparation. Direct energy gap for samples can be calculated using Tauc relation[8]:- 
 
α h ν =B(h ν – Eg )1/2         (2) 
 
Where B is a constant depends on the nature of the material, h is Planck’s constant and ν is the photon frequency. The 
relationship between (α h ν)2 and photon energy (hv) and extended straight portion of the curve to cut the photon 
energy axis at the point (α h ν)2 = 0 we get the value of the energy gap, with thickness measured by using Fizue 
Fringes is equal to 100 nm. Figures (8) show the optical energy gap for direct transmission of the copper oxide films 
with different number of pulses at Energy (E=900 mj)  under Vacuum with P=2.5 *10-2 mbar are Figure (9) show the 
optical energy gap of ZnS:Pb thin films, the energy gap for the ZnS thin film is 3.6 ev, this was agreement with J.P. 
Borah et al [2] and M. Ashraf et al [7].and the energy gap for ZnS:Pb thin film was decreases to 2 ev after anealing . 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The Conclusion from the data which were mentioned in the previous chapter, and conclude that:-  
1) The structure of Zn thin film is improved after the doping. 
2)  The Transmittance is zero between the region (200-500) nm after the doping, and The maximum value for ZnS: 

Pb thin film at the wavelength (800nm). 
3) The energy gap for the ZnS thin film was decreasing to 2 eV after annealing with T=200k. 

ZnO nanoparticles absorbance at  λ =1064 nm 
with NOP = 400 shots 

 

 
 

Pb & ZuO at X =0.2 nanoparticles absorbance at  
λ =1064 nm with NOP = 400 shots 
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4) the structure of  the ZnS thin film enhanced after the doped by Pb atoms.and more hompgenity after annealing 
with T=300K. 
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Table .1. indicate physical, electrical properties of the basic characteristics for ZnS semiconductor 
 

Property \ Material ZnS 
Energy Gap (eV) 3.66 
Type of transition Direct 

Mobility Cm2/v 150 
Effective mass 0.26 

Melting point (K) 1930-2173 
Color White-yellow transparent grains 

Melting point under vacuum (1 Torr) 1811 K 
Density (gm/cm3) 3.98 
Molecular weight 97.44 

Lattice constant (A0) 5.406 
 
Table 2 The results for Mixing between ZnO & Pb (WCuO+Pb  = 3gm) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

X ZnO  (gm) Pb (gm) 
0.2 2.732 0.278 
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                  Fig. 1. Wurtzite Structure                                             Fig. 2. Cubic Zinc Sulfide Structure  

 
Fig. 3. Hexagonal Zinc Sulfide Structure                  Fig .4. ZnO:Pb films fabrications by using Laser  
                                                                                          Induced Plasma System under Vacuum with  
                                                                                           λ=(1064nm) 
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Fig. 5. X-Ray diffraction of ZnS powder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.6.X-Ray diffraction of ZnS thin film 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7. X-Ray diffraction of ZnS;Pb thin film  
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Fig.8. The Optical transmittance of ZnS:Pb thin films 

 

 
Fig.9. The Optical Energy gap ZnS: Pb thin films 
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Iraq is one of the Arabian region countries, which considered as an arid to semi-arid area, though it has 
two main rivers that pass through(Tigris and Euphrates) it suffers the same problem as them (drought), 
only the rivers' nearby regions make use of their water for (domestic, agricultural, and industrial 
purposes).  One of the usable solutions is to make advantage of the groundwater (especially in the desert 
regions).remote sensing and geographic information system is a rapid and coast effective techniques, 
they provide information of large and inaccessible area within short span for assessing, monitoring, and 
management of groundwater resources. In this work the hydrogeological unit (system) of AL-Najaf 
Plateau has been delineated using SRTM DEM based new rapprochements (the compaction layers, 
isopleth contour lines, and the profile graph) to be 2768 square kilometers, the Hillshaded DEM was 
adopted for geological lineaments visually extraction because of their topographic aspects (since each 
lineament causes fracture that yield steep slope in the earth crust). then GIS techniques has been used to 
identify the maximum secondary porosity and permeability locations in the plateau, which considered 
optimum locations for wells drilling using lineaments longitudinal density distribution map which 
achieved by utilizing the IDW spatial interpolation method. 
 
Keywords: spatial interpolation, secondary permeability, longitudinal density, and topographic aspects  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Geological Lineament is a linearly, rectilinearly, or a curvilinear aspect of tectonic activity reference which can be 
seen in the aerial or the satellite imageries [1]. The  extracting  and/ or  mapping method of them is essential issue  for 
the engineering problem solving in  location selecting  for dams,  bridges,  or roads construction [2], the assessment of 
seismic or landslide  risk [3], the exploration of mineral mines [4], and the application of  hydrogeological  researches 
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[5]. Geological lineaments usually show tone, texture, relief, linearity and curvilinearity in drainage and vegetation 
[6]. faults, joints, or boundaries between stratigraphic formations are examples of geologic lineaments [7]. Remotely 
sensed imagery is considered rapidly and costly effective modern technique for lineaments extraction, since it 
provide raw data / information about large and inaccessible area within short span [8]. In the field of water projects 
remote sensing utilizing as a multi-spectral data acquisition scheme for situation assess, observation, and project 
management of groundwater resources [9], and GIS techniques utilizing as tools for measuring and analyzing offer a 
predefined knowledge about the runoff water infiltration zones, the natural factors of the hydrogeological unit, the 
nature of the basin, the groundwater flow orientation, and the optimum locations for drilling wells that characterized 
of having a long- term stable high yield (i.e. high permeability wells in the groundwater aquifer zone) [10].   
 
The study area  
 
The study region is AL-Najaf plateau basin, which locates in the south -western part of Iraq country, it comprises of 
districts from several provinces (Najaf, Anbar, Karbala, Dewaniya, and Babil). The basin extends between the north 
latitudes 31º 54´ to 32º 42´and east longitudes 43º 38´ to 44º 33´and covers an area of 2707 square kilometers. The 
region is arid to  semiarid  with  rare  rain  storms  around  the  year;  the  surface  water  is  absent,  therefore,  
rainfall recharged groundwater is very essential for the drinking and agricultural purposes. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The work of this article was partitioned into four phases, as follow:  
 
SRTM DEM Preprocessing 
 
The preprocessing involves restoration of the DEM image pixels with two steps: 
1. -32768 value excluding (background removal). 
2. Filling the "No data" pixels using the (3×3) mean filter. 
After the no data pixels filling with proper values process, the (basin) option from the (hydrology) option in the 
spatial analyst arc tool in Arc GIS 9.3 selected to delineate all the basins in the corrected DEM as in figure (1): 
As can be seen this method failed to state the recharge, discharge zones. 
 
Delineation of Hydrogeological Unit in AL- Najaf Plateau  
 
Delineation of Hydrogeological Unit in AL- Najaf Plateau by using Compaction Layers 
 
To overcome the previous failure a new (DEM depending scheme) introduced in this research by using a compaction 
of two transparent layers (aspect and percentage arise slope) with a non- transparent layer (the corrected hillshaded 
DEM), this scheme as can be seen below is succeeded to determine the recharging zones of the basin only. As in 
figure (2). 
 
Delineation of Hydrogeological Unit in AL- Najaf Plateau by using DEM's Isopleth Contour Lines 
 
An adapted contour lines approach with 90m SRTM DEM was introduced. The new idea is to add more than one 
(Isopleth's contour line images) then approximated them to avoid fuzzy in order to determine the recharge-discharge 
zones as can be illustrated in figures from (3) to (7). 
The approximation step of the contour lines resulted in missing many terrain features making this method good but 
not optimum 
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Delineation of Hydrogeological Unit in AL- Najaf Plateau by using DEM's Profile Graph 
 
A new method were submitted in this search again, which is the applying of the 3D analyst tools in Arc GIS 10.3 
(interpolate line and create profile graph) on the corrected 90m SRTM elevation model with sufficient times as 
illustrated in figure (8) to recognize the recharging and discharging zones, which is a sink zone for the present area of 
the basin.The next step is study area extraction, which is AL-Najaf formation basin. As illustrated in figure (9). This 
technique simply enables the analyzers (the experts and the non-experts as well) to define the main basin's borders. 
 
The Geological Lineaments Extraction in AL- Najaf Plateau basin 
 
The Geological Lineaments Extraction in AL- Najaf Plateau using SRTM Hillshaded DEM.  
  
In this study these topographic aspects has been utilized to distinguish the lineaments by using the (hillshading 3D 
tool in ArcGIS 10.3) with the corrected 90m Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission DEM. The lineaments main 
directions have been determined by changing the illumination angle and fixing the altitude of the sun as shown in 
figure (10). One of the Hillshaded AL-Najaf basin images is shown in figure (11).When the azimuth angle of the sun 
changed the relief appearance is different as can be seen with some angles of the figure (12).As can be seen the 
topographic aspects of the lineaments are obvious in different orientations. The Lineaments Visually Extraction in 
Different Orientations Using Sun Azimuth Angles (0º,  45º,  90º, and 135) can be illustrated in figure (13). The 
geological Lineaments Visually Extraction in Different Orientations Using Sun Azimuth Angles (180º,  225º , 270º, and 
315º) can be illustrated in figure (14).After The extraction of geo-lineaments Visually in Different Orientations Using 
Sun Azimuth Angles (0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, 270º, 315º), all the non-overlapping lineaments were added to create 
region lineaments distribution image as showed in figure (16). 
 
The lineaments distribution image of AL-Najaf plateau basin cannot be used to state the locations of lineaments 
maximum longitudinal density (i.e. the locations where the secondary porosity and secondary permeability are 
maxima), so Inverse Distance Weighted spatial interpolation scheme has been used to create raster images that 
identify different longitudinal densities with different colors. In order to certify the raster accuracy, The plateau area 
was partitioned into squares of (2×2) km as a grid and the lineaments longitudinal density of each square has been 
calculated and placed in its center, then longitudinal density raster image created. Figure (17) illustrate the 
partitioning scheme. Using IDW, the lineaments maximum longitudinal density locations has been delineated as 
shown in figure (18). The red polygons are the ones with maximum secondary porosity and permeability and the best 
theoretically to drill wells. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this work AL-Najaf plateau basin borders delineated perfectly by applying the 3D analyst tools (interpolates line 
and create profile graph) on the corrected 90m SRTM, also the lineaments visually extracted using their topographic 
aspects in the Hillshaded SRTM DEM with different orientations. AL-Najaf plateau lineaments maximum 
longitudinal density distribution map was obtained using the IDW interpolation scheme and the optimum locations 
for drilling wells that characterized of having a long-term stable high groundwater yield  in AL-Najaf plateau basin 
with comparison to other locations was delineated using the remotely sensed information. 
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Figure 1. The Delineated Basins Using Arc Map Hydrology Tool. 
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Figure 2. Basin's Recharging Zones Delineated Using a Compaction of Two Transparent Layers 
(Aspect and Percentage Arise Slope) with a Non- Transparent Layer (The Corrected Hillshaded DEM). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. AL-Najaf Plateau and Surroundings 10m Isopleth's Contour Line Image. 
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Figure 4. AL-Najaf Plateau and Surroundings 20m Isopleth's Contour Line Image.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. AL-Najaf Plateau and Surroundings 30m Isopleth's Contour Line Image. 
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Figure 6. AL-Najaf Plateau and Surroundings (10, 20, and 30) m Isopleth's Contour Line Added Image. 
 

 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. AL-Najaf Plateau and Surroundings Basin Using Isopleth's Contour Line Scheme. 
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Figure 8.AL-Najaf Plateau and Surroundings Image Illustrating One of the Profile Graphs That Used 
to Delineate The Basin Borders. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Corrected DEM Image of AL-Najaf Basin. 
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Figure 10. The Lineaments Orientation Delineation by Changing the Illumination Angle and Fixing 
the Altitude of the Sun. 

 

 
Figure 11. Hillshaded DEM of AL-Najaf Basin Image        Figure 12. The Effect of Changing The Sun  
with Sun's 315º Azimuth Angle and 45º Altitude Angle.    Azimuth Angle on The Relief Apparent in  
                                                                                                         Different Orientation in AL-Najaf Basin. (a)   
                                                                                                         0º (b) 45º (c) 90º. 
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Figure 14. The geo-Lineaments Visually Extraction in Different Orientations Using Sun Azimuth 

Angles (a) 0º (b) 45º (c) 90º (d) 135º. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. The lineaments Visually Extraction in Different Orientations Using Sun Azimuth Angles (a) 

180º (b) 225º (c) 270º (d) 315º. 
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Figure 16. lineaments distribution image of        Figure 17. AL-Najaf Basin 2 km Side Length 
AL-Najaf Basin.                                                          Square Grid Illustrating One of the Squares Selected   
                                                                                       Lineaments to be processed. 

Figure 18. The Lineaments Maximum Longitudinal Density Locations of AL-Najaf Basin Delineated 
with red Polygons Using IDW Scheme. 
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In this present work, we investigate the properties of reactive magnetron sputtering plasma using 
Vanadium target. The properties of reactive magnetron Vanadium pentoxide sputtering plasma at 
various discharge conditions were studied. Basically, the electron temperature is determined from the 
slope of Boltzmann’s plot that uses the intensity of several spectral lines versus their corresponding 
excitation energies. We studied the changing of spectral lines intensity of (O2/Ar  ) gas mixture plasma 
and related plasma parameter of electron temperature (Te), electron density (ne), with applied(660-820) 
V, and working pressure  (0.08-0.3) mbar. A results showed that the intensity of spectral lines and 
electron temperature increase with increasing of applied voltage while electron density decrease as the 
applied voltage is increased in the range (660 – 820) Volt .on other hand , results show that the OI and OП 
spectral lines  and electron density increase while  it’s electron temperature decrease  according to 
increasing of the gas pressure . Results showed that the intensity of spectral lines and electron 
temperature increase with increasing of applied voltage while electron density decrease as the applied 
voltage is increased in the range    (660 – 820) Volt.  
 
Keywords: magnetron sputtering, electron temperate, electron density. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Reactive sputtering technique using Vanadium metal target represents one of the simplest and most effective 
technique which has been used by many researchers[1][2].The Spectroscopy method for plasma diagnostics are the 
least perturbative, and for the evolution of the plasma Parameters, they study the emitted, absorbed or dispersed 
radiation[3]. Oxygen plasma has an important application in the semiconductor industry due to their ability to 
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charge free, unlike electropositive plasma with ions and electrons. An electronegative plasma iscomposed of three 
different charges, positive ions, electrons, and negative ions, which wereformed the attachment reaction of electron to 
the neutral of oxygen gas can significantly change the plasma characteristics, obtaining the fundamental knowledge 
and the experimental results about the oxygen plasmas is important in determining the optimum operating 
conditions with certain atoms or molecules[4]. In addition, oxygen is one of the best disinfectant agents [5]. Because 
only a small amount of the characteristics of the plasma[6]. 
  
Current research on plasma is focused on plasma diagnostics.Optical Emission Spectroscopy is the most popular 
technique to investigate glow discharges Since it is simple and that it produces no perturbation in the plasma. All 
plasmas emit radiation depending on their gas composition and plasma parameters. The purpose of the optical 
diffusion spectroscopy (OES) is to measure and analyze this radiation for understanding the plasma[7]. The 
remarkable advantage of OES is its aggressive measurement process. By just measuring the radiation from the 
plasma there is no need to bring a probe system in contact with the plasma (like Langmuir-Probe or Multiple 
Resonance Probe) which might influence the plasma itself. Furthermore, OES enables one to investigate very small 
plasmas; often smaller as probes themselves.One of the most commonly used remote diagnostic methods is optical 
spectroscopy (OES), which is the illuminated section of general radio therapy. In OES, visible light is usually 
collected by a lens and focused on a spectrometer gap[3] [5].From the information which take from optical emission 
spectroscopy we can measure electron temperature and electron density.  Electron temperature and electron density 
obtained by the following equation respectively:  

“ 

 

 

 

Reported by [6] the electron density increasing and electron temperature decrease with increasing gas pressure, while 
electron temperature increase with increasing the power.”Although numerous studies have shown that due to the 
electrical properties of the plasma, little attention is given to the properties of the plasma spectrum[8]. 

 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
The plasma diagnostics in vanadium sputtering is commencer by evaluating the chamber to pressure lower than 
(8.6x10-2 mbar). (90/10),(80/20),(70/30), and (50/50) of Ar/O2 mixer was introduced into the chamber at a specified 
pressure. The discharges plasma spectra were measured in Ar/O2 mixer at an applied voltage of 660 Volt and 
discharge current (40mA). When adding a small amount of oxygen gas causes a lot of changes in the characteristics of 
the light source of argon light, it is evaporated in the emission spectrometry. The effect of oxygen addition on the 
sputtering rate and the excitation of the analyses in the argon plasma were investigated by using argon-oxygen 
binary mixed gases having well-predefined compositions. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is often employed for 
diagnostics of reactive plasmas to characterize the different excitation and ionization processes of both atomic and 
molecular species in Ar–O2 mixture plasma under different discharge conditions. The partial pressure of the gun, the 
spray time, the substrate temperature and the spray voltage, are the main parameters of determining the film 
properties when the VO thin films are reacted by the DC magnetron spectrometry. Among these parameters, the 
applied voltage and working pressure[9].  
 
perhaps is the most accessible parameter.The VOx thin film is coated on the crystal, glass, and coated ITO glasses, a 
DC power source of magneto-spectrometry to subtract the target with high purity vanadium (99.95%) in argon 
(99.995%) and oxygen (99.995%) was used. The DC power supply is then switched on and established to the required 
current and cathode bias voltage. Surface finish and nature of the substrate used for depositing is very important 
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since it influences the properties of the thin layers tremendously [10][11] .The substrates were sputtered etched in 
Ar/O2 (10%,20%,30%.50%) plasma at bias voltage of 660 volts. and current 40mA for 2hours. From the figures(5,6,7,8 
) Indicates that each function as an O2 function from this figure can be seen that both electron temperatures increase 
with an increase in the percentage of O2 due to a decrease in energy loss by the electrons during ionizing collision 
with O2 molecules as the ionization cross-section for O2 is smaller than that of Ar. while the electron density decrease 
with the addition of O2 in the ambient gas, The phenomenon is explained by the molecular gases O2 reduce the 
electron density due to the high-energy losses in excitation of vibrational levels  [12]. 
 
Glow discharge of both pure argon and argon-oxygen plasmas has been studied at different pressures and constant 
current mode equal to 40 mA. Results show that increasing the working pressure gives rise to an increase in the 
number of carriers of electrical current (electrons and ions) and collision frequency.It has been found that for both 
argon plasma and argon-pure oxygen, the electron temperature increases from the cathode to the anode, while the 
electron density decreases. The potential of the plasma and the floating potential of the cathode increases to the 
anode. On the other hand, an increase in discharge pressure leads to a decrease in the electron electron’s temperature. 
The electronegativity of oxygen decreases the electron density which leads to decrease the floating potential and 
increase the plasma potential. The plasma electron temperature at these points can be observed. From the cathode to 
the anode,the density of electrons is decreased while their temperature is increased. With drifting from cathode to 
anode, electrons achieve energy from the applied electric field which leads to an increase intheir temperature. By 
increasing the temperature the collision frequency which is inversely proportional to electron temperature is 
decreased. A smaller number of ionization cuts reduces electron density. After the introduction of oxygen as an 
electronegative gas, the electron density decreases, while the electron temperature increases as compared to the pure 
Ar plasma. In fact, the number of ionizing collisions is reduced. Plasma current is kept constant in both Ar and Ar/O2 
plasmas. But in Ar/O2 plasma some electrons are bonded to oxygen atoms to make negative ions. Because plasma is 
quasi-neutral, the number of free electrons in Ar/O2 plasma is less than Ar plasma decreasing the electron density 
leads to decreasing the collision numbers so in the case of Ar/O2 plasma electron energy is higher[13][14][15].  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, advances in experimental research on plasma properties were determined by determining their 
physical parameters using optical spectroscopy. The advances obtained in this yield have included the development 
of procedures that enable classical spectroscopic techniques to be applied for plasma diagnostics to the specific cases 
of sputtering and vacuum arc plasmas. The dependence of the values of the parameters on the experimental 
conditions is also a characteristic feature of these plasmas, which complicates the comparison of results of different 
experiments. Nevertheless, significant progress has been achieved in determining accurate values of the plasma 
electron density, temperature and densities of atoms. 
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Figure 1. The main experimental set-up used in this work 
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Figure 2. Optical emission spectroscopy experimental setup. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. spectrum by using Vanadium target at different working pressure . A-The plasma intensity 
in different applied voltage. B-The variation of plasma  intensity of OІ and O П spectral lines with 
working pressure. 
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Figure 4. Spectrum by using Vanadium target at different applied voltage. A-The plasma intensity in 
different applied voltage. B-The variation of plasma intensity of OІ and O П spectral lines with 
applied voltage 
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Figure 5. Shows the evolution of the electron's temperature as a function of O2 with working pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 6.  Shows the electron temperature and electron density as the applied voltage function 
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Figure 7. Shows the evolution of electron's density as a function of O2 with working pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. Shows the evolution of electron's density as a function of O2 with voltage 
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The objective of this study was aimed to evaluate the cooperative between Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis and Pseudomonus aeroginosa antigens in the cellular immune response by using twelve 
local breed rabbits , which divided into three groups ,the first group inoculated1mg/ml killed whole cell 
sonicated Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis antigen (KWCSAg-Cp) and1mg/ml killed whole cell sonicated 
Pseudomonus aeroginosa antigen(KWCSAg-Pa),the second group inoculated 1mg/ml killed whole cell 
sonicated Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis antigen (KWCSAg-Cp) and 0.5mg/ml killed whole cell 
sonicated Pseudomonus aeroginosa antigen(KWCSAg-Pa)and the third group in oculated 1mg/ml killed 
whole cell sonicated Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis antigen (KWCSAg-Cp) subcutaneously .The results 
showed that the first group give a high cellular reaction (Erythema and induration ) followed by the 
second and finally the  third  group. In conclusion, there was a good cooperation between these two 
antigens to enhance a good cellular immune response.  
 
Key words: Corynebacterium, Pseudomonus,aeroginosa, skin test, DTH, sonicated antigen. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Infected animals play an important role in spreading the infection through contaminated soil, water, feed and 
pastures by their faces, pus from rupture external abscess and respiratory secretion [1]. Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis is belong to Actinobacteria [2], anaerobic, Gram positive, smallcurved facultative bacillus,causing 
caseous lymphadenitis (CLD), which an important chronic disease of adult and small ruminants [3],such as cattle 
,goats ,camels deer and also horses , pigs ,and laboratory animals [4],which causes ulcerative lymphangitis in 
horse[5]and infected humans particularly Veterinarians and farm practitioners [6]. 
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Pseudomonus aeroginosa  is a Gram- negative bacillus bacterium that considered as an opportunistic pathogen which is 
widely spread in the environment[7] and that associated with infection in cystic fibrosis patient, burn patient and 
others such as undergoing chemotherapy or AIDspatients.[8] This bacteria containing several virulence factors such 
as LPS, exotoxins A,ribosome, flagella, pili, high molecular weight polysaccharide, alginate,outer membrane protein, 
DNA,protein of type III secretion system[9]. The immune response against these bacteria is complex, including both 
arms of immunity -cellular andhumoral immune responses [10]. Due to the importance of the synergistic effects of 
bacterial antigens (Gram positive and Gram negative) to enhance the immune response, this study was carriedby 
usingsonicatedantigens of Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis and Pseudomonus aeroginosa and Delayed Type 
Hypersensitivity-Skin test in rabbits. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Bacterial isolates 
A-Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosisisolate was obtained from Pathology department / College of Veterinary Medicine, 
University of Baghdad. 
B-Pseudomonus aeroginosa isolate was provided from Department of Microbiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
University of  Baghdad. 
C-Killed whole cell sonicated Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis antigen (KWCSAg-Cp) was prepared with some 
modification according to[11],that was used to immunization of  rabbits and DTH-Skin test. 
D-Killed whole cell sonicated Pseudomonus aeroginosa antigen(KWCSAg-Pa)was prepared with some modification 
according to [11],that was used as cooperateto KWCSAg-Cp antigen.  
E-The protein of antigens was measured by Biuret method [12]. 
 
RabbitsImmunization 
 
Twelve[12],local breed rabbits of both sexes,(about 1.5--2Kg B.W.)were used, they were divided randomly into three 
groups as follow:- 
A-First group (4 animals) was immunized by 1mg/ml of Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis antigen(KWCSAg-Cp)and 
1mg/ml of Pseudomonus aeroginosa   antigen(KWCSAg- Pa)subcutaneously. 
B-Second group (4 animals) was immunized by 1mg/ml of Corynebacterium pseudotu-berclosis antigen (KWCSAg-Cp) 
and of 0.5mg/ml of Pseudomonus aeroginosa  antigen(KWCSAg-Pa) subcutaneously. 
C-Third group (4 animals)as positive control group was immunized by 1mg /ml Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 
antigen (KWCSAg-Cp) subcutaneously.  
E-Abooster dose was given at day 14 after immunization for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd groups by 1mg/mlofKWCSAg-Cp. 
 

Delayed Type Hypersensitivity-Skin test(DTH-Skintest) 
 
Delayed Type Hypersensitivitywas done for all immunized rabbits in at day25 after immunization[13],with some 
modification, byusing different protein concentrations of sonicated KWCSAg-Cp,ascrudeantigen in doses 
0.5mg/ml,1:2dilution(0.25mg/ml),1:4dilution(0.12mg/ml)andPBS(pH7.2)as a control region by intradermal injection of 
immunized animals. 
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RESULTS 
 
Erythema 
 
The results showed that the erythema of the skin in all immunized groups had high significant difference (P<0.05, 
P<0.01) in diameters compared withPBS.The first group that immunized by Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 1 mg/ml 
with Pseudomonus aeroginosa 1 mg/mlgave a high diameters after 24,48 and 72 hrs ,followed by the second group that 
immunized by Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 1 mg/ml with Pseudomonus aeroginosa 0.5 mg/ml and finally the third 
group that immunized byCorynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 1 mg/ml, while within groups high diameters of 
immunized groups showed  after 24 hrs.with significant difference (P<0.05,P<0.01)and decrease after 48and72 hrs 
compared with PBS.(Tables1,2,3) 
 
Induration 
 
The results showed that the induration of the skin in all immunized groups had high significant difference (P<0.05 , 
P<0.01) in diameters compared with PBS ,and the first group that immunized byCorynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 1 
mg/ml with Pseudomonus aeroginosa 1 mg/mlgave a high diameters after 24,48 and 72 hrs ,followed by the second 
group that immunized by Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 1 mg/ml with Pseudomonus aeroginosa 0.5 mg/ml and 
finally the third group that immunized byCorynebacterium pseudotuberclosis 1 mg/ml,while within groups high 
diameters of immunized groups showed  after 72hrs. with significant difference (P<0.05 ,P<0.01)and decease after 48 
and 24 hrs compared with BPS. (Tables 4,5,6) 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Immune responses against Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis are complex and including both arms of 
immunity,cellular and humoral immune responses (10), and the cellular immune response play an important role in 
the eradication [14],; [15],and[16], with both non specific and specific immune responses that play an essential role in 
the host protection against this bacteria [17], Delayed type hypersensitivity- skin test is a simple test, which helps in 
the diagnosis of certain infectious diseases. This test detects cutaneous (skin) hypersensitivity to antigens, which 
done to find whether the individual was already exposed (sensitized) to a particular antigens [18],The cellular types 
and their percentage were associated with persistence or elimination of the microorganisms by the host [19],C. 
pseudotuberclosis can be aggregates polymorphonuclear cells and macrophages in the site of infection [20],due to 
faculties intracellular organism ,cell mediated particularly Th1 producing cytokines INF-ϒ [21],,[14], and[22],and IL2 
,IL12INF-ϒ recorded at seventh day post infection [19],and  the appearance of swelling called induration in 48 to 72 
hrs., that suggests that the individual was already exposed to antigen ,which were injected into the skin,that reaction 
initiated by the activation of CD4 T cells that activated by antigen presenting cells in the skin releasing inflammation 
mediators that recruit the macrophage (monocytes ),CD8 cytolytic T cell and NK cells also elicit the inflammatory 
response to eliminate the antigen (18),that reaction explain the increase the diameter of induration synchronizing 
with the increase the concentration of both antigens were used ,also agree with[23],who mentioned that the highest 
indurations were recorded after 48 hrs. then they were declined at 72 hrs.; Generally CD4+Th1 sub set of lymphocytes 
(TDTH lymphocytes) induce the DTH responses, also CD8 +T cells induce DH responses, cytokine,TNF-α and IL1 
induce expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells of the bloodvessels,which in turn lead to the filtration in 
the site by monocytes and lymphocytes from the blood stream and these cells secrete a number of cytokines and the 
peak of that infiltration reached at 48 to 72 hrs. On the same hand.[24]25],[26], [27],[24] and[9] reported that the whole 
sonicated bacterial antigens elicit cell mediated response and the last one suggested that the whole sonicated antigens 
were attached by residual macrophages and dendritic cells and this interaction lead to activate them  to produce 
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cluster of cytokines such as IL1 ,IL2 and TNF- α ,as well as processing and presenting these antigens with expressed a 
small peptides to naïve CD4+ T cells ,which proliferation and differentiation into Th cells and may be might 
important role in the non specific resistance.Pseudomonus aeroginosahas extra and intracellular stages in their course of 
infection, which elicit both immunological responses (Humoral and cellular) against bacterial infection [29] It have 
multivalent virulence factors (somatic and secretor antigens) such as pili, exotoxins A ,ribosome and high molecular 
weight polysaccharides, alginate ,flagella , outer membrane proteins ,…etc , they are suitable candidate for vaccine 
production and there was no significant difference in induced immunization between route of injections 
subcutaneous ,intraperitoneal and intramuscular [7] Major outer membrane proteins interact with and mitogenically 
stimulate B lymphocytes [8] and[30] referred by Immunoelectrophoresis 36 different antigens were demonstrated in 
sonicated P. aeroginosa , antibodies against the outer membrane antigens were detected and antigenic reactivity of 
outer membrane antigens. Also the bacterial antigens being presented to the humoral immune system will be those 
preserved on the bacterial cell surface [31]  with high levels of antibody response to most of the antigens of this 
bacteria [32] ,they were detected 7 days post infection [33]. In conclusion, we concluded that the use of both sonicated 
bacterial (Gram positive and Gram negative)antigensinduce, enhance and cooperationof the cellular immune 
response rather than a single antigen and these response synchronize with theconcentration of antigens. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 In conclusion, there was a good cooperation between these two antigens to enhance a good cellular immune 
response. 
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Table 1. Erythema of delayed type hypersensitivity-skin test with crude antigen of Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis in rabbits. 
 

Antigens 
Mean ± SE(mm)/ Time  (hours) 

24 48 72 

Cp 1mg/ml & Ca 1 mg/ml 8.5 ±0.5 
a**     A** 

7.4  ± 0.4 
a*        A** 

5.0 ± 0.4 
b        A** 

Cp 1mg/ml &Pa 0.5 mg/ml 7.0 ± 0.47 
a*       A** 

5.5 ± 0.64 
ac       A** 

5.0 ± 0.4 
bc       A** 

Cp 1mg/ml 6.7 ± 0.47 
a      A** 

6.0 ± 0.4 
a         A** 

5.5  ± 0.28 
a         A** 

PBS 1.7 ± 0.47 
a     B 

1.7 ± 0.47 
a         B 

1.2 ± 0.25 
a          B 

Cp:Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosisPa: Pseudomonus aeroginosa*P< 0.05          **P<0.01 
Capital letters mean a significant difference between groups 
Small letters mean a significant difference within groups 
 
Table 2. Erythema of delayed type hypersensitivity-skin test with 1:2 antigen of Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis in rabbits  
 

Antigens 
Mean ± SE(mm) / Time ( hours) 

24 48 72 

Cp 1mg/ml & Ca 1 mg/ml 7.0 ± 0.4 
a**     A** 

7.5  ± 0.47 
a**        A** 

4.2 ± 0.47 
b        A** 

Cp 1mg/ml & Pa 0.5 mg/ml 5.5 ± 0.64 
a       A** 

4.2 ± 0.47 
a        A* 

4.0 ± 0.4 
a       A** 

Cp 1mg/ml 5.5 ± 0.64 
a      A** 

4.7 ± 0.47 
a         A** 

4.2  ± 0.47 
a         A** 

PBS 1.7 ± 0.47 
a         B 

1.7 ± 0.47 
a         B 

1.2 ± 0.25 
a          B 

Cp:Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis       Pa: Pseudomonus aeroginosa*P< 0.05          **P<0.01 
Capital letters mean a significant difference between groups 
Small letters mean a significant difference within groups 
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Table 3.Erythema of delayed type hypersensitivity - skin test with 1:4 antigen of Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis in rabbits 

Antigens 
Mean ± SE(mm)( Time  hours) 

24 48 72 

Cp 1mg/ml & Ca 1 mg/ml 
5.0 ± 0.4 
a*     A** 

4.5  ± 0.28 
ac        A** 

3.5 ± 0.28 
bc        A** 

Cp 1mg/ml & Pa 0.5 mg/ml 
4.7 ± 0.47 

A*        A** 
3.5 ± 0.28 
ac        A* 

3.2 ± 0.4 
bc       A** 

Cp 1mg/ml 
5.0 ± 0.4 
a*      A** 

3.7 ± 0.47 
ac         A* 

3.2  ± 0.25 
bc         A** 

PBS 1.7 ± 0.47 
a         B 

1.7 ± 0.47 
a         B 

1.2 ± 0.25 
a          B 

Cp:Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis       Pa: Pseudomonus aeroginosa*P< 0.05          **P<0.01 
Capital letters mean a significant difference between groups 
Small letters mean a significant difference within groups 
 
Table (4):Induration of delayed type hypersensitivity-skin test with crude antigen of Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis in rabbits. 

Antigens 
Mean ± SE(mm)( Time  hours) 

24 48 72 

Cp 1mg/ml & Ca 1 mg/ml 
5.2 ± 0.47 
a**     A** 

6.2  ± 0.47 
ac          A 

7.5 ± 0.25 
bc        A** 

Cp 1mg/ml & Pa 0.5 mg/ml 4.5 ± 0.28 
a          A 

7.5 ± 0.25 
b*        A* 

4.5 ± 0.28 
a          B 

Cp 1mg/ml 5.0 ± 0.4 
a*         A 

7.5 ± 0.47 
b            A 

4.1  ± 0.25 
a**         B 

PBS 1.2 ± 0.25 
a         B** 

0.7 ± 0.25 
a           B** 

0.7 ± 0.25 
a          C 

Cp:Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis       Pa: Pseudomonus aeroginosa    *P< 0.05      **P<0.01 
Capital letters mean a significant difference between groups 
Small letters mean a significant difference within groups 
 
Table (5):Induration of delayed type hypersensitivity - skin test with 1:2 antigen of Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis in rabbits. 

Antigens 
Mean ± SE(mm)( Time  hours) 

24 48 72 

Cp 1mg/ml & Ca 1 mg/ml 4.2 ± 0.47 
a**       A 

5.2  ± 0.25 
a*          A 

6.5 ± 0.28 
b         A** 

Cp 1mg/ml & Pa 0.5 mg/ml 4.0 ± 0.4 
a          A 

5.0 ± 0.4 
a  A 

3.7 ± 0.47 
a          B 

Cp 1mg/ml 4.0 ± 0.4 
a          A 

5.0 ± 0.4 
ac*            A 

3.5  ± 0.25 
ab          B 

PBS 1.2 ± 0.25 
a         B** 

0.7 ± 0.25 
a           B** 

0.7 ± 0.25 
a          C 

Cp:Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis Pa: Pseudomonus aeroginosa*P< 0.05          **P<0.01 
Capital letters main a significant difference between groups 
Small letters main a significant difference within groups 
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Table (6):Induration of delayed type hypersensitivity - skin test with 1:4 antigen of Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberclosis in rabbits. 
 

Antigens 
Mean ± SE(mm)( Time  hours) 

24 48 72 

Cp 1mg/ml & Ca 1 mg/ml 3.5 ± 0.28 
a         A 

4.5  ± 0.28 
a           A 

3.7 ± 0.47 
a           A 

Cp 1mg/ml & Pa 0.5 mg/ml 3.2 ± 0.4 
a          A 

4.0 ± 0.4 
a            A 

3.2 ± 0.25 
a          A 

Cp 1mg/ml 3.2 ± 0.25 
a          A 

3.7 ± 0.47 
a            A 

3.0  ± 0.00 
aA 

PBS 1.2 ± 0.25 
a         B** 

0.7 ± 0.25 
a           B** 

0.7 ± 0.25 
aB** 

Cp:Corynebacterium pseudotuberclosis  Pa: Pseudomonus aeroginosa*P< 0.05          **P<0.01 
Capital letters mean a significant difference between groups 
Small letters mean a significant difference within groups 
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Surface interpolation techniques are unit unremarkably used for making continuous information from a 
distributed set of data points over a geographical region. in this paper, the comparison between 2 spatial" 
interpolation techniques ordinary kriging (ok) and Inverse Distance weight (IDW)) is done. The goal is to 
see that technique creates the simplest real illustration of measured"well water quality in AL-Hilla district 
counting on root mean square (RMS). Ground water prediction map was obtained for every technique by 
using average well water measured at thirty two wells within the study area. These maps show spatial 
variety inside the groundwater and that they are unit quite completely different. Ordinary kriging 
technique results a drum sander map and lesser error than IDW techniquefor all parameters except (CL) 
which IDW was the best. " 
 
Keywords: Groundwater, Spatial Distribution, GIS, Geostatistics, Semivariogram. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Water is an imperative“information not just for the human presence, anyway additionally for all improvements. 
Interest for water has swelled incredibly as of late as a result of the make, urbanization, populace increment, and 
extraordinary. a few urban areas and urban communities in Al-Iraq get water through region organize and from 
individual bore wells. Henceforth, data of hydrochemistry is crucial to survey the base water quality in any space in 
the midst of which the base water is used for drinking needs. The water quality examination could give clear data 
with respect to the sub surface land conditions in the midst of which the water presents[1].Groundwater quality 
depends upon the parameters of vivified water, barometrical precipitation, and land surface water on submerged 
geochemical frames.Time delicate fluctuations inside the supply and constitution of the resuscitated water, 
hydrologic and social components could result discontinuous changes in water quality parameters.The employments 
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of present physico-manufactured substances parameters like pH ., Cl, HCO3,TDS don't change prosperity at bound 
stages however may have an effect on the quality of drinking groundwater. Groundwater has considered the biggest 
natural resources within the kind of groundwater and surface water. Groundwater makes up in regards to 2%of the 
world's H2O asset that is in regards to 0.61% of the aggregate world's water, with seas and perpetual snow. 
Crumbling of groundwater quality because of phylogeny exercises.[2]The assessment of groundwater quality is 
thought of as a vital index for socio-economic growth and development[3].The most objective of this analysis was to 
produce an summary of gift groundwater quality for parameters like pH,TDS,EC,CL and sulfates (SO4) and electrical 
physical phenomenon (EC) within the Mehran plain victimization GIS and geostatistical techniques. 
 
Study Area 
 
The study  zone is found might be a city in focal of Al-Iraq on the Hilla part of the Euphrates River,100 kilometer 
south of Baghdad. The populace is quantifiable at970,000 in 2015. it's the capital of city and is discovered neighboring 
the old town of city and close to the conventional urban communities of Borsipa and Sumer. it's situated in a 
dominantly agrarian area that is broadly inundated with water given by the Hilla waterway, producing a substantial 
differ of harvests, products of the soil. The waterway runs definitely inside the center of the city, and it's surrounded 
by Phoenix dactylifera trees and diverse styles of vegetation upgrading the climate and diminishing the destructive 
effect of mud and in this way the desert winds. it's a region of 5432 Km2. It comprises around two of Iraq's aggregate 
zone. Its topographical territory stretches out between longitudes (424000m-464000m) and scopes (3570000m-
360000m) by the UTM framework [4]. It is bordered by Baghdad Governorate from North, AL-Anbar and Karbala 
Governorates from the west and southwest,Najaf Governorate from South, Diwaniyah Governorate from the 
southeast and Waist Governorate from East ,figure(1) 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A sum of thirty two groundwater tests territory unit gathered from wells. within the completely acid-washed 
synthetic resin bottle of 1liter. all through inspecting investigation and transportation of water tests to the research 
facility, every single vital insurance [5].The groundwater tests were broke down for parameters that incorporate 
hydrogen particle focus, EC, TDS, cl and sulfates utilizing standard conventions and in this way the nature of the 
information was guaranteed through watchful institutionalization. examined groundwater tests for the investigation 
zone.. it's hold on in standout format and coupled with the abstraction information by be part of possibility in Arc 
Map. The abstraction and therefore the non-spatial info shaped integrated for the generation of reflection dispersion 
maps of the water quality parameters. For spatial introduction Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) approach in GIS has 
been utilized in the present study to outline the locational conveyance of groundwater poisons. Also, Other spatial 
introduction strategies incorporate Kriging. In this examination we utilize a GIS programming ArcGIS 10.2.The 
contrasts among anticipated and watched values are outlined utilizing root mean square blunder (RMSE) which is 
figured from the accompanying condition[6]. 
 

……..(1) 
 
where Z(Xi) is the anticipated esteem, Z(xi) is the watched esteem, and N is the aggregate number of information. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The water quality parameters are assessed by comparing the test results with both Iraqi Drinking Water Standard 
[7]and World Health Organizationguidelines for drinking water quality [8].The examined centralizations of various 
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water quality parameters are introduced in the table 1.The pH values of 32 samples were found to be within standard 
values, The hydraulic conductivity (EC)  values of 32 samples were found to be without standard values,TDS also un 
suitable to drink in the most of wells according to[7]and WHO,CL values of 32 samples were suitable to drink  by 
(47%) according to WHO and 56% according to Iraqi standard and SO4 un suitable to drink . The spatial distribution 
of different groundwater quality parameters were carried out through GIS geo-statistical technique using ordinary 
Kriging and IDW AND comparing with them and chose the best. More quantitative comparison of these two 
techniques is obtained by comparing RMSE statistics as shown in Table 2. The best model is chosen dependent on the 
littlest root mean square expectation blunder (RMSE). The spatial distribution Map of pH, EC,TDS ,CL and sulfates 
are shown in Fig2 toFig 6. 
 
Drinking- groundwater quality map  
 
Figure(7) shows the ultimate drinkable quality map was made by integrationfive thematic grid maps of PH, 
EC,CLand sulfates by overlay teqnique .The spatial coordination for groundwater quality mapping was distributed 
victimization ArcGIS spatial Analyst extension. It will within the final drinkable quality map that space on the north-
western , the south-western and tiny a part of east of the study area has water un suitable to drink  and the other 
parts of the study area which were represented by blue color , suitable to drink .  
 

CONCLUSION  
 
After the overlay of basic parameters for appropriate and unacceptable zones in AL-Hilla district , the last Ground-
water Quality Map (Figure 7) showed the north-western , the south-western and small part of east of the study area 
has water un suitable to drink  and the other parts of the study area which were represented by blue color , suitable 
to drink . As can be seen from the map numerous districts have groundwater that is consumable simply after 
treatment. In this inadmissible zone the five parameters that are examined are above most extreme allowable limits of 
confinement for larger part of the example wells. The Cl focus for a large portion of the examples is above 250 mg/L 
and the minimum value and the maximum values observed are 134 and 352 mg/L respectively. The maximum 
permissible level for chloride is 250mg/L according to WHO standards. The maximum and minimum value of EC 
observed are2644.9 and 1657.8 mg/L respectively. The maximum permissible level for this parameter is 1500 mg/L in 
WHO standards. There are alarming levels of TDS in this unsuitable zone of AL-Hilla district with almost all the 
wells showing well above 1000 mg/L,most values of SO4 was exceed allowable value(250) according to WHO, where 
the minimum and maximum value of sulfates 718 and 1051 mg/L respectively. There are good levels of PH in this 
suitable zone of AL-Hilla district with all the wells. Present status of groundwater necessitates for the continuous 
monitoring and necessary groundwater quality improvement methodologies imple- mentation. 
 
As will be seen from the map several districts have groundwater that is suitable solely once correct treatment. During 
this unsuitable zone the 5 parameters that are studied are on top of most permissible limits confinement for larger 
part of the example wells. The Cl concentration for many of the samples is on top of 250 mg/L and therefore the 
minimum value and therefore the most values determined 134 and 352 mg/L severally. the most permissible value 
for chloride is 250mg/L according to World Health Organization standards. the most and minimum value of 
international organization determined are2644.9 and 1657.8 mg/L respectively. the most permissible value for this 
parameter is 1500 mg/L according World Health Organization standards. There are horrifying values  of TDS during 
this unsuitable zone of AL-Hilla district with the majority the wells showing well on top of one1000 mg/L,most 
values of SO4 was exceed allowable value(250) according to World Health Organization, wherever the minimum and 
most values of sulfates 718 and 1051 mg/L severally. There are smart values of pH during this appropriate zone of 
AL-Hilla district with all the wells. .Present status of groundwater necessitates for the continual observance and 
necessary groundwater quality improvement methodologies imple- intellection. 
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Recommendations  
 
 Quantifying the household sewerage that goes into the distinctive water bodies settled inside the city, can 

encourage in structuring for viable sewerage treatment plant and limiting groundwater contamination by 
sewerage.  

 Identification of groundwater stimulatingareas and structures. For this reason, Geographical system (GIS) with 
the predetermined unique and non-spatial data will be utilized great on the grounds that the instrument. thinking 
of energizing structures is to be finished. Continuous monitoring of groundwater  quality along quality study will 
minimize the chances of further deterioration.Continuous perception of groundwater table dimension close by 
quality investigation can limit the probabilities of any disintegration. 
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Table 1. Concentrations of Groundwater quality Parameters 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: RMSE for ground water quality for Kriging and IDW interpolation method. 
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Figure 1. Study Area and Location of Sampling Points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2. Spatial Distribution Map of                Fig 3. Spatial Distribution Map of           
Groundwater Quality of ph by using             Groundwater Quality ofEC by using 
ordinary Kriging                                                  ordinary Kriging) 
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Fig. 4. Spatial Distribution Map of 
Groundwater Quality of TDS by using 
ordinary Kriging 

 
Fig. 5. Spatial Distribution Map of 
Groundwater Quality of CL by using IDW 
 

 
Fig. 6. Spatial Distribution Map of 
Groundwater Quality of CL by using 
ordinary Kriging 
 

 
Fig. 7. Drinking- groundwater quality 
zone map. 
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Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea is a bird species of the Order :  Columbiformes, Family :  Columbidae that 
includes Pigeons and Doves and allies. This species is common bird through its natural range in Africa 
which inhabits the sub-Sahara, arid lands, and even close to the farms and human settlements. Over the 
period 2014 – 2019, the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea was observed for three times in Iraq, of which 
one of them was in-captivity and two were in the field. This report provides the first confirmed record of 
this species in Iraq, along with the habitats description in Iraq.  
 
Keywords: Iraq, Speckled Pigeon, Columba guinea, Middle Euphrates, Samawa, Dalmaj. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Speckled PigeonColumba guinea is the most conspicuous member of the Columbidae Family (Goodwin, 1964). 
The Speckled Pigeon (Columba guinea) is an African species, dweller to sub-Saharan Africa (Urban, et.al, 1986), 
includingsouthern Africa (Colahan, 1997). It lives on mountains cliffs, rocky gorges and hills,urban and rural 
buildings (Hockey, et.al.,2006) and feeds on a wide range of seeds, fruitsand leaves (Hargreaves, 1992; Little, 1994; 
Pepler&Pepler 1991).The Speckled (or African rock) Pigeon is about the size of a feral pigeon.Speckled pigeons are 
usually seen in pairs but may congregate to large flocks of several hundredduring the non-breeding seasons.The 
global population size of the species has not been quantified, but the species is described as common throughout 
most of its natural range (Gibbs,et. al., 2001). 
 
Speckled Pigeon Columba guineais one of the common Columbids in the Zariaarea of the Nigerian northern guinea 
savanna (Fry, 1965). It seems that thehabit of the Speckled Pigeon Columba guineaand its dependence on 
humanactivities for food predisposes the bird to beingeasily trapped or killed, as it is widely sold or traded in 
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mostNigerian markets to augment income(Rowan, 1983). It is a species of culinaryinterest and its wideacceptability 
as a cheap substitute to other animal protein sources,perhaps explains why the increasing demand for thisbird 
(Adang, 1999), although the bird is not an endangered species and classified as a least concern according to the IUCN 
Redlist (IUCN, 2017 ; BirdLife International, 2017). The geographic range of the Speckled PigeonColumba 
guineaconcentrates mainly to Africa; it is native to Angola; Benin; Botswana; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Cameroon; 
Central African Republic; Chad; Congo, The Democratic Republic of the; Côte d'Ivoire; Djibouti; Eritrea; Ethiopia; 
Gambia; Ghana; Guinea; Guinea-Bissau; Kenya; Lesotho; Mali; Mauritania; Namibia; Niger; Nigeria; Rwanda; 
Senegal; Somalia; South Africa; South Sudan; Swaziland; Tanzania, United Republic of; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; 
also extant (breeding)Malawi; Sierra Leone and also in Sudan, however, the species also recorded as an Extant& 
Vagrant (Non breeding) in Yemen (IUCN, 2017). 
 
The observations of the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea in Iraq 
 
The Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea has been observed for three times in Iraq so far. The first observation was for an 
individual male found in a cage in a market in DiwaniyaDistrict, Southern Iraq at the 18th of September 2014. The 
bird was spotted by a member for the Iraqi Organization for Conservation of Nature (IOCN) during one of their 
regular checking of the cage-birds in Iraq as one of the activities adopted by the IOCN under the project: Sustainable 
Hunting Project in Iraq. The observed male was in a cage along with some birds (Collared Dove Streptopeliadecaocto, 
and Laughing DoveSpilopeliasenegalensis) where only one individual of the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea was 
found among this group of doves (Yassir, W., IOCN internal correspondences 2014).  
 
The second observation for the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea in Iraq was for a bird in the wild in an arid land with 
shrubs and scattered small thorny treesin the desert region of Dalmaj area, Middle Euphrates, Iraq. The observation 
was made by a member for the IOCN during one of the regular biodiversity surveys in this area at the 22nd of October 
2015. The individual bird was perching on a branch of thorny tree and was very shy where it was first observed with 
a 12x45 binoculars. Due to the shyness of the bird, the observer was not able to photograph it and it flew away once 
the observer has pointed the camera towards it (IOCN, internal report, 2015).Following the protocol of recording the 
new bird species in Iraq (that necessitates providing clear photo for the new species), this observation was not 
published at that time, and only written description was documented as the first Speckled Pigeon Columba 
guineafound in the wild in Iraq. The area to the east where this individual was observed at was well-known breeding 
ground for the newly-expanded the African Namaqua Dove Oenacapensis that was recorded for the first time for Iraq 
and got expanding breeding range recently in Iraq (Salim, 2008; and Ararat, et.al., 2011), in addition to some other 
Dove species that were in the same area.  
 
The third observation for the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea in Iraq was after showing some photos of a bird that 
was shot by a hunter in an agricultural area in Rumeitha sub-district, Samawa district at the 7th of Jan, 2019. The 
source of the information has been immediately contacted by IOCN, and he has provided more information 
regarding the presence of the hunted bird during the phone-interview. The researchers have checked out the habitat 
where the bird was hunted in order to acquire better understanding of the habitat requirements of the Speckled 
Pigeon Columba guinea in Iraq. Due to the available data from the second and third observationsin addition to the 
habitat-description (mentioned above), the team have found that there are shared features of the habitat components 
in the two locations where the hunted individuals of the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea were found at. The key 
features of the habitats and the observations conditions were as follows:  
 
 Both areas were in relatively low altitude (ranges between 15-25m asl.);  
 Both areas were relatively well-vegetated;  
 Both areas include trees, however, scattered and thin;   
 The first observed bird was alone, however, some Doves were nearby, while the second observation was for a 

bird mixed with Wood Pigeon Columba palumbus group; 
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Neither the recent comprehensive references on the avifauna of Iraq (Salim, 2006; Porter, et.al., 2010; and Salim, 2012), 
nor any other literatures in Iraq have mention the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea as an Iraqi bird species. It was not 
mentioned also by Porter and Aspinall, that covered the birds in the Middle East region, as a bird species recorded in 
Iraq (Porter &Aspinall, 2010). Being observed in confirmed way for more than one time in Iraq, the researchers have 
thought that it would be valuable to be added to the checklist of the birds of Iraq, with keeping an eye on its future 
status in case more observations will be made or when it get in expanding its range just like the case with the 
Laughing Dove and the Namaqua Dove in Iraq.  
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Fig.1.Photo of the habitat of the second observation of the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea For 
Iraq.©IOCN.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2.Photo of the third observation of the Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea in Iraq. ©Abdul-Razzaq 
A. Mutar.  
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In this paper the families  and  are fuzzy topologies on a nonempty set ,  is supra fuzzy topology 
on  generated by  and , and  is the least upper fuzzy topology on  generated by  and . We 
study and compare among the concepts (compactness of fuzzy topologies and continuity, closeness and 
openness of mapping) of fuzzy Bitopology, Supra fuzzy topology and Least fuzzy topology. 
 
Key words: Fuzzy Bitopology; Supra fuzzy topology and least fuzzy topology. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Kandil and his colleagues [1] and [2] introduced the concept of fuzzy Bitopological space, but they defined the 
compactness of fuzzy Topological space and the continuity, closeness and openness of mapping on the associated 
Supra fuzzy topological space, we will show the reason for this. In this study, we divide the topological structures 
fuzzy Bitopological space into three parts, namely, a "fuzzy Bitopology structure", a" Supra fuzzy topology structure" 
and a "Least fuzzy topology structure". Then we show that our concepts can be given in terms of these structures. 
Also, we generalized some concepts based on the references [3], [4] and [5]. Last,  will point to the set of all fuzzy 
sets in , and the set of all fuzzy points  is denoted by .                         
 
Preliminaries 
 
Definition1.1, [1]: Let  be any set and let and  be two fuzzy topologies on . The triple ) is called a 
fuzzy bitopological space fbts. 
 
Definition1.2, [1]: A family  is called Supra fuzzy topology if it is closed under arbitrary union and 
contains . The space  is called Supra fuzzy topological space sfts. There more, if we have  and  are fuzzy 
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topologies on  and generated the family which is a supra fuzzy topology on  then  is called the associated 
Supra fuzzy topological space of the space ).   
 
Definition1.3, [1]: Let  be any set and let and  be two fuzzy topologies on . Let  is the least 
upper fuzzy topology generated by and  then  is called the Least upper fuzzy topological space of the 
space ). 
 
Bitopology Structure of a fbts. 
 
Definition2.1: Let ) be a fbts, then: 
 

1) A fuzzy set  is fuzzy open (shr. open) in fbts if . 

2) A fuzzy set  is fuzzy closed (shr. closed) in fbts if . 

Definition2.2: Let ) be a fbts and , then: 
 

1) The family  is called open cover of  (resp. ) iff for each  

 there exist  such that . 

2)  (resp. ) is called fuzzy  compact set (fuzzy  compact space) in fbts ) if 

every open cover of  (resp. ) has finite subcover. 

Remark2.1: The reason to define the compactness as in above its the union of two elements of  is not 
necessary belong to . 
 
Theorem2.1: If fbts ) is fuzzy  compact space then  and  are fuzzy compact space. 
 
Remark2.2: The reverse of the theorem 2.1 is not true ingeneral. i.e., if  ,  or both are fuzzy compact 
spaces then is not necessary ) is fuzzy  compact space as following examples: 
 
Example2.1: Let  be infinite set. Let  is indiscrete fuzzy top. space and  is discrete fuzzy top. space, 
then  is fuzzy compact space and  is not fuzzy compact space and so ) is not fuzzy 

 compact space. 
 
Example2.2: Let  infinite set and  are fuzzy topologies on  define as following: let  be a fixed 
points: 
 

 
 

 
Then  and  are fuzzy compact spaces, but  is not fuzzy  compact space. 
 
Definition2.3: A fuzzy cotopology is a family  of fuzzy sets in  which satisfy the following conditions: 

1. . 
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2. If  then . 

3. If  for each , then . 

 is call a fuzzy cotopology on , and the pair  is a fuzzy cotopological space or fcts. 

Definition2.4: A fuzzy bicotopological space (fbcts) is a triple ), such that  and  are arbitrary fuzzy 
cotopologies on . 
 
If ) is fbts then ) is fbcts wherever  and  are complete of  and , respectively. 
Conversely, if ) is fbcts then  is fbts wherever  and are complete of  and , 
respectively. For given fuzzy topologies  and , we take into consideration from now the fuzzy cotopologies on 

 are  and , where  and  are complement of  and , respectively. 
 
Definition2.5: Let  be a function wherever  and are ft on  and  and are ft 
on . This function is called "fuzzy bitopology continuous function (fb continuous)" iff for each 

. 
 
Proposition2.1: A function  is fb continuous iff 

. 
 
Proof: We can get proof through definitions 2.4 and 2.5. 
 
Proposition2.2: Let ,  and  be three fbts, if the function 

 and  are fb continuous, then 
 is fb continuous. 

 
Definition2.6: A function  is called "fuzzy Bitopology open (fb open) (resp., fuzzy 
Bitopology closed (fb closed)) function" iff for each  (resp., 

). 
 
Proposition2.3: Let  be a surjective and fb continuous. If the fbts  is fuzzy 

 compact space then so is . 
 
Proof: Let  is fuzzy  compact space. Let  is open cover for . 

 then . Since  is open cover for   s.t. 

, but  is fb continuous  is open cover for  and  fuzzy 

 compact space  is finite s.t.  is finite subcover for . Now, 
 then  is finite subcover for  

 is fuzzy  compact space. 
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Supra structure in fbts. 
 
Definition3.1: A Supra fuzzy cotopology  is family closed under arbitrary intersection and contains . The 
space  is called a Supra fuzzy cotopological space. It easily seen that  and 

. i.e,  is complement of  on  and vice versa. 
 
Definition3.2: Let  and  two sfts on  and , respectively. A function  is called 
"  Supra continuous" iff, for each . 
 
Proposition3.1: A function  is  Supra continuous wherever  and  be sft on  
and , respectively, iff . 
 
Proposition3.2: Let  and  be three sft on  and , respectively. If the function  
and  are  Supra continuous and  Supra continuous, respectively, then the 
function   is Supra continuous. 
 
Definition3.3: A function  where  and  are sft on  and , respectively, is called a 
"Supra open map (resp., Supra closed map)" iff  (resp., 

). 
 
Definition3.4: Let  be sfts. The family  is called cover for  iff  and 
open cover if   is cover for  and . 
 
Definition3.5: The sfts  is Supra compact iff for all covering of  has a finite subcover. 
 
Proposition3.6: Let  be a surjective and  Supra continuous function. If the sfts 

 is Supra compact then  is so.  
 
Definition3.6, [1]: Let  be fbts. Then  is called the associated Supra fuzzy topology of the 
space . i.e,.  then ,  or  is union elements of  and . 
  
Remark3.1:  
1.  may not be closed under finite intersection. 

2.  may not be closed under finite union. 

3. If  is fbts, then  and may be . 

4. If  is fcbts, then  and may be . 
 

Example3.1: Let , and let  and  are fuzzy topologies on  defined as follows: 
 

1)  

2)  
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Then ,  

 
 and  

 
   

 
Furthermore; 
 
  Is not closed under finite intersection since . 

  Is not closed under finite union since . 

 It's clear  but  

 It's clear  but  
 

Theorem3.1: Let  associated Supra fuzzy topology of the space . The sfts  is compact 
space iff fbts  is compact space. 
 
Proof: Let  be supra compact space. Let  is open cover for  in  then  is 
open cover for  in , but  is supra compact   has finite subcover for  in , hence  has finite 
subcover for  in . 
 
Conversely: Let  is compact space. Let  is open cover for  in . Since 

 or union elements of  and  then we form the family 
 

 
 
Then this family is open cover for  in . But  is compact   has finite subcover for  in 

. Therefore, we choose  which belong to  or correspond  in    has finite subcover for  in 

. 
 
least topology structure in fbts. 
 
Remark4.1: Since  is fuzzy topology, then the concepts which have introduced in sections 3 and 4 are defined with 
respect to . 
 
Remark4.2 
 
1- If  is fbts and   is associated sfts then  and may be . 
2- If  is fcbts and   is associated sfts then  and may be . 
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Example4.1: In example 3.1, then 
 
1-  such that . 
2-   such that    
    
Theorem4.1: Let  associated Supra fuzzy topology of the space  and let  least upper 
fuzzy topological space of  and , then  is compact space iff  is compact space. 
 
Proof:  the proof is easily as in theorem 3.1. 

 Let  is compact space. Let  is open cover for  in , then every  in  belong to  
or finite intersection elements of , therefore we form the family 
 

 
 
Then  is open cover for  in , but  is compact   has finite subcover  for  in . Therefore, we 
choose  which belong to ,  or corresponds  in   has finite subcover for  in . 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
1. From theorems 3.1 and 4.1 the definitions of compactness are equivalent in Bitopology, associated Supra topology 

and Least upper topology. 
 
2.     [1]. 

3.  

4. Let   be fbts. Let  is associated supra topology and  then  
 

i.  

ii.  
 

Proof 
 

i. , then  or  is union elements  and  and in both cases then 

. On other hand, for each  such that 

. Hence the equality is satisfying. ii. , then 

 or is intersection elements   and  and in both cases then 

. On the other hand,  such that 

. Hence the equality is satisfying.  
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5. In 4, this is not satisfy on , from examples 3.1 and 4.1 then:  
 

                     i.  in  but  in . 
                     ii.  in  but . 
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To study the Lead and Neodymium doping effects on mechanical properties of BSCCO superconducting 
system, bulk samples with the general formula Bi2-x (Pb, Nd) xSr2 Ca2Cu3O10+δ (x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.4,0.5 
and 0.6) were prepared by solid-state reaction method.The results showed that the values of Vickers 
microhardness (Hv), Young’s modulus (E) and yield strength (Y) change randomly with increasing (Pb, 
Nd) concentration. On the other side an increases of the applied load caused decrease in 
mechanical properties. 
 
Keywords: Bi-2223; Superconductor; Mechanical Properties. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The most common mechanic properties which are used in order to classify and identify material are hardness (Hv), 
yield strength (y) and young's modules (E).  Hardness is a measure of the resistance of a material to deformation, and 
is measured by forcing an indenter into the surface of a material. The material that composes the indenter must be 
harder than the material being tested. Therefore, for ceramics, it is common to use diamond indenters. The 
indentation is measured and then fitted to a correlation specific to the indenter being used. Macrohardness testing 
methods require large sample sizes and many repeated sample tests, requiring a great deal of bulk materials. 
Therefore, macro-hardness cannot be measured in small samples. Instead, microhardness is measured. 
Microhardness is a mechanical parameter related to the structure and composition of the material. This testing gives 
insight into mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus, yield strength, and Fracture toughness [1]. 
Microhardness is more or less constant with load, and is influenced by solid solution effects connected with the 
chemical nature of atoms, defect aggregates and amorphous regions, and point defects that hinder the motion of 
dislocations [2]. During microhardness testing, the indention made by the indenter is on the micrometer scale, and 
therefore cannot be seen without the aid of an optical microscope. The ratio between tensile stress to tensile strain in 
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the linear elastic range is called modulus of elasticity and is a characteristic of the metal type [3]. Therefore, Young 
modulus describes the resistance of the body to mechanical action, can be represented as a force applied to the 
sample. The elastic modulus of crystal depends only on the type of atom and their relative position and it is a 
measure of the atomic binding forces in the crystal lattice [4]. On the other side, Yield strength, is one of the material 
property, particularly in ductile materials. It not only represents the change from a recoverable, elastic response to a 
plastic response and the accompanying permanent deformation but also represents an important design parameter in 
materials selection. As a result, the yield strength may be an even more important mechanical property than the 
modulus for certain applications [5]. However, more investigations are needed to study the mechanical properties of 
Bi-2223 superconductors Thus in this work we’re trying to prepare and investigate the mechanical properties of Bi2-

x(Pb, Nd) xSr2 Ca2Cu3O10+δ system.  

EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Starting materials of high- purity powders (99.9%). of (Bi2O3, Pb3O4, Sr(NO3)2, CaO,CuO and  Nd2O3) were used to 
prepare the system Bi2-x(Pb,Nd)xSr2Ca2Cu3O10+s  with (0≤x≤0.6). Then pressed the mixture into pellets under pressures 
0.7 GPa using hydraulic press type (Specac). The samples were sintered at 850° C for 160 hr. The Vickers hardness 
tester ( Model THV-30D Digital Vickers (test uses a square-base diamond pyramid as the indenter and an angle of 
136 degrees between opposite faces subjected. The Two diagonals of indentation left in the surface of the material 
after removal of the load are measured using a microscope and their average calculated .The area of the sloping 
surface of the indentation is calculate   
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
For the sake of industrial application of high temperature oxide superconductors, it is important to know and 
measure the mechanical properties such as Vickers microhardness (Hv) ,Young’s modulus (E) and yield strength (Y). 
All samples were polished prior to being tested using a Vickers pyramidal indenter with different loads (0.490, 0.980, 
1.960, and 2.940) N, the waste of time was 20 second to measure the diagonals of indentation, at different locations on 
the surface of the samples, was calculated the average value of the Vickers micro hardness for each load. The (Hv), 
(E) and (Y) at different applied loads have been calculated by equations (1), (2) and (3) [6,7,8] and illustrated in Figs. 
(1), (2) and (3) for each sample. 

 

2
2

136sin2

d

F
Hv  =0.001854. F/d2 ……… (1)  Where F is the indenter load and d is the length of the diagonal  

E = 81.96  Hv ……..(2)      Y = Hv / 3……..(3) 
 
It is found from these figures that the mechanical properties of the samples was observed to be load dependent. In 
general, the curves in the figures show that Hv, E and Y values decreased non- linearly as the applied load increased, 
this decrease is attributed to the presence of weak grain boundaries of the superconductor ceramics. Similar behavior 
were reported by [9&10]. Another features has also been observed, the values of Hv , E and Y change randomly with 
increase of x value Figs.(4), (5) and (6) with notes that there a high decreasing at x=0.2. Hardness is a property that 
can be understood in terms of resistance offered to dislocation motion and bonding force between the atoms. 
Changes in the hardness of the BSCCO ceramic material depending on doping or substitution concentration. The 
general contribution to the resistance is mainly of two types [11]:  (1) The intrinsic resistance.   (2) The resistance due 
to imperfections . In our case, change in values of Hv , E and Y of BSCCO samples with x values may be due to both 
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pinning of dislocations at the impurity sites and other defects caused by the presence of impurity atoms in the crystal, 
and also to variation in the magnitude of the bond forces in the crystal containing impurities [12]. The results are 
summarized in Table (1).  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Codoping with (Pb,Nd) altered the mechanical properties of superconductor samples, a remarkable decrease, in the 
mechanical resistance of the samples was observed with the increase of the (Pb,Nd) up to 0.2. On the other hand the 
Hv, E and Y values decreased non- linearly as the applied load increased. 
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Table (1): Vickers microhardness (Hv) , Young’s modulus (E) and yield strength (Y) for different load with x=0, 0.0 
, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 
X F (N) HV (GPa) E (GPa) Y (GPa) F (N) HV (GPa) E (GPa) Y (GPa) 

0  
 
 

0.49 

1.533 125.64 0.511  
 
 

0.98 

1.37 112.94 0.459 
0.1 1.26 103.26 0.420 1.18 96.71 0.393 
0.2 1.01 82.77 0.336 0.98 80.32 0.326 
0.3 1.74 142.61 0.580 1.40 114.74 0.466 
0.4 1.61 131.95 0.536 1.42 116.38 0.473 
0.5 1.51 123.75 0.503 1.48 121.30 0.493 
0.6 1.16 95.07 0.386 1.09 89.33 0.363 
X F (N) HV (GPa) E (GPa) Y (GPa) F (N) HV (GPa) E (GPa) Y (GPa) 
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0  
 
 

1.96 

1.11 91.38 0.371  
 
 

2.94 

1.04 85.56 0.348 
0.1 0.98 80.32 0.326 0.88 72.12 0.293 
0.2 0.95 77.86 0.316 0.63 51.63 0.21 
0.3 1.32 108.18 0.440 0.86 70.48 0.286 
0.4 1.12 91.79 0.373 1.00 81.96 0.333 
0.5 1.07 87.69 0.356 0.87 71.30 0.290 
0.6 1.08 88.51 0.360 0.96 78.68 0.320 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. variation of Vickers microhardness with applied load for different nominal compositions of Bi2-

x(Pb,Nd)xSr2 Ca2Cu3O10+δ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  variation of Young modulus with applied load for different nominal compositions of Bi2-x 

(Pb,Nd)xSr2 Ca2Cu3O10+δ 
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Fig.3. variation of yield strength with applied load for different nominal compositions of Bi2-x 

(Pb,Nd)xSr2 Ca2Cu3O10+δ 
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Fig.4. variation of microhardness Hv as a function of (Pb,Nd) content for different loads. 
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Fig.5. variation of Young modulus as a function of (Pb, Nd) content for different loads. 
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In this work, the installation of a radio telescope with parabolic three meter antenna over the building of 

the department of Astronomy and Space, College of Science in Baghdad University at latitude (33o 16' 28" 

N) and longitude (44o 22' 50" E), at time zone +3, Which can detect radio sources emission at frequency 
range (1.3 GHz – 1.5 GHz), and at central frequency is 1.42 GHz, 21 cm Hydrogen Emission Line. 
 

Key Words: Radio Telescope, 21 cm Hydrogen Emission Line, Radio Telescope Control Units (RTCS), 
Radio Telescope Receiver Units (RTRS). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to construct a radio telescope that will detect hydrogen emission at 21 cm, 1.42 GHz in 
frequency, over the building of the department of Astronomy and Space, College of Science in Baghdad University at 

latitude (33o 16' 28" N) and longitude (44o 22' 50" E), at time zone +3. A radio telescope is an astronomical instrument 
consisting of a radio receiver and some sort of antenna. The radio telescope works by detecting radio-frequency 
radiation which is emitted by extraterrestrial sources. Begin the construction of the process of building a radio 
telescope and in the long run it should be able to map out the outer space. 

Some Small Radio Telescope in the World 
 

Haystack Small Radio Telescope 
 
A small radio telescope used for research and education. Located at Bosscha Observatory, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), which has altitude of 1310 m. It consists of a receiver, low noise amplifier, feed horn, noise diode 
calibrator, and 2.3 m parabolic dish and focal length of 95.8 cm with an alt-azimuthal mount controlled by software 
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written in JAVA. The antenna is mounted in a meteorological tower at the Bosscha Observatory to get all the sky 
coverage above horizon. The receiver can cover frequency range of (1.4 GHz - 1.44 GHz), at this range the telescope is 
very convenient to conduct spectral line observations at the neutral  hydrogen (HI) 1.42 GHz frequency (21 cm Line 
Wavelength) [1]. 
 
Indlebe Radio Telescope (IRT) 
Indlebe radio telescope Located in the Durban University of Technology (DUT), the IRT is to provide a real world 
platform for project work for students within the department of electronic engineering. Although science was not an 
initial goal of the IRT, it has demonstrated the potential to conduct useful astronomical observations; the radio 
telescope uses a 5m parabolic reflector antenna construct and tests a radio telescope operating at the hydrogen line 
frequency of 1.42 GHz [2]. 

Hydrogen Line Spectrum (21 cm) 

In spectral line observation, radio receivers are used for studying the interstellar medium. The most studied spectral 
line in radio astronomy is the HI-line; it comes from neutral hydrogen,  which can be detected in 1.42 GHz [3]. One of 
the reasons is that the emissions of the sky that are observed by radio astronomers are not the light from the stars, but 
radio waves from the gas and dust clouds that are remnants of supernova or star explosions. The 21cm hydrogen 
emission line used to chart the structure of our galaxy, known as the Milky Way. The 21cm hydrogen emission line is 
in fact one of the most accurate measured physical properties [4][5]. The hydrogen atom consists of one proton and 
one electron, orbits around the nucleus. Most of the hydrogen in space is in ground state. The electron moving 
around the proton have a spin in the same direction as the proton's spin (parallel) or spin in opposite direction (anti-
parallel). The energy state of an electron spinning anti-parallel is lower than the energy state of the parallel spin. The 
atoms always want to be in the lowest energy state possible, the electron will ultimately flip to the anti-parallel spin 
direction if it were in the parallel spin. The energy carried by the atom in the parallel spin is greater than the energy 
in the anti-parallel spin. Therefore, when the spin state flips from parallel to the anti-parallel, the energy difference is 
very small, so it's emitted at a radio wavelength of 21 cm. This 21 cm correspond the radio spectral line at frequency 
of 1.42 GHz, and then hydrogen atom can wait a few million years before this transition [6]. 

Three Meter Baghdad University Radio Telescope (BURT) Setup 
The best performance can be achieved by selecting the best location for the antenna in Baghdad University at latitude 

(33o 16' 28" N) and longitude (44o 22' 50" E), over the building of the department of Astronomy and Space in College 
of Science. The selection of this location follows these guidelines for choosing the installation location. 

1. The telescope location should be far from the large microwave sources to reduce the signal affection. 
2. The telescope location should be far from anything that prevents the electromagnetic wave, such as trees or 

buildings. 
3. The antenna location should be relatively flat. 
4. The supported base should be installed away from buried cables or pipes. BURT radio telescope consists of two 

parts (Hardware and Software). 
 
Setup the Radio Telescope Hardware 
 
At first, the setup location is prepared on a suitable platform (Concrete Base) with square shape with dimensions (160 
cm long, 160 cm width, 30 cm height), as in figure (2): Then the antenna parabolic stand is connected to the base, as in 
figure (3) The antenna mount type is Elevation/Azimuth for ensuring antenna pointing range being Az 0o ~ 360o or 
El 0o ~ 90o. Then connect the motors: Azimuth motor (Az), and Elevation motor (El) to the stand and then connect 
the motors by cables to the control system, as in figure (4): 
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Then connect the 3-meter rugged parabolic antenna to the stand, as in figure (5). The antenna is rugged and reliable 
that will operate at L-band or any other bands up to 18 GHz, and consists of reflector, sub-reflector, feed assembly 
complete with feed horn, mount, foundation model, foundation screw, stainless steel standard part. Then connect the 
feed horn which acts like a collecting funnel, it collects electromagnetic wave flux at 1.42 GHz. And low noise 
amplifier (LNA) which acts as a preamplifier at frequency band (1.3 GHz – 1.5 GHz). The LNA is directly connected 
to the feed horn, which is mounted over radio dish antenna. Thus the signal collected by feed horn gets amplified by 
LNA, as in  figure (6): And finally, connect the whole system to the Telescope Computer in the lab, as in figure (7): 
 
The telescope computer is consists of two parts 
 
Radio Telescope Control Units (RTCS) is consists of two parts: Antenna Control Unit (ACU), Antenna Derive Unit 
(ADU), are the devices which is controls the antenna positions motors, and it’s a RS-232 base connector and it be 
communicate with the computer through a USB to serial port adapter cable. 
 
1. Radio Telescope Receiver Units (RTRS) is the device which is receives the signals and displayed it as a spectrum, 

and it can be connected to the computer by a USB cable directly. 
 
Computer Radio Telescope Software 

The Radio Telescope Software (RTC v_6.3.0) is used for control and data acquisition of a professional radio telescope. 
RTC is able to control the antenna for scanning an area in the sky, track the radio astronomy sources and also show 
the object positions in the equatorial and horizontal coordinate system. 60 strong radio astronomical sources with 
their position and intensity are presented by RTC. This software connects to devices such as Radio Telescope Control 
System (RTCS), and Radio Telescope Receiver System (RTRS).RTC contains a main common window with five major 
parts, including Setup, Spectral Line Observation, Continuum Observation, Functions and Help, as in figure (8). 

 
The Radio Observation of Cassiopeia-A Results 
 
The study and the observe of the supernova remnant Cas-A in the constellation Cassiopeia, because it has a high flux 
density in 1420 MHz (2477 Jy), and it has a stationary position in the celestial sphere and it's not set or rises, so we can 
observe it at day and night, to see the difference in spectrum when we observe it at night (Date: 10/1/2018, Time: 
07:06:02 PM) and at day (Date:11/1/2018, Time: 10:35:28 AM) and to be sure that the telescope is working well. As in 
figure (9) the spectrum of Cas-A at night after applying the noise elimination average technique, and we notice the 
two sided peaks in each spectrum, these peaks represent the interference noise from ground stations in the telescope 
location area. And the peak of Cas-A is should appear between the frequency range (1395 MHz – 1425 MHz). Then 
take the data between this range of frequencies (1395 MHz – 1425 MHz) to see the probability of appearing the peak 
of Cas-A, as in figure (10): As in figure (11) the spectrum of Cas-A at day after applying the noise elimination average 
technique, and we notice the two sided peaks also. But we see a different shape of the spectrum differs from the 
night, and the spectrum at day is much noisy than at night. So this gives an indication of the effect of the sun on the 
observation, because its interferes with the signal of Cas- A. Then we found that the peak is between the ranges of 
frequencies (1395 MHz – 1407 MHz), as in figure (12) 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The high frequency radio telescope along with antenna system and setup over the building of the department of 

Astronomy and Space, College of Science in Baghdad University at latitude (33o 16' 28" N) and longitude (44o 22' 50" 
E), at time zone +3, which is operating at 21 cm Hydrogen Line (1.42 GHz). A radio telescope system is used for 
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educational purposes. The system has a basic tracking capability, and is control by commanded through computer 
interface software. By rotating and pointing of dish antenna it observes the radio radiations from the astronomical 
objects. Limitation of this radio telescope is by using a single telescope which is cannot form image, for image 
formation it requires interferometer array or more than one radio telescope 
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Figure 1. 21 cm transition of the hydrogen atom [7] 
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Figure 2. The base of 3-meter parabolic antenna 
 

Figure 3. The stand of the parabolic antenna 
 

                    Figure 4. a- 3-Phase Az motor                                          b- 3-Phase El motor 
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Figure 5. The 3 meter parabolic antenna of the 
telescope 
 

Figure 6. a- Feed horn    b- Low 
noise amplifier LNA 

Figure 7. Radio Telescope Receiver Unit (RTRS), Antenna Control Unit (ACU), Antenna Derive Unit 
(ADU) 
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Figure 8. Software main window 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. The spectrum of Cas-A at night after applying the noise elimination average technique 
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Figure 10. The frequency range of Cas-A spectrum at night 

 
Figure 11. The spectrum of Cas-A at night after applying the noise elimination average technique 
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Figure 12. The frequency range of Cas-A at day 
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The interstellar matter nature has been discussed byusing an experimental modelcontain a mixture of 
organic and inorganic materials in the wavelength range (8.5-12.5) µm. The FTIR spectrometer device 
were used to obtain spectral results for prepared sample, these sample contain various ratio of organic 
and inorganic materials, the spectral results werecompared with observation data of Trapezium nebula in 
the e wavelengths range (8.5-12.5) µm. The best molecule mixture model found to fit with observation 
datawasContain: 40.1 % (Silicon dioxide (SiO2)) + 12.2 % (Meteorite material) + 17.7 % (Glycine amino 
acid) +30 % (Tyrosine amino acid), this are done using summation technique.  
 
Keywords: interstellar matter, extinction, spectroscopy, organic, inorganic. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Stars are born out of massive clouds of gas that float between the stars, known asthe interstellar medium (ISM).  
These clouds can contain matter that coalesced directlyout of the big bang, and/or they can contain matter that has 
been processed and expelledback into the ISM through stellar wind and explosive events like supernovae.  
Thismaterial, the remnants of old stars long gone and pure matter from the beginning of theuniverse is the mixture 
that forms stars [1]. The interstellar medium (ISM), material in the space between stars, consists of gas and dust that 
represent 20-30% of the mass of our Galaxy. The ISM consists of: 
 
1. Gas (99%): about 90% hydrogen, 10% helium, and trace amounts of other elements, especially oxygen, carbon, 

and nitrogen. 
2. Solid particles (1%): These are typically smaller than 1 µm   (a millionth of a meter) and have a carbonaceous or 

silicate-based core surrounded by an icy mantle of (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), or ammonia (NH3) [2]. 
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The extinction of starlight was happen due to the two processes absorbance and scattering of energy that caused 
bythe material in the interstellar medium. The degree and wavelength dependence of the interstellar extinction curve 
is affected by the grain size, composition, and morphology of the dust between the source of the starlight and the 
observer [3]. The chemical composition of interstellar matter (IM) dust grains remains an unsolved problem in 
astrophysics. Astronomers tried through these investigations to identify the chemical composition of IM, through 
two principle methods, these are [4]: 
 
1. Modeling of the broadband extinction and polarization curve using Mie theory. 
2. Identification of discrete spectral features attributed to grain materials using infrared, visual and ultraviolet 

spectroscopic techniques. 
 
The study of interstellar dust has led to several dust models that are compared with the average extinction curve 
obtained from observations of stars through interstellar clouds.The extinction curve is separates the light spectrum 
into three parts: Infrared –visible; Ultraviolet (hump signature at 2200 Å hump), and the far- Ultraviolet region [5]. 
 
Experimental work of parts 
 
The following tools have been used: 
1- Mortar. 2- Mini hand press.3-Sensitve balances .4- Oven. 5-Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)device. 
 
Material used 
 
Inorganic and biological materials were used as follow: 
a- Inorganic materials:Silicon dioxide (SiO2), Magnesium oxide (MgO),Iron (III) oxide or ferric oxide (Fe2O3), Carbon 
(C) and Diatom silica (98% pure silica).  
b- Biological materials Tyrosine amino acid, Glycine amino acid and Tryptophanamino acid 
 
Sample preparation 
 
Every materiel mixed with Potassium Bromide (KBr) at mass ratio 1/10 to make the samples. The samples were kept 
in the oven for 12 hours at a temperature of (80 K° - 90 K°) to get rid of the humidity and keep it dry. The samples 
were pressed by Mini hand press to produce the disks. Each disk examined by FTIR spectrophotometer device to 
measure the transmittance as a function of wave number of each material. Spectra were produced and further 
investigation will be applied on these spectra. Spectra sample is shown in figure-1. 
 
Calculations and results 
 
Experimental measurements produced transmittance (T) which is related to the optical depth by the equation [6]: 
 

………. (1) 
 
This equation used to calculate the optical depth for all experimental results. 
The flux density of each sample can be calculated by using the following equation [32]: 
 

  ………. (2)Where: 
 
B (λ): Planck function which is given by: 
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  ……….. (3) 

 
Where: 
h: Planck's constant   erg. Sec 
C: Light velocity   cm .Sec-1 

λ: Wavelength in μm 
k: Boltzmann's   constant  erg.k-1 

T: Temperature in kelvin (K°) 
A: Normalization constant 
 
 
The flux density as a function of wavelength for all samples has been calculated using the above equations. The 
experimental data converted into flux density for samples asa function of wavelengths in micrometer in order to fit 
these data to get the models. Many tests were done including changing the materials in the mixture and its ratios for 
many times until achieved a best fit with observation data of Trapezium region.Table-1,is a list of best-fit data 
obtained matching the observation[ 7 ]. Figure-2 shows the comparison between the proposed model and observation 
data for Trapezium region. This fitting has been done applying the summation technique, obtaining accurate results 
for matching with observational data. 
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
The constituent of interstellar matter could be explained by organic or inorganic or both, by trying different mixture 
with the achievement of best fitting through wavelength range ,depending on the size nature of interstellar dust 
grains. The model proposed in this work found to fit with observation fordata Trapezium region in the wavelength 
ranges (8.5-12.5) µm, consisting of inorganic and organic materials (chosen from the multi choice trial material) with 
different percentages contribution used.This result indicated that the contribution of organic materials represents 
almost 47% of the sample prepared, the majority of it is the Tyrosine and Glycine amino-acids,whileinorganic 
contributed only 52% of the sample. It can conclude therefore, that interstellar matter consistsof amount of organic 
material that biological formation is fairly possible and inorganic material. 
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Table -1 Flux density values as function of wavelength for proposed model  
 

Wavelength(µm) Flux density (w/cm2 /s) Wavelength(µm) Flux density (w/cm2 /s) 
8.60 4.71E-16 10.11 5.76E-16 
8.69 4.87E-16 10.22 5.77E-16 
8.84 5.08E-16 10.31 5.55E-16 
8.97 5.24E-16 10.45 5.35E-16 
9.12 5.34E-16 10.54 5.14E-16 
9.32 5.40E-16 10.69 4.92E-16 
9.45 5.56E-16 10.80 4.69E-16 
9.60 5.64E-16 10.95 4.44E-16 
9.82 5.69E-16 11.06 4.21E-16 
10.00 5.74E-16 11.28 3.97E-16 

 
Table -2: best fit model of inorganic and organic material. 
 

inorganic material % organic material % 
Silicon dioxide (SiO2)) 
(Meteorite material) 

40.1 % 
12.2 % 

(Glycine amino acid) 
(Tyrosine amino acid) 

17.7 % 
30 % 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure -1: The transmittance (T) produced as a function of wave number in (1/cm) for one of prepared 
sample (Magnetite (Fe3O4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure -2 The flux density as a function of wavelength of the proposed model consist of 40.1 % (Silicon 
dioxide (SiO2)) + 12.2 % (Meteorite material) + 17.7 % (Glycine amino acid) +30 % (Tyrosine amino 
acid), this are done using summation technique, Compared with observational data for trapezium 
region 
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The proposed of this study is to demonstrate a simple high sensitivity vapor sensor for acetone 
(CH3COOH). A free space gap is employed in two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) to serve 
as the sensing mechanism by adding acetone volume (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1) ml and to set the phase 
reference with a physical spacing of (0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2) mm. The propagation constant of transmitted light 
in the MZI’s gap changes due to the small variation that will further shift the optical phase of the signal. 
Experimental results indicate that has highest sensitivity of acetone is about 0.0285 nm/ml for spacing 0.5 
mm. 
 
KeywordsMach-Zehnder interferometer, acetone vapor sensor, highsensitivity, wavelength shift. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Environmental sensor has recent global research the optical fiber sensors are being employed for various sensing 
applications, e.g. optical fiber sensors are used for detecting the presence of air pollutants in the atmosphere [1, 2, 3], 
as well as being employed in the biomedical field [4, 5].  Since1980, a lot of research in optical fibers has been devoted 
to sensing, and then found applications in chemicalfield [6]. Chemical sensing technology has become important in a 
wide variety of areas, including industrial plants, research labs, the home, and various military applications [7, 8]. A 
chemical transducer and an optical fiber are the two components that constitute an optical fiber chemical sensor. The 
optical fiber is the medium which propagates the light from the source to the chemical transducer and guides the 
light again from the transducer to the photo detector. A chemical parameter is then measured in the form of light 
modified by the transducer [9]. A chemical sensor can be defined as a portable miniaturized analytical device which 
can deliver real-time on-line information on the presence of specific compounds or ions in complex samples [10]. In 
this work, a kind of Mach-Zehnder interferometer of acetone vapor sensor is fabricated based on air gap using optical 
fiber coupler (3 dB). The system is designed for 1550 nm wavelength regime, as this is a common wavelength with 
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easily available and low cost components. The optical transmission of the proposed sensor is observed and then 
measured the sensitivity of acetone for different volumes and different spacing. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
Figure 1 displays the set-up of proposed system utilizing light source which is a diode laser with wavelength of 1550 
nm, two optical coupler (3 dB) types of single mode fiber, two chambers are a Parallel Rectangle-shape sealed 
chambers, fabricated from Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastic, and finally optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).The MZI is 
fabricated using 3dB couplers, with the common port of one 3 dB coupler connected to the diode laser and the 
common port of the other 3 dB coupler joined to the OSA (YOKOKAWA, Ando AQ6370). In this paper, a created 
MZI with different distance of air gap (0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2) mm that under controlled conditions, the length of both arms 
are the same. Acetone liquid volumes (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1) ml is injected in sensing chamber while the reference 
arm is contained air only. The sensor of the two MZI arms causes the phase shift when change the length of spacing 
of air gap for arms and injected the acetone volumes in the sensing arm therefore the variation in the refractive index 
inside the chemical chamber causes a phase disparity in the MZI, due to the dissimilar phase velocities. Since the 
phase velocities and the phase deference are wavelength dependent, the propagating wavelength along the two 
different arms of the MZI creates a superposition pattern. The separation in between two peaks in a two-mode 
interferometer is defined as:- 
 
∆λ = λ2/ L ∆ne,                                                            (1)                
 
where λ represents the wavelength, L is the MZI length and ∆ne is the effective difference in the refractive index 
between the two MZI arms. The changes in the RI in the MZI’s sensing arm can now be defined as:- 
 
∆φ = ∆β. L = K ∆ne                                                    (2)    
 
where ∆β is the difference between the travelling signal’s initial and instant propagation constant, which is taken 
before as well as after the change in the RI occurs respectively. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the wavelength and power of the transmission spectrum which is measured by 
OSAfor different air-gap distancesof MZI.The black color line was refer to air in air-gap region and the red, blue, 
pink, green, and indigo color lines were refer to liquid volume (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1) ml in air-gap region 
respectively.The transmission spectrum displacement was increased when acetone liquid volumes increased. The 
wavelength shift increased toward the blue region, because the refractive index of acetone was 1.35 while the 
refractive index of air was 1.The refractive index is inversely proportion with the wavelength as shown equation 
1.Therefore acetone liquid with higher refractive index will show the wavelength shift in the blue region. The 
sensitivity of acetone was calculated by the experimental measured of the wavelength shifting response to the 
acetone liquid volumesas shown in the figure 3. It observed that air-gap distance at 0.5 mm show the higher 
sensitivity (0.0285 nm/ml) compare with air-gap distances at different acetone liquid volumes. The relationship 
between the wavelength shift and acetone volume was linear when the liquid volume increase the sensitivity will be 
increase too. To calculate the changes in effective refractive index, propagation constant, and the phase shift can be 
done by using equations 1 and 2. It was indicated in the table 1 
 
The numerical results of effective refractive index change of acetone was show the inverse proportion with 
wavelength shift, the wavelength shift increased with decreased the effective refractive index change when the air-
gap distances were changed. The effective change in refractive index (∆ne) was due to the alteration in the 
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propagation constant (β) of the transmitted light in the MZI’s gap. The relationship between the propagation constant 
with the effective refractive index was the linear. The instant propagation constant increases as the ambient RI 
increase.The refractive index variation produces linear change in the phase shift as equation 2. As illustrated in fig.4 
for acetone. The black, red, blue, and pink lines were referred to the air-gap distance at (0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2) mm 
respectively. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In this work, a simple, novel, and high sensitivity single mode MZI acetone vapor sensor is proposed. The 
experimental results of acetone vapor show the blue shift of transmission spectrum with increasing for each distance 
of air gap. The value of shift is increasing with increased of acetone volumes. Improved the sensitivity could be 
achieved in distance 0.5 mm is 0.0285 nm/ml. 
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Table 1. The numerical calculation of acetone. 
Air gap distance Liquid volume (ml) ∆λ  (nm) ∆ne ∆β  (nm-1)×103 ∆φᵒ ×103 

0.5 mm 

0.2 0.003 0.396 2.093 1.658 
0.4 0.009 0.132 0.697 0.184 
0.6 0.015 0.079 0.418 0.066 
0.8 0.02 0.0595 0.314 0.037 
1 0.026 0.045 0.241 0.021 

1 mm 

Liquid volume (ml) ∆λ  (nm) ∆ne ∆β (nm-1)×103 ∆φᵒ ×103 
0.2 0.007 0.169 0.897 0.303 
0.4 0.035 0.033 0.179 0.011 
0.6 0.0652 0.018 0.096 0.003 
0.8 0.102 0.011 0.061 0.0013 
1 0.129 0.009 0.048 0.0008 

1.5 mm 
Liquid volume (ml) ∆λ  (nm) ∆ne ∆β  (nm-1)×103 ∆φᵒ ×103 

0.2 0.016 0.074 0.392 0.058 
0.4 0.0274 0.043 0.229 0.019 
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0.6 0.0350 0.033 0.179 0.011 
0.8 0.046 0.025 0.136 0.006 
1 0.055 0.021 0.114 0.004 

2 mm 

Liquid volume (ml) ∆λ  (nm) ∆ne ∆β  (nm-1)×103 ∆φᵒ ×103 
0.2 0.0516 0.022 0.121 0.0053 
0.4 0.0601 0.019 0.104 0.003 
0.6 0.0726 0.016 0.086 0.0027 
0.8 0.0816 0.014 0.076 0.0021 
1 0.0911 0.012 0.068 0.0016 

 

 
Figure 1. Experimental set-up for acetonevapor sensor using MZI 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. (a), (b), (c), (d) Transmission spectrum of air-gap at different (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2) respectively 
 

Sensing arm 
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Air gap MZI 

Diode laser OSA 
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Figure 3. Sensitivity of acetone vapor sensor for different distances 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure(4): The numerical calculations of acetone for relationship between (a) Wavelength shift with effective 
change in refractive index. (b) Effective change in refractive index with propagation constant change. (c) Effective 
change in refractive index with phase shift change. 
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Postpartum infertility due to negative energy balance is a major problem among the high producing cows 
of Kerala, incurring huge economic loss. The present study was aimed to evaluate the economic benefits 
of supplementation of bypass fat in high yielding crossbred cowswith or withoutpostpartum hormonal 
induction of estrus. The trial was conducted with four experimental groups of six cows each (GI – control, 
GII- 200 g bypass fat, GIII – 200g bypass fat daily + Ovsynch protocol, GIV – Ovsynch protocol alone).  
The techno-economic analysis showed that the expenditure incurred for bypass feeding was considerably 
less compared to the savings on increase in conception rate and decrease in calving to conception 
interval. Moreover, the cost of milk additionally produced added to the savings as it was observed that 
the day of achievement of peak yield in GII and GIII was significantly lower than that of group GI and 
GIV. The benefits in terms of higher pregnancy rate itself outweighed the cost of bypass feeding and it is 
more effective than hormonal treatment in terms of reproductive performance and productive 
performance. The results proved that bypass fat supplementation is a financially viable, eco-friendly and 
socially acceptable method for improving the production and reproduction parameters of the cows, 
thereby augmenting the farm income. 
 
Keywords: Techno-economics, Bypass fat, Reproductive efficiency, Hormonal therapy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The annual milk production of Kerala was recorded as 2.65 MMT (2015-16). The annual growth rate of milk 
production in Kerala was far below than the national average with less than 2.5 percent for the last few years and we 
contributed only 1.7 percent of the annual milk production of the country (Economic Review, 2016). Even though the 
average productivity of the crossbred cows in Kerala is high comparing to national average, the production in the 
state is lagging behind the actual domestic requirement. Hence the Govt. of Kerala is targeting to achieve self-
sufficiency in milk production in the state in coming two years and implementing integrated schemes in the dairy 
sector to ensure fair returns to dairy farmers (The Hindu, 2017). To achieve this goal, improving the reproductive 
efficiency of available female cattle population is of utmost importance. To enhance the reproductive performance, 
optimizing the genotypes to production environment coupled with suitable management practices is necessary so 
that the inter-calving periods are shortened and the conception rates are high. The infertility will in turn force the 
farmers to distress sale of their crossbred high producing animals for meat purpose which lead to the loss of superior 
germplasm and reduction in the number of high yielding crossbred animals. So treating infertility and bringing more 
animals in to milking is of paramount importance (Draft Agricultural Policy, Kerala 2013).   
 
Anoestrus and repeat breeding are two of the major reproductive problems affecting 30 to 40 per cent of total cattle 
and buffalo population of India. In Kerala, the incidence was reported to be even higher (61%) and this is mostly 
attributed to the negative energy balance in high producing cows during the postpartum period (Kutty and 
Ramachandran, 2003). It is reported that reproductive efficiency of dairy cows had improved by the supplementation 
of bypass fat, by increasing the conception rate and reducing the days open (Sklan et al., 1994, Naik et al., 2009). But 
these studies were preliminary in nature and did not provide any concrete confirmation about the mechanism of 
action and the exact benefit of its supplementation. Preliminary studies on effect of supplementation of bypass fat on 
production have been carried out in the Department of Animal Nutrition, College of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, 
Mannuthy and observed to be beneficial in improving the production and reproduction efficiency. But, any strategy 
will work in the field if it is economically viable and affordable to the dairy farmers. Thus, the economic efficiency of 
various strategies adopted for improving the reproductive efficiency of dairy cattle also needs to be studied in detail. 
Hence the present study analysed the techno-economic efficiency of bypass fat feeding in post-ported crossbred cows 
of Kerala.   
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A total of 24 apparently healthy normally calved, crossbred cattle of similar age and parity with a body score of 3 to 
3.5 out of 5 were selected from University Livestock Farm and Fodder Research Station, Mannuthy for the study. The 
animals were randomly allotted to four groups of six cows each. All the animals in these four groups were fed as per 
standard feeding practices based on ICAR recommendations. Animals in Group I was not given any 
supplementation and kept as control. The animals in Group II were fed with 200 g bypass fat per day (Calcium salt of 
long chain fatty acid, supplied by National Dairy Development Board) from 5 days after calving till 90th day along 
with compounded cattle feed, every morning. The animals in Group III were fed 200 g of bypass fat per day from 5th 
day of calving till 90th day along with compounded cattle feed every morning. In addition, they were subjected to 
Ovsynch protocol as described earlier (Hagen et al., 2015). Briefly, 10 µg of GnRH analogue (Buserelin acetate - 
Receptal, Intervet, India) were administered intramuscularly (i/m) on Day 45 postpartum followed by 500 µg 
Cloprostenol (Pragma, Neovet, India) i/m on day 52 postpartum. A second dose of GnRH analogue, 10 µg, i/m on 
Day 54 was also administered, followed by timed artificial insemination at 16 h after second dose of GnRH. Animals 
in Group IV were not supplemented with bypass fat. But they were subjected to Ovsynch protocol on Day 45 
postpartum. All the animals in Groups I and II were inseminated during natural oestrus exhibited after Day 45 
postpartum. Animals in Groups III and IV were subjected for timed AI and observed for induced oestrus.  
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Data pertaining to cost of feeding, hormonal treatments, days open, total milk and production, were calculated and 
the techno economic impact of bypass fat supplementation by virtue of improvement on reproductive performance 
and date of attainment of peak yield were analysed. The economic advantages of different treatments were compared 
taking the non-fat fed, non-hormonal treated group (GI) as standard. For estimating different cost benefit factors, the 
following values were considered. Cost of bypass fat – Rs. 240 per Kg; Cost of 5 ml GnRH – Rs. 350; Cost of  2 ml 
PGF2α – Rs. 160; Professional charges for one visit – Rs. 200; Cost of milk – Rs. 43 per Kg; Savings on conception – Rs. 
5000 per animal if conceived within study period. (Kumaresan et al. 2013, Madkar et al.2018). The total lactation yield 
of the animals was predicted by using the regression formula by multiplying with a factor 215.5 (KVASU, 2015). The 
data recorded were analyzed statistically using statistical software SPSS (SPSS, Version 14, USA).       
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The peak yield and total lactation milk yield estimated based on the regression formula developed by KVASU are 
presented in Table 1. The days of achieving peak yield of animals in GI, GII, GIII and GIV were 40.50 ± 3.60, 18.17 ± 
3.32, 28.17 ± 5.02 and 32.17 ± 3.77 respectively. The totallactation milk yield estimated using the regression formula 
developed by KVASU indicated that bypass fat feeding was beneficial in terms of total milk production. The total 
cost incurred and the benefits of feeding bypass fat are summarized in Table 2. The relative benefit of fat feeding in 
GII, GIII, and GIV compared to GI were Rs. 15650.04, 19261.83 and 4449.9 respectively. The relative advantage per 
animal were 2608.34, 3210.31, and 741.65 in animals belonging to GII, GIII and GIV respectively, compared to the 
conrol group (GI). From the table, it can be seen that feeding bypass fat has a financial advantage over the other 
group.Same time it was also observed that feeding bypass fat alone is comparable to that combined with hormonal 
treatment in an economical point of view. On the other hand, the animals in group IV, which had undergone 
hormonal treatment alone, did not yield considerable economic benefit. 
 
On analyzing the techno economics of bypass fat feeding, it can be seen that feeding bypass fat along with hormonal 
treatment has a financial advantage over the other groups. Same time it is also observed that feeding bypass fat alone 
is comparable to combination of bypass fat and hormonal treatment in an economical point of view. On the other 
hand, the animals in group IV, which had undergone hormonal treatment alone, did not yield considerable economic 
benefit. These results are in concomitant with earlier study reports of Yadav et al. (2015) and (Mane et al., 2017) who 
observed better economic benefits from feeding bypass fat to dairy animals. The results of the present study indicate 
that bypass fat feeding improves the productive and reproductive performance of postpartum dairy animals. It can 
be concluded that bypass fat feeding is an economical and environment-friendly recommendation for improving the 
reproductive efficiency of high producing crossbred cows. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

It was observed that bypass fat feeding is financially viable, eco-friendly and socially acceptable alternative to 
hormonal therapy for improving the reproductive efficiency of crossbred cows.   
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Table1. Milk production parameters of crossbred cows  
 

S. No. 
Group 
(n=6) 

Day of achieving peak 
yield 

(Mean ± SE) 

Peak yield obtained 
(Kg) 

(Mean ± SE) 

Total Lactation Milk 
Yield* 
(Kg) 

1 I 40.50 ± 3.60a 14.08 ± 1.77 3034.24 
2 II 18.17 ± 3.32b 15.13 ± 1.34 3260.52 
3 III 28.17 ± 5.02bc 15.10 ± 1.28 3254.05 
4 IV 32.17 ± 3.77ac 14.68 ± 1.07 3163.54 

Values bearing different superscripts differ significantly (p<0.05); *Calculated based on the regression formula as per 
KVASU package of practices 
 
Table2. The relative cost benefit analysis of feeding bypass fat in cows belonging to different groups 
 

S. No. Item  GI GII GIII GIV 

I Relative cost incurred (GI as standard)      

a Cost of bypass fat (85 days @ 200 g daily -  
Rs. 240 per Kg  

0 4080 4080 0 

b Cost of Hormones (GnRH and PGF2α)  0 0 510 510 

c Professional charges (3 visits)  0 0 600 600 

 Total relative cost   0 4080 5190 1110 

II Relative Savings (GI as standard)      

a Savings on conception (In GI – 5000; GII- 
15000; GIII- 20000; GIV – 5000)   

0 10000 15000 0 

b 
Savings from extra milk yield (Groups without fat 
feeding were taken as standard and the extra yield 
(Kg) in GII – 226.28;   GIII – 219.81; GIV – 129.3)  

0 9730.04 9451.83 5559.9 

 Total savings   0 19730.04 24451.83 5559.9 

III Relative benefit of fat feeding (II-I)  0 15650.04 19261.83 4449.9 

IV Relative benefit of fat feeding (Per  
Animal) 

0 2608.34 3210.31 741.65 
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As IPv4 is running out, the need for changing to IP next generation, IPv6, is obvious because the number 
of people and devices that connect to networks increases every day. Not only does IPv6 give us enormous 
addresses (3.4 × 1038 = definitely enough), but there are many other features built into this version that 
make it well worth the cost, time, and effort required to migrate to it. However, the use of Classless Inter-
Domain Routing (CIDR) and Network Address Translation (NAT) has helped to extend the shortage of 
addresses, but we will run out of them, and it is going to happen within a few years. This study aims to 
describe the benefits of applying IPv6 dynamic routing protocol in the campus of the university of 
Turkish aeronautical association. In this work, a simulated network represents the campus of the 
university by using Graphical Network Simulator (GNS3) to deploy OSPF on three geographically 
separated campuses armed with IPv6. Going deep inside some packets to analyze OSPF performance 
over the campus by using tool of network sniffing Wireshark. 
 
Keywords: Internet Protocol version 6; Dynamic Routing Protocol OSPF; Graphical Network Simulator 
version 3; Wireshark. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Undoubtedly, one of the elements of life nowadays is information technology. Computer technologies and 
architectures are used in all areas. PCs need to provide an infrastructure to ensure the communication with each 
other. The world is provided by infrastructure and companies that are providing this communication all over the 
Internet. Currently, the standard protocol used in the Internet communication is Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4). 
To be addressed with IPv4 by providing end-to-end communication between computers and similar devices, the 
work has continued with some improvements made in a good way as to be seamless. Internet technology on mobile 
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devices, security systems, remote access to work in the desired systems, and electronic devices at businesses or 
homes are not even used in small electronic appliances. In short, both commercial and social use the Internet very 
often, this need has led to further growth every day. The biggest problem in the process of technological 
development is the limit capacity of the IPv4 address that can be used for this system. 4,294,967,296 IPv4 addresses 
cannot be used efficiently due to the huge growth in number of devices that use the Internet these days [2]. 

Rapid depletion of IPv4 has led to the start using the mechanism of the NAT and CIDR. Network Address 
Translation allows multiple devices to share one public IP address [4]. Classless Inter-Domain routing eliminates the 
concept of class from the IP address [3]. Despite these improvements, the enormous increase in Internet usage, high 
mobility, multimedia, strong security, end-to-end access, etc. have been increasing the inability to meet the demand 
in a good way. For these reasons, new solutions were proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and 
other relevant institutions and organizations who are responsible for the Internet protocols. The most important 
study is Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6). The using of the Internet, mobile phone development, smart home 
applications, new technologies and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications, such as anytime access, are 
growing faster than expected, This growing led to lay the foundation of IPv6 in the early 1990s [5]. A new 
development of IP protocol working group was established in the early 1990s by the IETF, after a series of studies, in 
1995 December, the first IPv6 Requests for Comments (RFC) 1883 (and others) was officially launched to announce 
IPv6.The main purpose is to provide mobility between the Internet Protocol networks. IPv6 has more capabilities 
than IPv4. The most basic feature that distinguishes IPv6 from IPv4 is extended with a 128-bit address space. This 
theoretical number of the expanded addressable nodes will provide 2128 (340, 282, 366, 920, 938, 463, 463, 374, 607, 
431,768,211,456) IP addresses [6]. This tremendous number of IPv6’s address space solves the problem of IPv4’s 
shortage and the quick growth of different applications on the Internet. 

With the currently available IPv4, the Internet address of each device in the management of IP mechanisms needs to 
be confirmed manually. In IPv6, this administrative burden is reduced by automatically addressing mechanism. In 
addition, IPv6 offers stability in commercial transactions such as scalability, availability, end-to-end access, quality of 
service (QoS), VoIP and IP-based TV (IPTV). IPv6 is coming with a feature of having more flexible structure than 
IPv4. To compare between the two protocols, there are some changes with the structure of the headers of both v6 and 
v4, the major one is adding the extension to the header of IPv6. From security wise, built in IPsec is developed in 
IPv6, whereas in IPv4 security faces difficulty due to NAT usage [1]. This work is intended to apply IPv6 to the 
University of Turkish aeronautical association with OSPFv3 and link the tree campuses of that university in 
simulated environment by using Graphical Network Simulator GNS3 since it is too difficult to work on real world 
campus environment. 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There are many works that tried to deploy IPv6 to a campus network in Turkey and we will demonstrate three of 
them as follows: In the M.S. thesis [7], the main objective was to pass the necessary examinations of Muğla University 
campus network, apply IPv6 on a server and reduce to a minimum the possible problems of other hardware and 
software by preparing the ground to smooth transition. There is a transition from IPv4 to IPv6 by assigning IPv6 to 
each department based on the IPv4 subnet as a first step. Full IPv6 support process of dual stack is to Install IPv6 
service. Then make a separate VLAN with an IPv6 address can also be provided to operate only with IPv6. The 
author of [8] has developed (by using OPNET) a simulated environment network in order to measure the throughput 
of the routing performance analysis in current, transition period and finally IPv6 native networks. His major focuses 
include: 
 

1. Significant differences, proposed superiorities and advantages of IPv6 to IPv4. 
2. Measurement-based comparison, especially transaction mechanism, of IPv6 – IPv4 routing and IPv6 gains on a 

simulated test-bed environment (OPNET). 
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Another study about applying IPv6 on a campus environment has been done in Ege University. After a close 
examination of the studies, the basic information about the transition to IPv6 and the transition mechanisms are 
given and some of the studies made about the transition to IPv6 in the world and also in Turkey are presented. In this 
context, the level of the current operating status for IPv6 in Ege University is also presented. In addition to the 
studies made, some steps to facilitate the transition to IPv6 and to optimize performance of IPv6 networks are also 
given in this thesis scope [9]. The difference between the three works mentioned above and our work is that we built 
our three campuses initially with IPv6 without any transition or adaptation to the existing IPv6 in addition to 
applying one of dynamic routing protocols, which is OSPF to share the routing information between all campuses of 
the university of Turkish aeronautical associations. 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Our network environment is virtualized by using GNS3 (Graphical Network Simulator) that is an open source 
emulation tool in which we can create our campus network. GNS3 allows us to add different kinds of network 
devices, connect them all together and configure the devices with Command Line Interface (CLI) that is very similar 
to Cisco IOS or other network venders. In addition, GNS3 gives us the opportunity to connect our simulated 
topology to the Internet directly because it supports all features that exist on Cisco devices [10].The University of 
Turkish Aeronautical Association has three geographically separated campuses with the one in Ankara as the main 
one, the second one is in İzmir and the third campus is in Eskişehir.The first campus we will cover is the Ankara one, 
since it is our campus and we will consider them as the same when it comes design and layout. We will try to apply 
Cisco campus hierarchy on the current campus with IPv6 as the layer 3 addressing carrier. To be able to grasp the 
final structure of the network, we need to divide it into two components the physical layout of the building and the 
virtual network and the mapping between them.The campus has many buildings but not all of them will need a 
wired network (as the cafeterias, the restaurant and the gym), that will leave us with five main buildings to be 
included in the master design: Engineering building: it consists of two floors where the first floor has two labs with 
40 computers each, and a couple of administration offices so in total this floor needs around 86 ports which is 4 layer 
two switches to cover (as each switch has 24 ports). The second floor is exactly the same story with four switches also. 
English language building: it has two floors as the first one has classrooms with almost 90 ports to cover them, which 
make it needs 4 switches.The second floor has faculty offices and needs around 160 port to cover which means seven 
switches to cover.  

Administration building: it has two floors as well, the first one of them has beside a lab two classrooms and offices 
with around 84 port which means four switches to cover. The second floor has only offices with four switches to 
cover. Aeronautics and Astronautics engineering building: it has three floors that share the same layout with around 
80 ports to cover each of them, which means four switches in each floor. Library: it is a one floor building with one 
switch to cover.In total, we will have 40 switches that will make the backbone of our access layer and each of them 
will have two type of connection: the first connection is the Ethernet connection through STP (Shielded Twisted Pair)   
cables as CAT6 nd this connection will cover the side between the access switch and the end user. The second 
connection will be a single mode fiber connection, since it is the most popular form of fiber connection to connect the 
access layer switch from all over the campus with the core switch. We will end up having the topology elucidated in 
Figure 1 to represent the campus of Ankara. Starting from the top down, the router R1 is to connect our campus to 
the ISP as well as to İzmir and Eskişehir campuses respectively. We configured it as “Router on a Stick” that enables a 
trunk between the router and the core switch in order to send all VLAN traffic by dividing one physical interface on 
the router into sub interfaces as the same number as the VLANs. This interface must be fast Ethernet or faster to be 
able to carry a lot of traffic comes in and out. The core switch is connected to the router from one side, and to the 
access switches from the other. Every access switch represents one floor per building. 
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Virtual Network 
 
The virtual structure of the network will consist of a group of networks or VLANs that will span through the 
geographical boundaries, the reason of dividing them into different VLANs instead of having only one VLAN is to 
have more control over our network and it will be easier to manage, manipulate and traffic engineering. The reason 
behind VLANs is to logically segment our network into small groups of users. The list of the VLANs in our network 
for Ankara campus will be as shown in table 1. Wireless VLAN: this VLAN will be dedicated for wireless coverage 
and will cover all buildings that need a wireless connection. The range of the of IPv6 that will be used for this VLAN 
will be 2001:0000:0000:0002::/64 Administration VLAN: will be used by the administration officers and the faculty 
wherever it needed. The range of the of IPv6 that will be used for this VLAN will be 2001:0000:0000:0003::/64 

Labs VLAN: this VLAN will be used by the students in the Labs that exist in three buildings. The range of the of IPv6 
that will be used for this VLAN will be 2001:0000:0000:0004::/64 Management VLAN: this VLAN will used to manage 
all the devices in the network including the switches and routers. The range of the of IPv6 that will be used for this 
VLAN will be 2001:0000:0000:0005::/64 Flight Simulator VLAN: this VLAN will be dedicated to the flight simulator 
since it is a highly sensitive device and need to a high level of security. The range of the of IPv6 that will be used for 
this VLAN will be 2001:0000:0000:0006::/64After creating the VLANs on the core switch, we can see them by the 
command show vlan as illustrated in figure 2.VLANs on İzmir and Eskişehir campuses are created in the same ways 
of Ankara campus. These VLANs need to be created and deployed on all the 40 switches of the campus, which makes 
it a very hard and inefficient process to deploy or update. Therefore, to solve this problem, we will use VTP (Virtual 
Trunking Protocol) [11] that allows us to choose one of our devices as a server. We create all VLANs on the server 
then this switch will pass these VLANs through to all other switches that will be deployed as clients. This means that 
the client switches cannot create VLANs by themselves and they only receive their database copy from the server. 

We will need a Trunk port on each switch to share VLANs of our network between all devices, otherwise without 
Trunk ports we would get separate VLANs that could not communicate because Trunk sends all VLANs traffic 
across the network. The range of the IPv6 addresses that connect the core with the access layer switches is addressed 
in a way that all starts with 2001:0:0:xy::z where x always has a value of 1 referring to the core. y is the access switch 
number starting from 1 which is the first access switch in the network (ENG-GF) and so on until we reach the last 
switch which is Library-SW. z value is 1 on the core side and 2 on the access switch. For example the IPv6 of the core 
switch in Ankara’s campus that is directly connected to the ENG-GF is 2001:0:0:11::1 (where x is 1 representing the 
core, y is representing the very first switch that is ENG-GF, z is 1 because it is on the core side), while the IPv6 of 
ENG-GF in the same campus is 2001:0:0:11::2. The above addressing is for Ankara campus only while İzmir campus 
range is 2001:0:1:xy::z and the values of x, y and z are the same. The third and last campus is Eskişehir with the IPv6 
range of 2001:0:2:xy::z. 

After all the campus connections, VLANs and addressing are done and the connectivity inside the campus been 
tested. The next step will be adding the connectivity among the campuses where in our case both İzmir and Eskişehir 
campuses will have a connection to the router of the Ankara campus so this router will work as the core of whole 
university with all of its campuses.The addressing that will be used to connect the cores will be as following: 
2001:0:12:12::x/64 between Ankara router (router 1) and İzmir router (router 2) where x will have the value of 1 on 
Ankara side and the value of 2 on the İzmir side.2001:0:13:13::x/64 is the IPv6 address that is used between Ankara 
router and Eskişehir router (router 3) where x will have the value of 1 on Ankara side and the value of 2 on the 
Eskişehir side. After having all the intra-campus and inter-campus networks, testing within campus network 
connectivity and testing the direct connectivity between the cores it is the time to deploy the OSPFv3 as our routing 
protocol, after having the OSPFv3 deployed, we should have a full connectivity all over the three campuses and 
among them. 
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With OSPF, we divided our workspace into 3 areas as OSPF uses the concept of areas. Area 0 (the backbone area; 
figure 3) contains all devices of Ankara campus in addition to the links on İzmir and Eskişehir router that connect 
them to Ankara router. Area 1 (figure 4) has all the devices of İzmir campus except the link between İzmir router and 
Ankara router.And area 2 (figure 5) that all Eskişehir campus devices within, note that one link of the main router of 
area 2 is out that area:After deploying OSPF, all devices of the three campuses share their information between each 
other in a way that make all devices can reach and have connection to all. We will use some show commands to 
reveal facts about OSPF besides WireShark, which allows us to capture, sniff, and analyze traffic packets between the 
connected devices. We made İzmir router connected to different areas, which are area 0, and area1 of OSPF and RIP 
from another side in order to see almost all the LSA types such as in figure 6. In this bidirectional redistribution, 
İzmir router (R2) will take the routes from RIP and redistribute them into OSPF to see external LSA. We will take the 
routes from OSPF and redistribute them into RIP in a way RIP routes can see the entire topology and we can test the 
connectivity. From İzmir router’s view, it can run two routing protocols as clarified in figure 7. We can see that İzmir 
router can run two routing protocols, OSPF redistributing RIP and vice versa. 

Now we have full connectivity across the entire network as Eskişehir router sees it (figure 8).OE2 is external route 
from outside OSPF 2001:0:3:1::/64 injected it to the whole network where 2001:0:3:1::/64 is the link of İzmir router with 
RIP, figure 9 shows the subnet between all the routers in the topology.OI means inter routes coming from other areas 
(area 0 and area 1, since Eskişehir router is within area 2). O is intra area routes coming from devices that are inside 
the area the router belongs to (directly connected). 
 

Assigning Ports to VLAN 
 
We are going to connect Windows 7 host to the Management VLAN at Ankara campus at the Administration 
building ground floor in order to manage our entire network (figure 10). This PC will have IPv6 from the range of 
that VLAN 2001:0:0:5::/64, the Windows 7 PC will have 2001:0:0:5::10/64 IPv6. From another side of the campus we 
will use VPCS (virtual PC simulator) on GNS3 and then test the connectivity between these two PCs by using the 
command ping and running WireShark to capture the packet. VPCs is a lightweight application that we cannot 
assign an IP address to. It can simulate computers from a single command line interface. However, it will not be on a 
specific VLAN because it gets IPv6 by using autoconfiguration feature of IPv6 from an access port on an access 
switch (figure 11). It gets this IPv6 from the range of its default gateway 2001:0:1:1::/64 and by using the method of 
EUI (Extended Unique Identifier) as shown in figure 12. Although we assigned IPv6 address to the Windows 7 PC 
within the range of VALN 5 but it did not use it to ping the PC at İzmir side of the topology. It used the EUI IPv6 it 
made up for itself. In addition, we can see the successful of that ping request using WireShark capture packet 
containing the source and the destination addresses such as in figure 13. By now, all the devices can reach each other 
thanks to deploying OSPF on our campus and we can assign ports on access switches to supply our end users with 
the service. Either we can assign these ports to VLANs or to be access ports that serve the Internet to every one 
connects his /her PC to these access ports. 

 
RESULTS  
 
Checking Routing Tables 

Before we started to describe the statistical results of IPv6 and OSPFv3, we checked the routing table of Ankara 
router before we booting up all other devices. It has 14 entries that came from the six VLANs we created on the sub 
interfaces to make this router as Router on a Stick. In addition to “made up” link local address for each of our 6 
VLANs, that’s 12 entries. The other remaining two are multicast and link-local respectively as illustrated in figure 14. 
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After almost 50 seconds of booting all other devices up, the routing table of Ankara router became with 31 entries, the 
same old 14, 12 from inter OSPF which are advertisements of VLSNs from İzmir (6 VLANs) and Eskişehir (6 VLANs 
too), 1 external OSPF which is RIP area connected to İzmir router and 2 connections to İzmir and Eskişehir routers 
with their made up link local (figure 15). 

Packet Capturing 
 
We captured these packets at the same time we booted all the devices up. This capture was on the link between 
Ankara and İzmir routers by using the protocol analyzer Wireshark with High-Level Data Link Control network 
protocol created by Cisco Systems, Inc. for exactly 300.006708 seconds. Within that period of time we gained 24050 
packets with different sizes, 34010080 bytes in total as in figure 16. 
 
Average of packets per second is 80.165 
Average of packet size is 1414 
Average of bytes per second is 113364.399 
Average of Mega bit per second is 0.907 
 
Protocol Tree 
 
In this capture, the connection used Cisco DHLC protocol to define each frame between the devices. The smallest 
percentage of HDLC went to Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) 0.05 % with 13 packets. The second smallest portion 
was to Cisco  Serial Line Address Resolution Protocol (SLARP) .0.25 % with 60 packets. Moreover, the biggest piece of 
DHLC went to IPv6 99.70 % with 23977 packets. IPv6 packets is divided between Internet Control Message Protocol 
(ICMPv6) 7.68 % 1846 packets, Open Shortest Path First (OSPFv3) 1.21 % with 291 packets and the Data 90.81 % with 
21840 packets as figure 17 shows. 
 
Conversation between Ankara and İzmir Routers 
 
It is the traffic between the two devices with a lot of information on tabs but just the IPv6 tab is activated because we 
used it to send 14 traffics from Ankara router to İzmir router and vice versa (figure 18). We will take a look at two 
packets example. Address A: FE80::C802:EFF:FEF4 is the Extended Unique Identifier (EUI) of İzmir router. 
FE80::C802:EFF:FEF4 sent 89 packets (12084 bytes) to all routers that are running OSPF on the same link by using 
FF02::5 as address B. we can see also Rel Start with the value of 18.808146 seconds “Rel Start is the time in seconds 
between the start of the capture (packet #1) and the start of the conversation” while the Duration was 280.0413 
seconds “Duration" is the time in seconds between the first and last packet of the conversation”. We have another 
FF02::5 connection from address A with the EUI of FE80::C801:7FF:FE8C which is Ankara router to all OSPF routers 
FF02::5. This connection was 202 packets (28640 bytes) with Rel Start of 22.133652 seconds and Duration of 277.1956 
seconds. Ankara router sent 826.56 bits per second during this connection. Therefore, we have 291 packets of FF02::5 
type with 40724 bytes in total. 
 
Packet Lengths 
 
During the connection between Ankara and İzmir routers, the two devices sent various lengths of packets to each 
other (figure 19). We will discuss the largest ones sent, that are between 1280 – 2559 bytes. These were the maximum 
number of packets transmitted in that capture connection with the Count of 21840 packets and percentage 90.81 %. 
The maximum and minimum lengths were equal with 1500 bytes each to give us an average of 1500 bytes too. Burst 
Rate is the maximum number of packets sent per interval of time and Burst Start is the time when the maximum 
number of packets sent occurred. 
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I/O Graph 

This graph has two axis: 
 
X Axis: consists of the following: 

Tick interval: 1 second interval in our case. 
Pixels per tick: we used 2 pixels per tick interval  

Y Axis  
Unit: In this capture, the unit for the y direction was Packets/Tick. 

As we can see the graph below, from time interval 0 – 96 there were small packets sending bidirectionally 
represented by ICMP Neighbor Solicitation and Advertisement, CDP packets and OSPF Hello Message and LSAs to 
complete the routing tables for all devices. Then Ankara router started to send traffic to İzmir router until second 134 
with almost over 150 packets per second. However, the maximum throughput was between the period of time from 
223.9 to 257 when the two devices started to send packets back and forth to each other simultaneously with more 
than 300 packets per second as elucidated in figure 20. 

CONCLUSION 
 
In this research we tried to build the campus of the University of Turkish Aeronautical Association by following 
typical Cisco hierarchy, deploy IPv6 as layer 3 addressing protocol, and use dynamic routing protocol for the inter 
and intra-campus connections, OSPFv3 as our routing protocol to apply it on the three geographically separated 
campuses on a simulated environment. The significance we have acquired from applying dynamic routing protocol 
(OSPv3 is our case study) is represented by getting rid of old method of routing (static routing) and automatically 
updating of routing table entries for the changes in network topology. The routing tables at our campus are 
maintained and built automatically through ongoing communication. Devices of our topology have become dynamic 
that use routing OSPF to facilitate the ongoing communication and dynamic updating of routing tables. At our 
university, we use private addressing because we have a shortage of internet addresses and we do not want to pay to 
assign public address to all of our computers. However, in IPv6 we have enough IP addresses to give every device an 
IP address in the campus for years and years to come. We do not have shortage anymore, therefore, this whole 
concept of private IP address is gone away. This has been done by using one kind of addressing which is called 
GLOBAL SCOPE or what people are calling the internet 2. Global scopes are addresses that are alive on the internet. 
Now, the good news is that our university is now able to have internet addressing for every device that is available 
within the campus. 
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Table 1 The VLANs at Ankara campus 
 

VLAN Name VLAN No. IPv6 Address Range 
Wireless VLAN 2 2001:0000:0000:0002::/64 

Administration VLAN 3 2001:0000:0000:0003::/64 
Labs VLAN 4 2001:0000:0000:0004::/64 

Management VLAN 5 2001:0000:0000:0005::/64 
Simulator VLAN 6 2001:0000:0000:0006::/64 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Ankara campus topology 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Show VLAN command on the core switch 
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Figure 3 Area 0 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Area 1 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Area 2 
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Figure 6 İzmir router links 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7show IPv6 protocols command on İzmir router 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 show IPv6 route OSPF command on Eskişehir router (R3) 
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Figure 9 the subnet between routers 

 

 
Figure 10 Adding PCs to the topology 

 
 

 
Figure 11 IPv6 Autoconfiguration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12 IPv6 on Windows 7 host 
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Figure 13 ping request on WireShark 

 

 
Figure 14 Routing table of Ankara router before OSPF 
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Figure 14 Routing table of Ankara router after OSPF 

 

 
Figure 16 Summary of booting up all devices 
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Figure 17 Protocols Hierarchy 

Figure 18 Traffic between Ankara and İzmir routers 
 

 
Figure 19 Packet Lengths 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 20 I/O Graph 
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The milk production potential of a farm has relationship with growth rate of calves/heifers  and body 
weight changes of adult animals. Measurement of body weight is a routine need  in farms as well as in 
field conditions. Considering the difficulty to record body weight using a weighing balance, most often it 
is determined by body measurements. Schaeffer’s formula is commonly employed for estimating body 
weight in such cases. The application of Schaeffer’s formula for estimating the body weight of crossbred 
cattle of Kerala needs examination.  Therefore, the present study was conducted to compare body weight 
estimated using body measurements with live weight of crossbred cattlle determined using a digital 
balance. For estimating the body weight, forty animals were selected randomly and were kept off feed 
and water for 12 hours prior to mesaurement. While comparing the two methods, Pearson’s product 
moment correlation value of 0.97 indicates the strength of the linear relationship between two variables. 
However, results of paired t-test showed significant (P<0.05) difference between the methods.   The lower 
limit of the 95% confidence interval of the intraclass correlation is 0.975 which indicates how strongly 
units in the same group resemble each other. Hence it can be concluded that body measurements can be 
used to estimate body weight in crossbred cattle in conditions where the use of a weighing balance is 
practically difficult. 
 
Keywords: production,  farm, Measurement, body weight, animals, live 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Kerala is located in southern India between the Arabian Sea in the west and the Western Ghats in the east. Cattle 
farming was practiced in the state during the past, mainly to assist agricultural operations  and this resulted in 
development of a disease resistant cattle variety tolerant to hot and humid climatic conditions. However this variety 
of cattle had very low milk yield. Therefore, as a measure to improve the milk production, artifical insemination was 
initiated in the state by introduction of germplasm of exotic milch breeds. This technology was welcomed by farmers, 
and hence the majority of cattle in the state was gradually transformed as crossbreds with medium body weights and 
better milk yeild. The milk production potential of a farm is related with growth rate of calves/heifers  and body 
weight changes of adult animals. Measurement of body weight is a routine need  in farms aswell as in field 
conditions. Most often it is difficult to record body weight using a weighing balance. Weighing scale, although 
accurate, it is cumbersome, costly (Heinrichs et al., 1992) and is stressful to the animals (Brandl and Jorgenssen, 1996). 
Therefore, body weight is usually estimated by body measurements including chest girth and body length 
(Wangchuk et al., 2017). Schaeffer’s formula is commonly employed for estimating body weight in such cases. The 
application of Schaeffer’s formula for estimating the body weight of crossbred cattle of Kerala needs examination.  
Therefore, the present study was conducted to compare body weight estimated using body measurements with live 
weight of crossbred cattlle estimated with a digital balance. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
The investigation was undertaken in an instructional cattle farm at Kolahalamedu, Peerumedu Taluk of Idukki 
District. The area is located at a latitude of  9.5760° N and longitude of 77.0255° E, the altitude range is from 1100 m 
above sea level, with an annual rainfall of 2295 mm. The cattle of the farm are cross breds having the mixed 
germplasm of native breeds along with that of exotic breeds such as Brown Swiss, Holstein Freisian and Jersy. 
Similar animals are popular and reared by farmers through out the state. For estimating the body weight, forty 
animals were selected randomly and were kept off feed and water for 12 hours prior to mesaurement as described 
below. 

i) Animal weighing digital balance: Animals were made to enter directly on the platform and was allowed to stand 
for 20 seconds to record the weight accurately. 

ii) Schaeffer’s formula: Body weight (BW) was calculated as per the equation below: 
BW = (L x G2)/ 300, where BW is body weight in pounds, L is length of animal from point of shoulder to pin bone 
in inches and G is the chest girth in inches i.e. circumference of chest, just behind foreleg. 

 
Statistical analysis 
 
The relationship between body weight estimated using body measurements with live weight obtained in the 
weighing balance was assessed by the estimation of Pearson’s product moment correlation and intraclass correlation 
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1994). Similarity of the means obtained was compared using the paired t-test (Snedecor and 
Cochran, 1994) 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The mean body weight of cattle estimated using the Schaeffer’s formula and the digital weighing balance is shown in 
Table 1. For measuring a quantitative variable such as body weight, Pearson’s product moment correlation can be 
used as an index of equivalence while comparing two methods. Pearson’s product moment correlation value of 0.97 
(Table 1) indicates the strength of the linear relationship between two variables. However, statistical analysis by the 
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paired t-test (Table 1) showed that the means are statistically different (P<0.05).  According to Lee et al. (1989), 
intraclass correlation is the correct statistic for measuring agreement and consistency between two methods i.e. the 
lower limit of the 95% confidence interval of the intraclass correlation should be at least 0.75. The results of 
comparison (Table 2) describes how strongly units in the same group resemble each other. 
 

SUMMARY 
 
It can be concluded that body measurements can be used to estimate body weight in crossbred cattle in conditions 
where the use of a weighing balance is practically difficult. 
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Table 1. Comparison between body weight estimated by body measurements with that estimated using a digital 
weighing balance 

Parameter 
Schaeffer’s 

formula Digital Balance t value P value 
Pearson’s 

correlation 
Body 

weight (Kg) 367.3±67.18 374±70.36 2.67 0.011 0.97 

 
Table 2. Lower (r1) and upper limits (r2) of the 95% confidence interval of intraclass correlation (r) 
between body weight estimated by body measurements with that determined using digital weighing 
balance 

Parameters r1 r2 r 
Body weight (Kg) 0.975 0.993 0.987 
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Inelastic longitudinal electron scattering C2 form factor in 44Ca has been utilized to study the effects of 
fitting parameters on the sigma meson exchange type potentials as a residual interaction. A model space 
wave vectors are generated in full fp-shell model with FPD6 as effective interaction with mixing 
configuration technique and harmonic oscillator as a single particle wave function. By coupling the core 
particles with model space particle, where the latter used as an active part of residual interaction in the so 
called core polarization process, it is included as a correction with first order perturbation theory to the 
main calculation of model space, and the excitation energy(with calculate the form factors in the states 

21
 , 22

 , 23
 , 24

  and 25
  with Ex=1.561 MeV, 3.084 MeV, 4.647 MeV, 5.540MeV and 6.275 MeV 

respectively) has been carried out with ( 2 ). Theoretical results has been not compared with 
experimental data become we nautical that the theoretical results has been compared with each other’s. 
Harmonic Oscillator potential is used to generate single particle wave functions in fp-shell and 
considering 40Ca as an inert core. The cod OXBASH computer programing is used to generate the two 
body matrix elements process of this study. 
 
Keywords:  sigma meson exchange, 44Ca, electron scattering, fitting parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Electron scattering form factors give the most precise information about nuclear size and charge distribution [1]. The 
electromagnetic theory agree with experimental observations, and Quantum Electrodynamics success in giving a 
well-defined description of the interaction deeply insight[2,3]. Mott first derived The scattering cross section which 
described the electron scattering and included the effect due to the electron spin. “Nuclear form factor” depends on 
the charge and magnetization distribution in the target nuclei and we can determine the form factor by the ratio of 
the measured cross section to the Mott cross section. The form factors can be found experimentally as a function of 
the momentum transfer q  by knowing the energies of the incident and scattered electron and the scattering angle[4]. 

Backward-angle resolution inelastic electron scattering on 40,42,44,48Ca have been carried out by Steffen et al[5], they 
observed a very strong magnetic dipole ground state transition in Ca isotopes. Monopole transitions from the 1+0 

ground states to 2+0 excited states with 1.837 MeV for 42Ca, 1.884 MeV for 44Ca and 4.272 MeV for 48Ca had been 
investigated by Gräf et al[6] with high resolution inelastic electron scattering  (FWHM ≈ 30 keV) at low momentum 
transfer (0.29 < q< 0.53 fm-1).    
 
Zheag and Zamick[7] studied the relations between Polarized-Proton-Nucleus and un polarized-transverse-electron-
nucleus scattering and their application in 42Ca. The electron scattering form factors have been measured by Itoh et 
al[8], for 2+, 3- and 5- states up to 7 MeV excitation in 42Ca and 44Ca, the range of the incident electron energy were 
62.5–250 MeV. The derivation of Core Polarization (CP) effects with higher configuration in the first order 
perturbation theory and the two-body matrix elements of three parts of the realistic interaction: central, spin orbit 
and tensor force which are belong to realistic (M3Y) interaction and the detection of meson exchange current for 
every channel of interaction in a separate pictures will be introduced in the  present work, harmonic oscillator single-
particle basis have been used 
 

THEORY  
 
Through microscopic theory, the core polarization effect on the form factor combines shell-model wave functions and 
configurations with higher energy as first order perturbations;  these are called "core-polarization effects"[9]. Shell-
model theory showed that the true space might be divided into three separated spaces which are: model space, inert 
core and higher configurations. Higher orbits might be included or excluded according to the choice of the researcher 
and the model use, but core orbits as have been proved[9], have an active contribution in the calculation of form 
factors. The main problem is that the inclusion of core orbits makes the space (Hilbert Space) very vast so, we must 
separate between the two spaces (a core part and a valence part) to express the interaction between the core and the 
valence particles, and that among the valence particles.In the shell-model, we are unable to solve  Schrodinger 
equation in the full Hilbert space, because of the huge number of configurations, so we must truncate it to a smaller 
part of  the configurations with finite dimensions Hilbert space. This is called the shell model-space or simply the 
model space. For this reason, we must use effective interactions and operators. The effective interaction is used to 
give the nuclear properties microscopically, starting with realistic NN interaction using quantum mechanical many-
body theory. For light nuclei, there are different effective interactions such as the FPD6[10], 
 
For a selected operator 

JT
 the reduced matrix elements are written as the sum of the product of the one-body 

transition density matrix elements (OBDM) times the single-particle transition matrix elements: 
 

 




JTfiiJTf TOBDMT ˆ,,,ˆ

,
  







                        ……….. (1) 
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where JT  is the multi-polarity and the states  JJ iii   and JJ fff    are initial and final states of the nucleus. 

While α and β denote the final   and  initial single-particle states, respectively (isospin is included). The reduced 
matrix element of the electron scattering operator 

T̂  consist of two parts, one is for the "Model space" matrix 

elements, and the other is for the " Core-polarization" matrix elements are given by[9]: 
 

if
CP

if
MS

if TTT  
  ˆˆˆ

                                      ……… (2) 

 

where, MS
if T  

ˆ
are the model-space matrix elements , 

 

and, CP
if T  


are the core-polarization matrix elements.   

 

The  i
 and f

  are described by the model-space wave functions.   
 
The core-polarization matrix elements can be written as[9]: 
 

CPCP
if TOBDMT  




  ˆ),(ˆ

,              …………. (3) 
 
The first order perturbation theory says that the single-particle matrix element for the higher-energy configurations can 
be expressed as[11]: 
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The single-particle energies are calculated according to [11]: 
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A computer program written in FORTRAN 90 language is used by Radhi to include realistic interaction M3Y, is 
modified to receive new fitting parameters which calculate meson part of interaction. 
 

For the two-body matrix elements of the residual interaction 21  resV
 and  12  resV , which appear in 

equation (4), the Michigan sum of  three range Yukawa potential (M3Y) interaction of  Nakada[12] is adopted. This 
interaction is a modified version of M3Y interaction of Berstch et al[13].this interaction containing terms   like those 
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were given in LS-coupling and tensor effects, and density dependence part which calculates the zero range term.  A 
transformation of the wave function from jj to LS coupling must be done to get the relation between the two-body 
shell model matrix elements and the relative and centre of mass coordinates, using   the harmonic oscillator radial 
wave functions with Talmi-Moshinsky transformation. The realistic M3Y effective NN-interaction, which is used in 

electron scattering  (Vres =v12) is expressed as a sum of the central potential parts (v c)(

12
) as follows[10]:  

 
                               
                                  ………….(7) 
 

                                        
 
                                                 ………………..(8) 
 
 

 

The values of the best fit to the potential parameters (t SE

n
)are shown in table (1). 

In this part we will focus attention in Ca isotope, 44Ca, where there is a closed core Ca40   and four neutrons freely 
distributed in fp-shell model space. We have chooses FPD6 as a model space effective interaction to generate the 
model space wave functions and OBDM. The total C2 form factor is calculated, from the core contribution only, and 
indicated the model space has no contribution, because the neutrons do not contribute to the charge form factor, 
because they are neutral particles, so the core protons will play this role. In general, the total results are in a good 
agreement. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
The core-polarization effects have been included in order to account for the contribution of configurations from 
outside of the model space in the transition. The nucleus 44Ca is the lightest doubly magic nucleus with a neutron 
excess. It is known to be a good shell-model nucleus and thus provides an excellent testing ground of nuclear models. 

In fact, the nucleus 44Ca is more inert than Ca40 , Ni48  and Ni56
 because of the closed sub shell neutron 1f7/2 so that it 

is an interesting one in fp shell nuclei. We use the single particle wave functions of the harmonic oscillator (HO) with 
size parameter ( b= 1.988 fm). The interaction equation for sigma meson () when T=0, S=0, which is expressed as 
(t SE ), which represents fitting parameter for nucleon interaction in this channel and be the interaction equation as 

follows[16]: 
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Note: The sum process of the fitting parameter (tSE

1
+t SE

2
) and negligence (t SE

3
) to their small value and equal to 

the value of all the interactions we find at the time of the collection process (tSE

1
+t SE

2
) devolve descending and 

digital output as follows: P0=7910Mev>E=6853Mev>P3=P4=5390Mev>P5=5377Mev>P2=5147Mev>P1=5043.5Mev 
Clearly, all Figs. shown that nuclear force effective in the distance range (0.5-2.0 fm), so the maximum value of square 
form factor is equal  one, that mean the probability of finding in this range equal 100%. In outer the range (0.5-2.0 fm), 
there are meaner of form factor values because of named tunnel effective, so it is vanishing with more of 3 fm. 
 
The C2 Charge For Factor For 2+state 
 
Charge form factors for 21

 state at Ex=1.561 MeV. 
 
Inelastic longitudinal form factors (C2) have calculated by using M3Y (including the OBDM elements as table(2)) as 
shown in Fig (1); in this figure the calculated form factors using M3Y(E,P0,P1,P2,P3,P4 and P5) shows the behavior of 
results as two peaks. 
where P0> P1> E> P3> P5> P4> P2 (the first peak)  
             P0> E> P4> P2> P1> P5 = P3 (second peak) 
 
Charge form factors for 22

 state at Ex=3.084 MeV. 
 
The quadruple C2 charge form factor for 44Ca in 1f-2p shell model space is illustrated in Fig (2), as a residual 
interactions. Using M3Y (including the OBDM elements as table(3)) gave good agreement in results, which shifted 
than it in all region of (q).  
 
In the region q = (0-1.5)fm-1 P0> P1> P3 = P5> E> P4> P2  
In the region q = (1.5-3) fm-1  P0> E> P2 = P4> P1> P3 = P5 
 
Charge form factors for 23

 state at Ex=4.647 MeV 

 
The quadruple C2 charge form factor for 44Ca in 1f-2p shell model space is illustrated in Fig (3), as a residual 
interactions. Using M3Y (including the OBDM elements as table(4)) gave good agreement in results, which shifted 
than it in all region of (q). 

 In the region q = (0-0.6) fm-1 P1> P3 = P5> P0> E> P2 = P4  
In the region q = (0.6-1.6) fm-1  P0> E> P1> P3 = P5> P4> P2  
In the region q = (1.6-3) fm-1  P0> E> P4> P2> P1> P3 = P5  

 
Charge form factors for 24

 state at Ex=5.540MeV. 
 
The quadruple C2 charge form factor for 44Ca in 1f-2p shell model space is illustrated in Fig (4), as a residual 
interactions. Using M3Y (including the OBDM elements as table(5)) gave good agreement in results, which shifted 
than it in all region of (q). 

In the region q = (0-0.6) fm-1  P0> P1> E> P3 = P5> P4> P2  (first peak) 
In the region q = (0.6-2) fm-1 P0> E> P1> P2 = P3 = P4 = P5 (first peak) 
In the region q = (2-2.8) fm-1 P0> P1> E> P3 = P5> P4> P2 (second peak) 
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Charge form factors for 25
 state at Ex=6.275 MeV. 

 
The quadruple C2 charge form factor for 44Ca in 1f-2p shell model space is illustrated in Fig (5), as a residual 
interactions. Using M3Y (including the OBDM elements as table (6)) gave good agreement in results, which shifted 
than it in all region of (q). 

In the region q = (0-0.8) fm-1 P1> P3 = P5> P0> P4 = P2> E (first peak) 
In the region q = (0.8-2) fm-1 P0> E > P1> P3 = P5> P4 = P2  
In the region q = (2-3) fm-1 P0> E> P4 = P2> P1> P3 = P5 (second peak) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The amplitude of any channel for two body matrix elements coupling core particles to model space one does not the 
main responsible factor to the amplitudes of electron scattering form factors as a results of quantum tail of 
interactions, especially in the regions of momentum transfer (q larger than 2.1 fm-1 ) as a results of repulsive force of 
short range meson sigma type and attractive force of medium range of the same meson type with a different mass 
and fitting parameters values. 
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Table 1. The value of the best fit to the potential parameters[14]. 

 

Table 2. The OBDM elements for the 21
  transition obtained by FPD6 interaction in 44Ca. 

Ji Jf OBDM (∆T=0)) OBDM (∆T=1)) 
7/2 7/2 1.24184 0.87812 
7/2 3/2 0.04643 0.03283 
7/2 5/2 0.07465 0.05278 
3/2 7/2 0.19414 0.13728 
3/2 3/2 0.00922 0.00652 
3/2 5/2 0.01195 0.00845 
3/2 1/2 0.00276 0.00195 
5/2 7/2 -0.06572 -0.04647 
5/2 3/2 -0.00674 -0.00477 
5/2 5/2 0.00585 0.00413 
5/2 1/2 0.00193 0.00137 
½ 3/2 0.00323- 0.00228- 
½ 5/2 0.00372 0.00263 

 
Table 3. The OBDM elements for the 22

 transition obtained by FPD6 interaction in 44Ca. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parameters Unit M3Y-P0 M3Y-  P1 M3Y-P2 M3Y-P3 M3Y-  P4 M3Y-P5 M3Y-      E 
R1(c) fm 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
t1(SE) MeV 11466 8599.5 8027 8027 8027 8027 9958 
R2(c) fm 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 
t2(SE) MeV -3556 -3556 -2880 -2637 -2637 -2650 -3105 
R3(c) fm 1.414 1.414 1.414 1.414 1.414 1.414 1.414 
t3(SE) MeV -10.463 -10.463 -10.463 -10.463 -10.463 -10.463 -10.463 

Ji Jf OBDM (∆T=0)) OBDM (∆T=1)) 
7/2 7/2 0.08096 0.05725 
7/2 3/2 0.04875- 0.03447- 
7/2 5/2 0.02684 0.01898 
3/2 7/2 0.10123- 0.07158- 
3/2 3/2 0.00005 0.00004 
3/2 5/2 0.01750- 0.01238- 
3/2 1/2 -0.00100 -0.00071 
5/2 7/2 -0.02467 -0.01744 
5/2 3/2 0.00322 0.00228 
5/2 5/2 -0.00186 -0.00132 
5/2 1/2 -0.00099 -0.00070 
1/2 3/2 0.00357 0.00253 
1/2 5/2 -0.00267 -0.00189 
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Table 4. The OBDM elements for the 23
 transition obtained by FPD6 interaction in 44Ca. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Table 5. The OBDM elements for the 24

 transition obtained by FPD6 interaction in 44Ca. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ji Jf OBDM (∆T=0)) OBDM (∆T=1)) 
7/2 7/2 0.19650 0.13895 
7/2 3/2 0.15759- 0.11143- 
7/2 5/2 0.00414- 0.00293- 
3/2 7/2 1.04588- 0.73955- 
3/2 3/2 0.02761- 0.01952- 
3/2 5/2 0.00381- 0.00270- 
3/2 1/2 0.01201- 0.00849- 
5/2 7/2 0.01649 0.01166 
5/2 3/2 0.01444 0.01021 
5/2 5/2 0.00489 0.00346 
5/2 1/2 -0.00921 -0.00651 
1/2 3/2 0.02094 0.01481 
1/2 5/2 -0.01275 -0.00902 

Ji Jf OBDM (∆T=0)) OBDM (∆T=1)) 
7/2 7/2 -0.13813 -0.09767 
7/2 3/2 0.02040 0.01443 
7/2 5/2 -0.00304 -0.00215 
3/2 7/2 0.02507 0.01772 
3/2 3/2 0.00202 0.00143 
3/2 5/2 0.06987 0.04940 
3/2 1/2 0.00252 0.00178 
5/2 7/2 -0.00606 -0.00429 
5/2 3/2 -0.01455 -0.01029 
5/2 5/2 -0.00150 -0.00106 
5/2 1/2 0.00158 0.00112 
1/2 3/2 0.00105 0.00074 
1/2 5/2 -0.00076 -0.00053 
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Table 6. The OBDM elements for the 25
 transition obtained by FPD6 interaction in 44Ca. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1. Charge form factor for the state21
  in 44Ca 

using Ex=7.319 MeV. 
 

Fig.2. Charge form factor for the 22
 state in 44Ca 

using Ex=8.918 MeV. 
 

 
 

Ji Jf OBDM (∆T=0)) OBDM (∆T=1)) 
7/2 7/2 0.15692- 0.11096- 
7/2 3/2 0.00129 0.00092 
7/2 5/2 0.02377 0.01681 
3/2 7/2 0.02417 0.01709 
3/2 3/2 0.05081 0.03593 
3/2 5/2 0.01805 0.01276 
3/2 1/2 0.00151 0.00107 
5/2 7/2 0.09851- 0.06965- 
5/2 3/2 0.00877- 0.00620- 
5/2 5/2 0.00150- 0.00106- 
5/2 1/2 0.00344 0.00243 
1/2 3/2 -0.00290 -0.00205 
1/2 5/2 0.01344 0.00950 
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Fig.3. Charge form factor for the 23
 state in 44Ca 

using Ex=9.121 MeV. 

Fig.4. Charge form factor for the 24
 state in 44Ca 

using Ex=9.469 MeV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.(5) Charge form factor for the 25
 state in 44Ca using Ex=9.792 MeV. 
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Manganese-doped nickel oxide thin films (2%, 4%, 6%, and 8%) were fabricated by co-precipitation route 
and were subjected to irradiation with gamma rays of energy of 0.662 MeV. The source of gamma rays 
radiation was Cs137. The optical properties of obtained Ni(1-x)MnxO samples were analyzed before and 
after the irradiation process. All measurements were performed at room temperature, in ambient 
atmosphere, using a (750 Lambda Perkin Elmer spectrometer). Investigations of optical transmission, 
optical bandgap, extinction coefficient, and optical conductivity were carried out, and it was observed 
that by increasing the Mn doping ratio the replacement rate of Ni2+ ions with Mn2+ ones increased. Due to 
this behavior the optical transmission and bandgapvalues decreased for pristine samples, and the 
decrease is more noticeable after the irradiation process, e.g. a decrease of almost 10% was determined for 
the bandgap of irradiated Ni(1-x)MnxO thin film. Moreover, the larger values of optical conductivity 
calculated after the irradiation process proved that the number of point-like defects increased, especially 
Ni2+ vacancies.  
 
Keywords: Mn, NiO, precipitation method, bandgap, diluted magnetic semiconductors. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, the advances in spintronics, magneto-electronics and magneto-opto-electronics are great [1] due to the 
progress of diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS). DMS are non-magnetic materials that after doping with 
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transition metal ions gain ferromagnetic features. Nickel oxide (NiO) has cubic structure, large Neel temperature 
( ), wide bandgap of 3.2 – 3.8 eV, at room temperature, and long-term chemical and physical stability 
[2-8]. Nevertheless, NiO can be easily doped to achieve p-type conductivity; either by introducing Ni2+ vacancies or 
by doping with cations [9] and this transforms it from a Mott-Hubbard insulator into a material that exhibits 
ferromagnetism at room temperature [10]. One of the metalsused for doping of NiO is manganese (Mn), and was 
already proved that the magnetic properties of Ni(1-x)MnxO ternary compound are completely different compared to 
NiO or Mn[11]. Also, was found that the coercivity values increase with Mn doping percentage [12-15]. Moreover, 
Mn-doped zinc oxide was proved to change the magnetic state of spin-glass to ferromagnetic one, by increasing the 
holes concentration [16]. Such changes are possible because Ni2+ or Zn2+ can easily replaced Mn2+ or Mn3+ ions [17,18]. 
 
This paper is focused on the investigation of optical properties of pristine and irradiated Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films, 
obtained by the chemical co-precipitation method. While plenty of papers in literature are dedicated to induced 
changes of magnetic properties of NiO doped with different metals, simulating DMS materials, few have emphasis 
on the analysis of their optical properties and less on the effects induced by gamma rays irradiation. In this study, 
investigations of optical transmission, optical bandgap, extinction coefficient and optical conductivity were carried 
out and discussed before and after irradiation process.  
 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 
Materials 
 
Nickel acetate tetra hydrate, [Ni(CH3COO)2.4H2O], 98% purity, and manganese (II) acetate, [Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O], 
98% purity, were purchased from Merck company, and were used without further purification. Optical glass 
substrates were used for the deposition of tailored thin films and were subsequently cleaned with acetone and 
distilled water for 15 minutes.  
 
Fabrication and characterization of Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films 
 
0.1 M Ni(CH3COO)2.4H2O solution was prepared by dissolving 2.4887 g of solid nickel salt in 100 mL distilled water. 
0.1 M Mn(CH3COO)2solution was prepared by dissolving 1.7303 g of solid manganese salt in the same volume of 
distilled water. All the amounts of used materials were weighed using a balance with 10-4 g sensibility. After 
preparation, each solution was stirred for 60 min, at room temperature, using a magnetic stirrer. Different volumes of 
2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% of Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2Osolution were blended with Ni(CH3COO)2.4H2O solution. In order to 
obtain a good homogeneity, the latter mixture was stirred for 30 min, in the same conditions as the precursor 
solutions. The final blend solution was sprayed onto optical glass substrates and the obtained Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films 
were subjected to irradiation with gamma rays. The source of gamma rays radiation was Cs137 and the energy was 
0.662 MeV. Optical investigations were performed using a (750 Lambda Perkin Elmer)spectrometer and the values of 
transmittance, bandgap, extinction coefficient and optical conductivity of fabricated samples were determined and 
discussed before and after irradiation process. The thickness of Ni(1-x)MnxO layers was determined to be 300 ± 5 nm.  
2.3. Reaction mechanisms The main reactions involved in the preparation of Mn doped NiO thin films can be written as 
follows: 
 

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The optical transmission spectra of grown Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films, drawn before and after gamma rays irradiation, are 
presented in Figure 1. All measurements were performed in ambient atmosphere in the 300 – 900 nm range. One can 
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easily notice that for the non-irradiated samples, by increasing the percentage of manganese (Mn) doping, the optical 
transmittance decreases. We assume this behavior is associated with the replacement of Ni2+ ions with Mn2+ ones and 
the latter were incorporated into NiO lattice. A similar behavior was noticed by S. Iftimieet al. for ZnSe1-xOx thin films 
[19], grown by rf-magnetron sputtering.Moreover, after gamma rays irradiation process, the optical transmission 
strongly decreased, and same behavior was noticed for the absorption coefficient (data not shown here). It is known 
that in the case of Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films the replacement of Ni2+ ions can be done either with Mn3+ or Mn2+ ions [20]. 
Also, the Coulombianattraction force between Ni vacancies and Mn3+ ions are stronger than for Mn2+ ions, conferring 
high chemical and physical stability of Ni(1-x)MnxO samples. We assume that the strong decrease of the optical 
transmission after gamma rays irradiation process is due to an increase of the number of interactions between Ni 
vacancies and Mn3+ ions, so the crystalline arrangement was modified. All prepared samples are direct bandgap 
semiconductors and for them the dependence of absorption coefficient on incident photons energies near the 
fundamental absorption edge is described by the following equation [21,22]: 
 

 …………………………….(1), 

 
in which  is the optical bandgap corresponding to Γ point of the first Brillouin zone and  is the incident 
energy. In Table 1 the determined values of the optical bandgap of fabricated Ni(1-x)MnxO layers are summarized, 
before and after irradiation process. For the calculation of bandgap values equation (1) was applied.  NiO has a direct 
bandgap of about 3.8 – 4.0eV, at room temperature. By increasing the Mn doping percentage, the bandgap values 
decrease due to the mixed transitions between 2p – 3d states of MnO and 3d – 3d states of NiO and MnO. This 
consideration was made also by D.K. Kanan and E.A. Carter [23] but for other oxide compounds. After gamma rays 
irradiation, the bandgap decreases but the pristine behavior is conserved indicating most likely that the electronic 
properties were not slightly altered. Nevertheless, because the optical transmission strongly decreased after the 
irradiation process, we assume this is correlated with the increase of the concentration of point-like defects. A similar 
observation was made by S. Antoheet al. for CdS/CdTeheterojunction when was irradiated with alpha particles [24]. 
The extinction coefficient, denoted here with , refers to the imaginary part of complex refractive index, and is a 
measure of attenuation when electromagnetic waves propagates through the material. The expression of [25] is: 
 

 ………………………………………………(2) 

 
in which  is the absorption coefficient and  is the wavelength of incident radiation. In Figure 2 the extinction 
coefficient dependences on the incident radiation energy, before and after irradiation with gamma rays, are 
presented.The values of the extinction coefficient strongly decreased after irradiation process, yet this is not 
something surprising because the absorption coefficient decreased after gamma rays irradiation.In order to prove 
that the assumptions we made were correct, the optical conductivity measurements were performed (see Figure 3).  
The increase of optical conductivity after gamma rays irradiation process confirms that the number of Coulombian 
interactions between Ni2+ vacancies and Mn2+ions increased. This is due because the concentration of point-like 
defects was increased by the irradiation process. We assume the number of Ni2+ vacancies increased, acting as 
acceptor impurities and introducing a distinct energy level. However, the energy of acceptor impurities seems to be 
very close to that of the valence band, so the most electronic properties of pristine samples were conserved.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Thin films of doped Ni(1-x)MnxO with different percentages of manganese (Mn – 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8%) were fabricated 
by co-precipitation method and were subjected to irradiation with gamma rays with energy of 0.662 MeV. The 
physical quantities describing the optical properties of obtained samples, such as optical transmission, bandgap, 
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extinction coefficient and optical conductivity, were analyzed and discussed one hand in terms of Mn doping ration 
and on the other hand in terms of induced changes by irradiation process. The optical transmission values decreased 
with both the increase of Mn doping ratio and after irradiation process, and for the latter one the decrease was more 
distinct. Same behavior was observed for the optical bandgap; the decrease after gamma rays irradiation was almost 
10% for all fabricated Ni(1-x)MnxO thin film. Significant larger values were determined for optical conductivity of 
irradiated samples proving that the number of point-like defects was increased. The obtained results indicate that 
despite the changes induced by irradiation process, the features of the optical behavior of non-irradiated samples 
were mostly preserved. 
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Table 1. The calculated values of optical bandgap of fabricated Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films, before and after irradiation 
process with gamma rays.  
 

Percent of manganese doping on 
nickel oxide films 

Optical bandgap (Eg) (eV) 
Before irradiation After irradiation 

2% 3.58 3.30 
4% 3.57 3.25 
6% 3.55 3.21 
8% 3.53 3.20 

 

 
Fig.1. Optical transmission of fabricated Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films, before (left side) and after (right side) 
irradiation with gamma rays. The gamma rays energy was 0.662 MeV. 
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Fig.2. Extinction coefficient of fabricated of fabricated Ni(1-x)MnxO samples, before (a) and after (b) 
irradiation with gamma rays. The source of gamma rays was Cs137 and the energy was 0.662 MeV 
 

 
Fig .3. Optical conductivity dependence on the incident radiation energy for Ni(1-x)MnxO thin films, (a) 
before and (b) after irradiation with gamma rays. The energy of gamma rays was 0.662 MeV. 
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No one doubts the benefits of breast milk and the nutritional benefits it offers to both infants and 
mothers. Its composition offers bioactive elements, anti-infective, anti-inflammatory as well as growth 
factors. However, several chemicals can pass from breast milk to the child. Among these substances, 
heavy metals considered toxic are found in breast milk as residues accumulated by different processes. 
The analysis of the effect of these on infant growth is very complex. Several factors interfere. Given the 
complexity of the system, this study attempts to model the different factors and the effects they have on 
newborns. An intelligent system based on artificial neural networks is established. After learning the 
network, this will predict the impact of these residues and their consequences on the growth of the child. 
 
Key words: Brest milk, Infant, Heavy metals, Artificial neural networks, Intelligent Systems. 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Breast milk and its use guarantee nutrition and optimizing the health of infants and their mothers (1). In addition, it 
contains several factors that ensure the growth of the infant by protecting it with bioactive elements, anti-infective 
and anti-inflammatory (2). This characteristic is not limited to humans; it concerns all mammals regardless of age, 
because its richness in protein and calcium gives it this specificity (3). Its composition provided from different food 
sources, maternal reserves or by synthesis of lactocytes (4). However, individual metabolisms regulating hormone 
levels are influenced by environmental and chemical factors to which they are exposed (5). This affects the 
production of breast milk itself and the physiology of lactation in general (6). With all these beneficial qualities, 
several chemicals can pass from breast milk to infants and can be a serious hazard (7). These chemical elements are 
mainly heavy metals. They are of domestic, industrial, medical or agricultural origin and spread in the environment 
affecting fauna and flora and are harmful to human health (8), (9). Since maternal nutrients are derived from 
agricultural soils which are rich in heavy metals from phosphate fertilizers and pesticides, in addition to heavy water 
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heavy-water irrigation (10), this has a direct impact on the health of the infant. These elements are stored in breast 
milk and even in the blood during pregnancy and breastfeeding (11). Knowing that several functional proteins 
contained in milk or blood interact with metal ions inducing malfunction of the metalloproteinase (12), (13). Given 
the importance and complexity related to the level of exposure of certain chemicals that affects the breastfeeding 
process (14), some analytical techniques are related to environmental exposure is interested in epidemiological 
investigations (15), (16). Some other methods explore absorption pathways, whereas recently other techniques use 
bio-markers (17). But virtually all of the studies on the subject, whether breast milk or infant foods, lack the 
quantification of heavy metals. This may be because of the difficulty in quantifying the amount of breast milk 
absorbed by the newborn during his or her breastfeeding phase (18). Since the system is very complex in its entirety, 
because the toxicity is a function of several factors that we evoke in what follows, this study proposes to analyze the 
effect of these factors on the infant's health by using an intelligent network analysis. As long as these networks have 
the capacity to support a large amount of data, their application in this case is adequate. The proposed network is 
two spaces (input-output) mapped in learning phase. When the transfer function between the two spaces is adjusted, 
it becomes possible to predict the effect of these elements on the health of the infant. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The study highlights the drivers of heavy metal pollution that affect breast milk and its impact on breastfed 
newborns. 
 
Factors 
 
Despite several published studies on the concentration of heavy metals in breast milk and their variation during the 
lactation period, the results are inconclusive (19). The complexity comes from the fact that toxicity is a function of a 
multitude of imprecise and uncertain factors. The chemical elements concerned are mainly mentioned, their 
concentration and the duration of exposure. This has increased significantly with their use in industrial, agricultural, 
technological or agricultural applications (20). Also, what further complicates the process is that physical factors also 
have their effects. The temperature for example influences the adsorption and the retention of these elements (21). 
Other factors related to the mother whose liposolubility and protein-drug binding is a function of the number of 
pregnancy and age. This is related to maternal factors in terms of biochemical adaptation where the physiological 
aspect plays a vital role. (22). In general, we can classify factors that are related to the mother such as age, weight, 
number of pregnancies (primiparous or multiparous), level of education, occupation (woman who works or 
housewife, diet). The diet is directly related to heavy metals in breast milk (Pb, Cd, Al, As) depending on the 
mother's consumption of fish, preserved foods, or vegetables and alcohol consumption. Other factors related to the 
child such as (gestational age, baby's birth weight and height). 
 
Effect 
 
Heavy metals in general have an effect on plants and animals, they are necessary for enzymatic activity and 
oxidation-reduction reactions (23). However, some heavy metals and at given concentrations have an adverse effect 
and affect cell organelles and even some enzymes involved in detoxification and repair (24). The metal ions of these 
even go as far as their interaction with DNA and can generate cell cycle modulations and thus carcinogenesis (25), 
(26), (27). Studies have reported that oxidative stress plays a role in the carcinogenicity of heavy metals such as 
arsenic, for example (28), (29), (30). Cardiovascular diseases, neurological disorders, diabetes, hearing loss, 
hematological, and immunological disorders can also result from environmental contamination by heavy metals. 
Their effects even affect the development of the child.  Since young children are the most vulnerable to heavy metal 
intoxication by absorption and absorption of these elements via the gastrointestinal tract, the effect of arsenic, 
cadmium, lead and aluminum is more serious even at low doses (31), (32), (33), (34). 
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Artificial neural network proposed 
 
Neural systems are imitations of the natural neural network. In this, it consists of two spaces (input-output). Instead 
of the signals received by the senses in the natural system, these are replaced by numerical values characterizing the 
input variables of the system. The reaction produced by the brain in the natural system is replaced by the output 
variable corresponding to the input values (35). The main step in the analysis by artificial neural networks is learning. 
This is the correspondence between the input variables and the output variable. A transfer function f (x) is created. 
With each variation of one or more input variables in correspondence with the output variable, the function is 
adjusted. We notice that one of the advantages of these networks is that it is not necessary to change the function. It is 
sufficient to act on mathematical coefficients (weight) (36). The neural system possesses the dynamic analysis of the 
data of the real environment and the resolution of complex phenomena. These properties give it the opportunity to 
be applied in different fields, from medical to environmental field (37). In our case, the built system is three-layered:  
An input layer, an output layer, and a hidden layer (Figure 1). 
 
Input Variables 
 
Input variables are the factors that produce effects an effect on infants. (age of mother, weight of mother, number of 
pregnancies (primiparous or multiparous), level of education, occupation (woman who works or housewife), diet, 
gestational age, baby's birth weight and height of baby. Note that the mother's diet determines the nature of the 
heavy metal chemicals absorbed. 
 
Output Variable 
 
The output variable expresses the degree to which the infant is affected by the toxic effects associated with the 
presence of heavy metals in breast milk. This attack can be expressed by various diseases mentioned above. Each 
input or output variable is numerically encoded in levels (1,2,3) Table 1. For example, the age of the mother is coded 
in three levels (1: Young age, 2: Middle age, 3: Elderly), Pregnancies number (1: primimarous, 2: multiparous), the 
degree of toxicity of the baby is expressed by three levels as well (1: Low toxicity, 2: Medium toxicity, 3: Severe 
toxicity). In the same way, all the variables are expressed. It is then necessary to introduce all the possible 
combinations between the inputs coded levels and the output coded levels. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The applied network system is three-layer (input, hidden and output) Figure 1. All possible combinations assigned to 
the input variables in correspondence with the output variable serve as an adjustment of the I / O transfer function. 
This is done during the learning phase. With the shape-preserving interpolant, the uses of the centred and scaled 
varible gives : 
 
Z = (X- mu) / sigma 
mu = 28 
sigma = 16.598 
 
The adjustment of the function is made by variations of the mathematical coefficients (weight). The function is 
optimized to the minimum error value. In our case, the optimum is reached after 58 adjustment cycles and represents 
6.856.10-8. Figure 2. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
From the real cases of women, input variables are collected. Each variable combination is mapped to the 
corresponding output variable saved. The set of possible cases are coded on three levels (1, 2, 3) in the form of an 
Excel table. The proposed algorithm automatically reads the values from the table to establish the learning function. 
It should be noted that the higher the number of variables, the greater the accuracy. The function established with an 
optimal adjustment makes it possible to predict the he output variable that expresses the degree to which the infant is 
affected by the toxic effects associated with the presence of heavy metals in breast milk. This tool can be used to 
predict the effect of each factor at the input of the system. Just enter values at the input to read immediately the result 
that gives the output. The system only refers to the function already established. In this way, we can display any 
factor at the input of the system to take advantage of it 
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Table 1. Coding input and output variables 
 

Age 
mother 

Weight 
mother 

Pregnancies 
number 

Education 
level 

Occupation Diet Gestational 
age 

Birth 
weight 

Birth 
height 

Degree of 
induced toxicity 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3  3  3 3 3 3 3 

 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the system. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. the adjusted transfer function 
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The objective of the present study was to evaluate the toxic effect of cypermethrin on the histological state 
of internal organ of mice. Forty adult Swiss Albino mice at the age of two months were divided into four 
groups. The1stgroup(G1) was administrated orally with with1/10 LD50(8.5 mg/kg bw) of cypermethrin 
daily for 8 weeks, 2nd group(G2) was administrated cypermethrin as G1 group and at the same time and 
at the same time vitamin C ((200 mg/kg bw)) with diet for  8 weeks.3rd group (G3)was group was feeding 
with vitamin C (200 mg/kg bw) 4rd group (G4) was considered as control negative.At end of the 
experiments (8 weeks), all animals were sacrificed and Specimens were taken from liver and kidney.The 
tissues were kept in 10% formaldehyde solution, for fixation, and then processed routinely by using the 
histokinete. Tissue sections were embedded in paraffin blocks, and sectioned by microtome and stained 
with hematoxylin and eosin stain, then examined by using light microscope. Biochemical results showed 
that cypermethrin caused elevation in serum malondialdihyde (MDA), and peroxynitrite 
concentration.The pathological lesions showed that the animals exposed to toxic dose of cypermethrin 
was characterized by inflammatory reaction, hemorrhage, congested blood vessels, necrosis, fibrosis and 
multiple granuloma lesions in liver and kidney while less lesions were recorded showed improvement 
against toxic effect cypermethrin in the groups treated with vitamin C. 
 
Keywords: cypermethrin, vitamin C, Histopathological changes, internal organs, Albino mice. 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Cypermethrin is a synthetic pyrethroid insecticide used to kill insects on cotton and lettuce, also to kill cockroaches, 
fleas, and termites in houses and other buildings [1]. Cypermethrin residues have been found in milk from cows 
wearing cypermethrin-impregnated ear tags (as a horn fly control measure)[2].cypermethrin has been found to 
accumulate in body fat, skin, liver, kidneys, adrenal glands,ovaries, and brain[3].The increased uses of pesticides in 
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agriculture have introduced serious hazards to the human beings and their livestock, prolonged exposure to some of 
these chemicals causes disturbance in the physiological activities beside other pathological features [4].[5]reported that 
cypermethrin induces systemic genotoxicity in mice as it causes DNA damage in vital organs like brain, liver, kidney, 
apart from that in the haematopoietic system. The present work studied the effect of cinnamon on kidney injury 
induced by cypermethrin in albino rats.Pesticide accumulation in tissue is associated with induction of oxidative 
stress and production of ROS. Increase in LPO was also associated with decrease in GSH and enzymatic antioxidants. 
It is postulated that accumulation of cypermethrin increased oxidative stress with increase in ROS. Increased ROS 
depleted the cellular level of GSH pool. The decrease in cellular level of GSH pool has further enhanced oxidative 
stress. The enhanced ROS damaged cell membrane structure leading to loss of function and reduced cell viability.[6], 
the reduction in GSH level may be due to direct conjugation of GSH with electrophiles species produced by 
cypermethrin exposure or due to inhibition of GR and GPx. Reduction in SOD level may be due to excessive ROS. 
The excessive ROS may leading to cell damage [7]. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Animals and Experimental Design 
 
Forty adult SwissAlbinomice age (2-3) months were allocated into four groups. The1st group(G1) was administrated 
orally with1/10 LD50(8.5 mg/kg bw) of cypermethrin daily for 8 weeks, 2nd group(G2) was administrated 
cypermethrin as G1 group and at the same time and at the same time vitamin C (200 mg/kg bw) with diet for 8 
weeks.3rd group (G3) was feeding with vitamin C (200 mg/kg bw), 4rd group (G4) was considered as control 
group.Pesticide: cypermethrin (95% purity)was obtained from Indian limited Chennaicommercial cypermethrina-
Cyano-(3-phenoxyphenyl)methyl(±)-cis/trans-3-(2,2 dichlorovinyl)2,2dimethyl-cyclopropanecarboxylate], was used 
at a dose level of 1/10 LD50 (8.5 mg/kg b.w.).Vitamin C (L-3-ketothreohexuronic acid lactone), was purchased from 
Pharmaceutical Industries, Egypt.  
 
Biochemical assays  
 
For biochemical study sera were obtained by centrifugation of the blood samples and stored at 2O°C until assayed 
for the biochemical parameters (malondialdihyde) according to [8]and Peroxynitrite according to[9]. 
 
Histopathology 
 
At the end of the experiments (8 weeks), all animals were authorized by open ether exposure (diethyl ether, 
(C2H5)2O)and blood samples were taken for serum peroxynitrite and malondialdihyde concentration. Samples of 
liver and kidney were collected and fixed in 10% neutral buffer formalin for 72 hr for. 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
Statistical analysis was applied by two ways ANOVA and the mean difference was significant at the (P≤0.05) level by 
statistical package for social sciences[10]. 
 

RESULTS 
 
Clinical signs were closely observed and continuously recorded along the period of experiment which is in 8weeks, 
also any change in activity or behavior was noted. 
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Biochemical analysis 
 
The effect of the cypermethrinon plasma malondialdihyde and peroxynitrite analytes in albino mice during chronic 
toxicity study is given in (Tab.1). There was a significant increase(P≤0.05) in the levels of the plasma malondialdihyde 
and peroxynitriteafter oral administration of cypermethrin as in G1(3.95 ± 0.0058, 3.86± 0.0041)and G2(2.45 ±0.059, 
2.50±0.052) 8weeks) in compared to G3 (0.30 ±0.0050. 38 ±0.066) and G4(0.18±0.003, 0.20±0.021). 
 
Histopathological Examinations 
 
Histopathological changes of animals administrated orally with with1/10 LD50(8.5 mg/kg bw) of 
cypermethrin daily for 8 weeks 
 
Liver 
 
The changes of liver showedsever areas of vacuolar degenerative changes of hepatocytes (fig. 1), congestion of blood 
vessels with infiltration of mononuclear inflammatory cells (fig.2). In addition for newly formed bile ductules, 
infiltration of mononuclear inflammatory cells as well as vacuolar degenerative changes of hepatocytes (Fig: 3),in 
other sectionsthe changes showed a wide spread hemorrhage, cloudy swelling of hepatocyte with asevere thick 
fibrous connective tissue observed in the liver. 
 
Kidney 
 
the changes of kidney showed hemorrhage appeared in the intertubular spaces and sever areas of degenerative 
changes of renal tubules (fig. 4), also singes ofper glomerular edema and necrosis of some renal tubules lining cells 
(fig. 5) in addition to congested blood vessels. The intertubular spaces were infiltrated by inflammatory cells .The 
walls of Bowman’s capsule was eroded and the glomeruli were fragmented and atrophied. 
 
Histopathological changes of animals administrated cypermethrin as G1 group and at the same time 
and at the same time vitamin C (200 mg/kg bw) with diet for 8 weeks 
 

Liver 
 
The changes showed marked peri vascular mononuclear cells aggregation at the portal area and central vein with 
necrosis of hepatocytes (fig. 6), in addition to microabscess lesion in the parenchyma consisting from aggregation of 
activated macrophages, lymphocytes and hyper cellularity of kupffer cells. 
 

Kidney 
 
Histopathological section of the kidney explained congested blood vessels with neutrophils and mononuclear cells in 
their lumens.  Histopathological changes of animals feeding with vitamin C. 
 

Liver 
 
The main lesions in the examined organs of this group characterized by marked mononuclear cells aggregation 
around blood vessels and central with hyper cellularityof kupffer cells in the liver(fig. 7). 
 
Kidney 
 
Mononuclear cells aggregation in the interstitial tissue and between renal tubules (Fig: 8). 
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Control group 
 
There were no significant macroscopic findings. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The present study revealed  high levels of serum of malondialdihydeand peroxynitrite radical in animals treated  by  
cypermethrin,   this result may  indicate that cypermethrin act as  oxidative agent  that induced damage of the cell 
membrane  via lipid peroxidation   result in  increasing levels  of malondialdihyde and peroxynitrite radical  which 
were the main lipid peroxidation products, this observation  supports the idea that mentioned by[11]who observed 
increase in malondialdihyde level and decrease in the activities of catalase, superoxide dismutase in liver of rat. Thus, 
the hepatotoxicity of cypermethrin observed in the current study may be due to oxidative stress induced by 
cypermethrin.In addition to these observations are in agreement with [12], reported that cypermethrin is induce free 
radicals in the liver of rabbits as well as lipid peroxidation in rat erythrocytes [13]thus induces oxidative stress. The 
results of histopathological examination of liver and kidney exhibited pathological changes in these organs and 
considered as toxic substance even in its low doses. 
 
These observations are in agreement with [14]who reported that cypermethrin intoxication in rats resulted in necrosis 
of hepatic cells with pyknotic nuclei, disorganization of hepatic laminae and dilatation of sinusoids in hepatic 
structure.As well as Mamun[12],who reported that liver and kidney of mice treated with cypermethrin showed 
vacuole formations in hepatocytes, dilation in the sinusoidal space, mononuclear cell infiltrations and congestion of 
blood vessels with hemorrhage.The present study revealed  low levels of serum of malondialdihyde (MDA) and 
peroxynitrite radical in animals feeding  vitamin C this result may indicate that the potential mechanism underlying 
the hepatoprotective effect of vitamin C that act as potent antioxidant and free radical scavenger, further helps 
reconstitution of the depleted GSH as it ameliorates the oxidative stress and enhance, as an important enzyme co-
factor, the activities of GSH detoxification enzyme system [15].This study indicated that vitamin Cwas often more 
efficient in its protective action against the cypermethrin.Vitamin C has a number of activities that could conceivably 
contribute to its immune-modulatingeffects.  
 
It is a highly effective antioxidant, due to its ability to readily donate electrons, thus protectingimportant 
biomolecules (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids) from damage by oxidantsgenerated during normal 
cell metabolism and through exposure to toxins and pollutants [16].Vitamin C is also a cofactor for a family of 
biosynthetic and gene regulatorymonooxygenase and dioxygenase enzymes [17].Vitamin C has long been known as a 
cofactorfor the lysyl and prolyl hydroxylases required for stabilization of the tertiary structure of collagen,and is a 
cofactor for the two hydroxylases involved in carnitinebiosynthesis, a molecule required fortransport of fatty acids 
into mitochondria for generation of metabolic energy.However, we demonstrated that  mild pathological lesions  in 
animal feed vitamins C  these result due to effects of vitamin C which provide cellular defense against the 
uncontrolled generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) from normal aerobic metabolism and by oxidative 
challenges such as pollution, infection, tissue damage and oxidative drug, which can damage biological membranes 
and DNA [18]. 
 
Furthermore, It has been confirmed that oxidation of leukocytes membrane lipids can change the synthesis of some 
complement proteins and consequently their functions [19]. Hence, alterations in leukocyte membrane due to different 
intakes of vitamin E and C, and also function of these vitamins trough ROS pathway maybe modulate the 
complement activity and enhance immunity in fish.Vitamin C is a free-radicalscavenger that can scavenge 
superoxide and peroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide, hypochlorous acid,and oxidant air pollutants [20]. The 
antioxidant properties of vitamin C enable it to protect lungcells exposed to oxidants and oxidant-mediated damage 
caused by various pollutants, heavy metals,pesticides, and xenobiotics[21].  Vitamins C and E are among the most 
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important nutrients influencing specific and non-specific immune responses of fishes [22] Vitamin C is an essential 
micronutrient and water-soluble antioxidant in biological fluids, which is associated to biochemical reactions in cells 
and tissues. Its deficiency can increase disease susceptibility in fishes affecting their immune system [23]. 
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Table1: The effect of Cypermethrin on serum malondialdhyde and peroxynitrite concentration 
(mM/dl) adminstration of Cypermethrin to mice 

Means with different capital  letters means significant (P≤0.05)  different among groups. G1: was administrated 
orally with Cypermethrin.  G2: was administrated cypermethrin as G1 group and at the same time vitamin C. G3 
was group was feeding with vitamin C. G4 was considered as control negative 
 

 
Figure 1: Histopathological section of liver at 8 weeks 
post treatment with cypermethrin shows:sever areas of 
vacuolar degenerative changes of hepatocytes black 
arrow(H and E stain 40X) 

 
Figure 2: Histopathological section of liver at 8 weeks 
post treatment with cypermethrin shows:congestion of 
blood vessels black arrow with infiltration of 
mononuclear inflammatory cells red arrow(H and E stain 
40X) 

Figure 3: Histopathological section of liver  at 8 weeks 
post treatment with cypermethrin  shows: newly 
formed bile ductules, infiltration of mononuclear 
inflammatory cell black arrow   sever areas of vacuolar 
degenerative changes of hepatocytes  red arrow ( (H 
and E stain 40X) 

 
Figure 4: Histopathological section of kidney at 
8weeks post treatment with cypermethrin shows: 
hemorrhages (H)and sever areas of degenerative 
changes of renal tubules (Black arrow) (H and E stain 
40X) 

Peroxynitrite Malondialdihyde Groups 
3.86±  0.0041     A 3.95 ±  0.0058  A G1 
2.50  ±  0.052      B 2.45  ±  0.059    B G2 
0.38  ±  0.066      C 0.30  ±  0.005    C G3 
0.20  ±  0.021      D 0.18  ±  0.003    D G4 
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Figure 5: Histopathological section in kidney at 8 
weeks post treatment with cypermethrin shows: peri 
glomerular edema (E) and mononuclear aggregation 
cell (M)( (H and E stain 40X). 
 

 
Figure 6: Histopathological section in liver at 8 weeks 
post treatment with cypermethrin and vitamin C 
shows: marked mononuclear cells aggregation in 
portal area around blood vessels and central vein 
(black arrows)& necrosis of hepatocyte (red arrow)(H 
and E stain10X). 

Figure 7: Histopathological section in liver at 8 weeks 
post treatment with vitamin C shows:  marked 
mononuclear cells aggregation around central  vein (M) 
with proliferation of  kupffer cells  (red arrow) ( (H and 
E stain40X) 

Figure 8: Histopathological section in kidney at 8 
weeks post treatment with vitamin C shows marked 
mononuclear cells infiltration between renal tubules 
(Black  arrow) ( (H and E stain 40X) 
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The petrographic study is based on 36 samples obtained from 12 surface sections. The aim of this study is 
to shed more light on the facies, and the environment deposition for Euphrates formation, which is 
results depositional environments are interpreted as categorized by Flugel 2013. The Euphrates 
Formation took place in different environments. These are shallow evaporatic environment, shallow 
restricted environment, shallow open marine environment and margin sand shoals environments. 
 
Keywords: south Iraq, Early Miocene, Petrography, Depositional Environment, Microfacies. 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The area is located within the Southern Desert which is a part of the Stable Shelf of the Arabian Platform(Ibrahim, 
M.W.,1983).Many authors divided the Arabian Platform within the Iraqi territory into two main structural domains: 
the Stable Shelf to the west and the Unstable Shelf to the east1  (Ibrahim, M. W. ,1981).Subdivided the Stable Shelf 
into two main zones(Buday, T., 1980) and(Buday, T., &Jassim, S. Z. 1987): the western Rutba-Jazira zone and the 
eastern Salman zone. The project area is located within the Salman zone (Fig 1) . The exposed sedimentary sequence 
in the project area ranges from Late Eocene to Pliocene – Pleistocene in age with regional unconformities. Generally, 
the area lacks expressive Alpine related compressional structures [1]. The exposed Cenozoic rock units have 
monocline dipping towards northeast regional dip that does not exceed 2° [5,6 ,7] . Euphrates Formation beds 
exposed in the north of the study area Fig(2). It covers a big part where the lower contact with Dammam Formation 
appears in Wadi Abu-Mris specified on the presence of conglomerates bed of Euphrates Formation, and the upper 
contact with Nfayil Formation occurs in the same area near Wadi Abu-Mris. The upper contact with Nfayil 
Formation is conformable based on the first appearance of Marl bed of Nfayil Formation about (2.0 m) in thickness. 
The whole sequence of Euphrates Formation consists of the following beds: At the base, a bed of conglomerate 
cemented by highly fossiliferous limestone with small Oyster shells, white to yellowish white with grey weathered 
surface, cross bedded, massive, slope forming, with (4-6) m thickness.  
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Overlain by fossiliferous limestone grey to pinkish grey to pink, medium tough, about (2.0 m) in thickness capped by 
(1-1.5 m) of coquina limestone grey to reddish grey, medium tough with sharp contact. The total thickness of 
Euphrates Formation in project area is ranging from (8-10 m).   The petrographic study includes the description of the 
mineralogical and textural constituents of each formation in order to interpretive of their depositional environment.          
The exposed formations in the project area from the oldest to youngest are Dammam, Euphrates, Nfayil and Zahra 
Formations of Tertiary age. 
 

SAMPLING & METHODOLOGY 
 
The petrographic study is based on 36 samples obtained from 12 surface sections. The aim of this study is to shed 
more light on the facies, diagenetic changes and the environment deposition for each formation .Petrographic study 
includes the microscopic examination of thin section of all collected samples under polarizing microscope to give us a 
clear idea about the main components and the texture of the rocks . All thin sections made in this work have been 
stained with Alizarine Red S according to the staining procedures of Friedman’s [8]  in order to differentiate between 
calcite and dolomite and for estimating their percentages in thin sections . The carbonate rocks of the formations are 
classified after Dunham’s [9]  with modification of Embry &Klovan[10]  depending on the depositional texture of the 
rocks. Grain types as bioclasts, peloids, ooids and intraclasts can qualify this classification [11]. The identified 
microfacies of Euphrates Formation are compared with Standard Microfacies Types (SMF) and Facies Zones (FZ) of 
Wilson[12].And their depositional environments are interpreted as categorized by Flugel[13].Identified residual 
insoluble is dissolved using dilute hydrochloric acid by the way Carver [14]. ( Table1). 
 
Microfacies and Lithofacies of the Euphrates Formation 
 
The recognized microfacies and lithofacies are: 
 
Mudstone 
 
This microfacies is divided into the following submicrofacies: 
 
Dolomudstone 
 
Petrographically, this submicrofacies consists of micritic groundmass that replaced by very fine dolomite. It is 
unlaminated and unfossiliferous. It contains gypsum (8%) present as fibrous aggregates filling the pore space 
between dolomite crystals, (Plate 1.1). In addition, it contains dolomite pseudomorphis after gypsum while the 
lozenge shape of the original gypsum is still preserved. The main diagenetic processes affect this rock are 
dolomitization, dissolution, cementation and selective replacement of gypsum by dolomite. This microfacies is 
common in high intertidal to supratidal environment. 
 
Bioclasticdolomudstone and calcareous bioclasticdolomudstone 
 
It consists of bioclasts<10% (miliolids, gastropods, pelecypods, ostracods, echinoderm plates and algae) embedded in 
a micritic groundmass that replaced completely by very fine to fine rhombic dolomite. Other component present is 
calcite as cement between dolomite crystals, filling vugs and poikiliotopically enclosing finer crystals of rhombic 
dolomite. Many diagenetic processes such as dolomitization and cementation influence this submicrofacies. It occurs 
in shallow marine restricted environment. 
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Bioclastic mudstone 
 
It consists of bioclasts<10% embedded in a micritic groundmass that partially recrystallized to microsparite and 
selectively dolomitized. The recorded fossils include miliolids, rotallid, neomorphosedostracods, shell fragments of 
pelecypods, bryozoa, brachiopods and algae. This submicrofacies contain quartz grains (about 3%) of very fine, 
medium and coarse (0.08- 0.4 & 0.64) mm, subrounded and anhedral to subhedral in shape. Recrystallization, 
dissolution and cementation are the main diagenetic changes affect this submicrofacies. Such submicrofacies occurs 
in restricted shallow marine environment. 
 
Wackestone 
 
This microfacies is classified into the following submicrofacies. 
 
Intraclastic bioclastic dolo wackestone 
 
The rocks of this submicrofacies are beige and gray color, medium tough to tough and very tough and enclosing 
abundant biomolds and intraclasts.  Petrographically, it consists of bioclasts and intraclasts embedded in a micritic 
groundmass that completely replaced by very fine to fine dolomite. The bioclasts are intensively affected by many 
diagenetic changes so remains as ghosts and biomolds such as abundant shell fragments of pelecypods, ostracods 
and gastropods, miliolids and algae (Plate 1.2). Intraclasts (10-35%) are dolomitic in composition, consisting of 
aphanocrystalline and biogenic aphanocrystalline dolomite. Their size ranges from coarse to very coarse (0.9-1.2) 
mm. Intensive diagenetic processes affect this submicrofacies such as dolomitization, recrystallization of fossils, 
dissolution and cementation. This submicrofacies relates to SMF 9 and FZ7 of Flugel[13]. which formed in shallow 
open shelf lagoon. 
 
Shelly bioclastic wackestone 
 
The rocks contain bioclasts embedded in a micritic and microsparitic groundmass. The bioclasts include abundant 
shell fragments of pelecypods and gastropods, echinoderm plates and spines, Miogypsina sp. Fig (1.10), miliolids, 
rotallids, brachiopods, recrystallized ostracods and algae, (Plate1.3).This submicrofacies contain quartz (0.5-3%) of 
fine to medium size (0.2- 0.42) mm. Some of them are coated by microcrystalline calcite. Iron oxide also present as 
patches, coating skeletal grains, between calcite crystals and filling veinlets. The bioclasts of this submicrofacies are 
affected by intensive diagenetic processes such as recrystallization, dissolution and cementation of most of the 
interior of the molds of dissolved shells by isopachous rim microcrystalline calcite. Al Hashimi[15]found that the 
presence of such submicrofacies indicated restricted circulation on marine platform. The exclusive shell debris 
suggests shallow water and bank interior facies. 
 
Dolomitic fenestral algal wackestone 
 
Only one sample is present within submicrofacies. Beige color and tough characterize this submicrofacies. 
Microscopically, it consists of fenestral fabric within micritic matrix that partially replaces by aphanocrystalline 
dolomite. Algae and few ostracods mainly represent bioclasts of this submicrofacies (Plate 1.4). It contains quartz 
(3%) of very fine to medium (0.08-0.48) mm, rounded and anhedral to subhedral. Some of the quartz grains are 
coated with microcrystalline calcite. The rock is affected by partial dolomitization, partial recrystallization of fossils 
and cementation of fenestral porosity by granular blocky and drusy calcite. It corresponds to SMF 21 and FZ8 of 
Flugel [13]. The presence of such submicrofacies indicates deposition in platform interior, common in intertidal and 
very shallow subtidal environments. 
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Packstone 
 
The following submicrofacies are recognized 
 
Dolomitic bioclastic foraminiferal packstone 
 
It contains bioclasts (abundant peneroplis sp.and miliolids) with few peloids embedded in a microsparitic groundmass 
that partially replaced by very fine dolomite. It contains quartz 1% of very fine to medium (0.1-0.28) mm, anhedral to 
subhedral and mostly coating with microcrystalline calcite. The main diagenetic processes affect this submicofacies 
are recrystallization, partial dolomitization dissolution and cementation. Al-Hashimi [15]stated that the presence of 
abundant peneroplissp. and miliolids indicate deposition in restricted circulation on marine platform (very shallow, 
hypersaline lagoon). Flugel [13] relates also this submicrofacies to SMF18 and restricted platform lagoon (FZ8). 
 
Dolomitic fenestral algal Packstone 
 
Petrographically, this submicrofacies is distinguished by variously sized irregularly fenestral coarse cavity within 
micritic matrix that partially replaced by aphanocrystalline dolomite. The fenestrae are filled with drusy and 
equigranularsparry calcite. This submicrofacies is considerd as a characteristic intertidal facies and may be induced 
by algal mats.  Partial dolomitization and cementation are the main diagenetic processes affect this submicrofacies. It 
corresponds to SMF 21 and typically developed in FZ 8 and FZ 9A (tidal zones of restricted lagoons and supratidal 
arid coasts). 
 
Sandy bioclasticpeloidalpackstone and bioclasticpeloidal packstone 
 
The rocks of this submicrofacies are gray to yellowish and brownish gray, tough to very tough and some of them 
enclosing shell fragments of pelecypods. it contains abundant peloids and bioclasts embedded in a microsparitic 
groundmass and cement of sparry calcite. The peloids are mostly micritic although some of them recrystallized to 
microsparite and sparry calcite, spherical and elliptical in shape, commonly rounded and fine (0.2mm). Some of them 
dissolved leaving pelmolds. The bioclasts are mainly represented by miliolids, peneroplis sp.,shell fragments of 
pelecypods, rotallid, echinoid spine, echinoderm plates and ostracods. Some of the fossils are subjected to 
recrystallization, others to leaching leaving biomolds, which latterly reduced by isopachous rim cement and blocky 
cement. It contains a variable amount of silt to very fine, fine, medium and slightly coarse (0.12-0.22 & 0.34-0.6) mm 
quartz grains. The main diagenetic processes affect this submicrofacies are recrystallization, dissolution and 
cementation. This submicrofacies corresponds to SMF 16 and FZ8 of Flugel[13]. It is common in protected shallow-
marine platform interior environment with moderate water circulation. 
 
Grainstone 
 
The following submicrofacies are recognized: 
 
Algal bioclasticgrainstone 
 
The rock is beige color, medium tough and enclosing large numbers of biomolds.it contains bioclasts (abundant 
algae, pelecypods, rotallids, Elphidum sp., Peneroplis sp.Fig (1.11) and recrystallized fossils) in sparry calcite cement. 
Quartz grains (1.5%) are present within this submicrofacies as anhedral, subrounded and ranging in size from silt to 
medium (0.04-0.5) mm. Dissolution and cementation of some biomolds by drusy calcite, equigranularsparry calcite 
and by isopachous rim cement growing within the molds and intraparticle porosity of dissolved shells. This 
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submicrofacies relates to SMF 18 of Flugel[13]and developed in shallow lagoons (restricted platform, FZ 8) and in 
shelf lagoons with open circulation (FZ7). 
 
Ooidal bioclastic grainstone 
 
Microscopically, it consists of a bioclasts, ooids and composite ooids with sparry calcite cement. Fossils are abundant, 
diverse and well preserved including abundant Peneroplis sp., miliolids, Miogypsina sp., Dendritina sp., Elphidum sp., 
rotallid, shell fragments of gastropods and pelecypods, brachiopods and ostracods. Ooids are very common and 
found in variable amounts, ranging in diameter from medium to coarse (o.32-0.82) mm, generally well sorted, 
spherical and ellipsoidal in shape, with a nucleus covered by one or more precipitated concentric layers. Their nuclei 
often consist of quartz, skeletal grains. Some of the nuclei are affected by dissolution leaving intraparticle porosity 
that reduced with calcite cement. Others have suffered recrystallization to sparry calcite. Composite ooids constitute 
about 3% are coarse and composed of several ooids enveloped by concentric lamellae. This submicrofacies contain 
quartz in trace amount. Many diagenetic processes such as recrystallization of some fossils, dissolution and 
cementation affect this submicrofacies. This submicrofacies corresponds to SMF 15 and shoal near an outer platform 
margin (FZ 6, winnowed edges sands).  
 
Peloidal bioclastic grainstone 
 
Microscopically, it contains bioclasts (Peneroplis sp., Elphidum sp., miliolids, algae, shell fragments of pelecypods, 
gastropods, ostracods and recrystallized fossils), peloids and few ooids embedded in a sparry calcite cement (Plate 
1.5). This submicrofacies contain quartz grains (3%) as very fine to fine, subrounded and anhedral to subhedral in 
shape. Recrystallization of most shell fragments, dissolution and cementation of dissolved shell fragments by 
isopachous rim cement are the main diagenetic processes affect this submicrofacies. This submicrofacies is similar to 
SMF 18 and restricted platform (FZ8) of Flugel[13]. 
 
Ooidal bioclastic peloidal grainstone 
 
Microscopically, it consists of abundant peloids, bioclasts and ooids with sparitic cement. In some places, the grains 
are in contact with each other. Peloids are micritic in composition although recrystallized to microsparite and sparry 
calcite, spherical in shape and fine to medium in diameter (0.16-0.4) mm. The bioclasts (10%) are represented by 
Peneroplis sp., miliolids, rotallids and shell fragments of pelecypods and ostracods. Ooids (3%-8%) are micritic in 
composition and mostly recrystallized to microsparite and sparry calcite, (Plate1.6). Recrystallization of allochemical 
components, dissolution and cementation of most of the shell fragments by blocky calcite and with isopachous rim 
cement around the grains and inside of the molds are the predominant diagenetic processes in this submicrofacies. 
This submicrofacies relate to SMF 16 and protected shallow- marine environments with moderate water circulation 
(FZ8) of Flugel[13]. 
 
Sandy dolomitic bioclastic Intraclastic floatstone 
 
It is distinguished by beige color and yellowish at parts and enclosing large numbers of intraclasts (0.3-2.0) cm.it 
consists of intraclasts, bioclasts and quartz grains embedded in a micritic groundmass that partially replaced by 
dolomite. Intraclasts are composed of microsparite and with size exceeds 2mm. The bioclasts are represented by 
peneroplissp., Elphidumsp., miliolids and ostracods. Quartz grains (10%) are very fine to medium and coarse, rounded 
to subrounded and anhedral to subhedral, (Plate1.7). Partial dolomitization, dissolution and cementation are the 
main diagenetic changes affect this microfacies. This microfacies is similar to SMF 24 and platform interior (FZ 8, 
tidal flats). 
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Crystalline limestone lithofacies 
 
Petrographically, calcite forms the main constituents, which present in the form of anhedral interlocking fine to 
medium crystals forming a sort of mosaic texture (Plate 1.8). The limestone of this lithofacies has most probably 
resulted from recrystallization of originally micritic matrix. This is supported by the occurrences of fossils as ghosts 
such as shell fragments of gastropods, ostracods, few miliolids and peneroplissp. This stage represents the highly stage 
of recrystallization. 
 
Crystalline dedolomite lithofacies 
 
Calcite forms the main constituents occurring as fine calcite interlocking rhombohedra and as poikiliotopic coarse 
crystals enclosing finer of rhombic calcite and dolomite. It contains iron oxides as patches and as filling pores. The 
main diagenetic affects this lithofacies are dedolomitization and dissolution. The association of dedolomite calcite 
and iron oxides reflect development during late subaerial exposure by the combined weathering and oxidation 
effects (epigenetic changes) 
 
Crystalline dolostone lithofacies 
 
Dolomite forms the main components of this lithofacies. It occurs as fine (0.06 mm), anhedral to rhombohedral and 
few of them have zoning. No fossils recorded in this lithofacies. Dolomitization and dissolution are the main 
diagenetic affect this lithofacies (Plate 1.9). 
 
Diagenetic processes 
 
The diagenetic processes and products have been distinguished by petrographic observations and staining of thin 
sections. The diagenetic processes encountered in the study rocks include dolomitization, dedolomitization, , 
micritization, dissolution and porosity development, cementation and replacement of sulphates. The description of 
each process is given below: 
 
Dolomitization 
 
Early diagenetic dolomitization 
 
The majority of dolomite rocks in the study area are of early origin. This process is confirmed by the presence of 
aphanocrystalline and very finely crystalline dolomite that completely or partially replaced micritic matrix in 
mudstone, wackestone, packstone and floatstone and relatively rare in grainstonesubmicrofacies. It has affected the 
Euphrates rocks is limited (Plate2.1). Many factors are responsible for the replacement of sediment by dolomite. 
These factors are (1) predolomitization mineralogy, (2) particle size, (3) permeability variations and (4) organic matter 
[16].  
 
Late diagenetic dolomitization 
 
The effect of this process on the rocks of the study area is very limited. in Euphrates Formations is noticed only in 
crystalline dolostone. This process is indicated by the presence of fine to medium euhedral to rhombohedral 
interlocking crystals of dolomite. Most of them have zoning. This process is formed under hypersaline environment 
(Plate 2.2). 
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Dedolomitization 
 
It is a diagenetic replacement of dolomite by calcite. This process is very limited  In Euphrates Formation, the 
dolomite crystals are completely replaced by fine and rhombic interlocking crystals of calcite in one sample and in 
other sample are indicated by the presence of poikiliotopic coarse calcite enclosing finer crystals of dolomite. It is 
associated with iron oxides reflecting deposition during late subaerial exposure (epigenetic changes). 
 
Recrystallization 
 
This process is indicated by the presence of microsparite (4-10) µ and sparry calcite>10µ. (Plate 2.3), the 
recrystallization either is partially or completely affects the rocks of few facies as noticed in ooidal 
bioclasticpeloidalgrainstone and crystalline limestone lithofacies. The complete recrystallization is accompanied by 
partial or complete destruction of pre-existing rock texture. 
 
Micritization 
 
This process is very common in Euphrates Formations. It is the first diagenetic alteration produces a micritic 
envelope around skeletal grains that originally composed of aragonite and / or high mg calcite, (Plate2.4). The 
existence of micrite envelope is important for the preservation of grain shapes. Molluscan, miliolids and Peneroplis 
sp.,  are the most noticed fossils affected by this process.This process is produced by the combination of boring algae 
penetrates inward from the exterior of the skeletal particles and precipitation where the waters are supersaturated by 
calcium carbonate [17],[18]. Such a process was found to be most common in intertidal and supratidal environments 
(e.g. [17,19] ). 
 
Dissolution and porosity development 
 
This process is gained through solution and dolomitization and reduced through cementation [20]. It is the most 
diagenetic extensive and dominant in the study area and divided into two main groups according to [20]. These are: 
 
Fabric-selective pores 
 
Both primary and secondary fabrics control fabric selective pores. These pores are of several different types. 
 
Intraparticle porosity 
 
This porosity is developed within individual particles or grains, particularly within the chambers of skeletal 
fragments (e.g. intragranular pores in foraminifera) and dissolution of the nuclei of some ooids and composite ooids. 
In the study area, most of the recognized submicrofacies are affected to various extents by this process. This type of 
solution is formed under the influence of meteoric phreatic and meteoric vadose environment. 
 
Interparticle porosity  
 
This porosity is primary and occurred between individual particles (skeletal and non-skeletal grains). Most of These 
pores are reduced by sparry calcite and silica cement. 
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Fenestral porosity 
 
It is open space irregularly distributed in micrite or microsparite that mostly replaced by dolomite. It is very common 
in most rocks of the study area, mostly filled either partially or completely by sparry calcite cement (granular, drusy 
and isopachous cement) and mostly associated with supratidal and intertidal, algal-related and mud-dominated 
sediments (Plate2.5). 
 
Intercrystalline porosity 
 
These pores are developed between dolomite crystals in crystalline dolostone. The intercrystalline porosity has more 
likely resulted from dolomitization, which caused an increase of pore space when limestone changed to dolomite. 
These pores are mostly reduced by calcite cement. 
 
Non-fabric selective pores 
 
This occurs where the pores are developed independent of original textures. These are: 
 
Vuggy porosity 
 
These pores are extremely irregular with no definite shape and mostly reduced by sparry calcite cement . 
 
Veins 
 
They are very limited in the study area, and mostly reduced by calcite cement.  
 
Cementation 
 
Cementation comprises processes leading to the precipitation of minerals in primary or secondary pores and requires 
the supersaturation of pore fluids with respect to the mineral. In the study area, the rocks are cemented by three 
types of minerals; carbonate (calcite and dolomite), gypsum and silica. The following types of cement are 
recognized:The common carbonate cements are: 
 
Isopachous rim cement 
 
This cement is very common in most of rocks of the study area and considered of early type. This type of cement is 
characterized by calcite and/or dolomite rim cement growing with equal thickness around grains and as lining the 
intragranular pores of many skeletal grains ,non skeletal grains (ooids), within the molds of dissolved shells 
(aragonite shells), underside the fenestral porosity and around quartz grains consisting microcrystalline calcite 
and/or dolomite. 
This type of cement is formed under the influence marine phreatic environments in Euphrates Formations Fig (2.7). 
 
Granular sparry calcite cement 
 
It is present as equant crystals occupied either partially or completely biomolds, intraparticle, fenestral porosity, 
veinlets, interparticle and intercrystalline pores. It is generally present in the grainstonefacies. It has taken place in 
several diagenetic environments and over a lengthy period of time, usually in meteoric vadose and meteoric 
phreatic.Fig (2.8). 
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Drusy calcite cement 
 
This type occurs in an intraskeletal pores, molds and fenestral porosity as fine lining the interior of the walls and then 
increased in size towards the center of the pores (Plate2.6). The increase in size of calcite crystals was interpreted as 
arising from competitive growth [18]. In Euphrats Formations, it is formed in the carbonate sediments that were 
deposited in the intertidal or supratidal or that they were brought into the subaerial environment shortly after 
deposition. 
 
Blocky calcite cement 
 
This type of cement is very common in the rocks of the Euphrates Formation. It consists of medium to coarse-grained 
crystals without a preferred orientation. It occurs inside molds, intraskeletal grains, interparticale pores and within 
fenestral porosity. This process represents meteoric phreatic environment. 
 
Replacement of sulphates 
 
This process is very limited in the study area and only observed in Euphrates Formation in 
dolomudstonesubmicrofacies. The sulphate mineral is selectively replaced by dolomite pseudomorphs while the 
lozenge shape of the original gypsum is still present.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The Euphrates Formation is composed of fossiliferous limestone, dolomitic, sandy, marlyoolitic and pelletic dolomite 
and coquina. The suggested environment of Euphrates formation is semi – restricted marine platform facies of warm 
sea, normal salinity, an intensive action resulted in well sorted and rounded Ooid and pellets, and given of early 
Miocene age. Miliolids, rotalids, shell fragments, gastropods, pelecypods, echinoids, ostracods, algae (stromalites) 
,bryozoa and corals. The assemblage fauna recognized in this study can be correlated with the fossils assemblages of 
the formation in different areas such as: Samawa area by [21], West Najaf-Nukhaib by [22],   and West Samawa area 
by [23].The age of Euphrates Formation is assigned to Early Miocene due to the presences of Miogypsinasp., 
Peneroplisfarsensis HENSON, Ammonia beccarii LINNE ([24, 22, 23  , 25, 26,27]  and [28] ).Depositional environments of 
Euphrates Formation is dominated by Elphidium, Ammonia beccarii,Miogypsina,Peneroplis,Rotalia, miliolids species. 
Miliolides are characterized mostly as bay and inner shelf environments[29] . Rotaliaand Elphidium occurred 
frequently in the shallowest zone [30] .Therefore Euphrates Formation is believed to be lagoon backreef shoal(Fig 3) 
(shallow marine environments) [31, 32,33, 34,35, 26,  27,36] . 
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Table 1. proportion of Insoluble residual (Ireland, 1971) and Ratio Calcite- dolomites 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Structural features of the study area.[5] 
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Fig. 2. Geological map of Iraq which showing the the studied area. [6] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Depositional environments of Euphrates Formation according to Flugel (2013). 
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Plate 1 

 
1 . Dolomudstone 2. Intraclastic Bioclastic Dolo Wackestone 
3. Shelly bioclasticwackestone with Miogypsina sp 4.   Dolomitic fenestral algal wackestone. 
5. Peloidalbioclasticgrainstone. 6. Ooidal Bioclastic Peloidal Grainstone 
7. Sandy dolomitic bioclastic Intraclastic floatstone 8. Crystalline limestone 
9. Crystalline dolostone. 10. Miogypsinaglobulina MICHELOTTI,      X2.5 

11. Peneroplisfarsensis HENSON, X6.3 
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Plate 2 

 
1. Algae (Stromalites), X10. Early diagenetic 
dolomitization affects groundmass and algae 

2. Late diageneticdolomitization 

3. Recrystallization Gastropods, X10. 4. MicritizationOolitic limestone facies, X6.3 
5. sparry calcite cement 6. Blocky calcite cement 
7. Isopachous rim cement ,Pelletic limestone facies, 
X6.3 

8. Granular sparry calcite cement 
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We observed 2515 CME during the period 12th 0f July 1996 till 25th of May 2016, with over 500 km/s and 
more than of angular width, seen by LASCO/SOHO.  Some shock waves driven by CMEs have been 
registered by CELEAS/SOHO and there were information about their CMEs at Sun. We use those events 
as a tool to calibrate a method of calculation for the travel time of the CME since many of the events 
observed by CELEAS have no information about their source at Sun. A MATLAB fitting method was 
used for the linear fit according to calculate the travel time of the ICME from the liftoff time of the 
associated CME until the time passage of the shock wave by CELEAS. The speed record for the height 
and location of the CME by LASCO was taking to achieve this fitting. On the other hand, the events 
without origin source registered by CELEAS were compared to possible associated CME and solar flare 
registered by LASCO and GOES respectively. In those events, the travel time was calculated between the 
liftoff time of the CME (mean value for linear and quadratic fit) and the arrival time registered by 
CELEAS. A comparing was taken for those results with our MATLAB fitting. About 42% of the events 
from the first method were online with our calculation but only 25% of the events were on line with our 
calculation in the second method. We compare both results to the magnetic storm registration and then 
isolate the events from western hemisphere and compare them to the magnetic storm which cause aurora 
phenomenon registered by SWPC NOAA. We found 71% of those events were well connected. This study 
has been done for the first time in Iraq for shock wave from Sun hitting our planet. 
 
Keywords:CME, ICME, SEPS, Shock Wave. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The ignition of the CME mechanism is still unsolved due to the complex developing of the magnetic field inside the 
sun, which emerges on the solar disc through the active regions. Usually it started with bright filament seen in H-alpha 
lines and in most large CMEs it will be associated with solar flare, which works as a trigger for the lunch of the CME. 
In the corona the magnetic field develop to close loop filled with hot plasma. This can be seen as many different 
emissions in electromagnetic radiation such as hard and soft X-rays, gamma ray and radio emissions in different 
ranges of bursts. Studies since last century came to conclusion that CMEs with speed acceding 500 km/s and with 
angular width larger than can accelerate different species of particles to relative speeds and high energies up to 
GeV. The hole phenomena called Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) event. Acceleration of SEPs has been under debate since 
it has been observed at first time. It was thought to be due to solar flare and the acceleration take place in the lower 
corona within 5 solar radii. During the flare, annihilation of magnetic field will transfer the energy to kinetic energy of 
energetic particles, and this indicates the importance of the flare as a source of SEPs. 
 
Later on, the favorability turned to the CME and bulk of acceleration thought to be in the interplanetary medium. In 
both cases the main accelerator was the shock wave accompany with the eruption. Generally, both, coronal shock, at 
flare sight and interplanetary shock, in the interplanetary medium, are considered the main source for SEPs, but 
which one more important is still in debate. Thus, shock waves can play an important role in the solar corona and 
interplanetary space, since they are able to accelerate particles (electrons, protons and heavy ions) up to high 
energies. In the solar corona, shock waves can be generated by two different mechanisms, usually called the piston 
mechanism and the blast wave mechanism. CMEs can act as a piston, driving bow-shock waves in the corona and 
into the interplanetary (IP) medium. The blast waves can be produced in the impulsive flare phase due to sudden 
heating and the pressure pulse [1]. It should be emphasized that a shock is a discontinuity well-defined in 
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and, consequently, independent of the exciting agent. It represents a discontinuity 
with a transmitted mass flow, which is decelerated from a super-Alfvénic to a sub-Alfvénic speed. Thus, the shock is 
a dissipative structure, in which kinetic energy of a directed plasma flow is partly transferred to heating of the 
plasma. Since the necessary dissipation doesn’t take place by means of particle collisions, these shocks are usually 
called collisionless shocks [2].  
 
The different between coronal shock and interplanetary shock acceleration is also changing the aspect and name of 
the associated phenomena. The same eruptions called CME and ICME respectively. The main differences between 
CMEs and ICMEs are the regions in space in which they are observed and the methods by which they are detected. 
CMEs are detected directly mostly through white light observations, (although closer to the sun they can also be 
observed in other ways, e.g. radio, UV), but are often related to solar surface eruptions in the lower solar atmosphere. 
These eruptions, while not directly related to the eruption of the CME, are probably a consequence of the same 
eruptive mechanism, and so can provide information on CME location and structure. They cannot, unfortunately, 
provide us with information on CME composition or energy. ICMEs, on the other hand, are observed in white light, 
radio scintillation and directly, but not until they are some considerable distance from the sun or in a particular 
region where the STEREO instruments can observe them. We can track their appearance across larger distances and 
directly measure their magnetic properties and composition when a spacecraft gets hit by one. While we can 
accumulate detailed information on the ICME, we cannot obtain a great amount of accurate information about its 
origins [3]. 
 
Because we do not have sufficient information on the transition from CME to ICME, we can only make general 
associations between them. For example, an ICME observed near the Earth with an insitu spacecraft can be matched 
with an Earth-directed CME from a reasonable extrapolation based on the speeds of each, and ICME images can be 
matched for location and timing with their CME counterparts [4&5]. In this study, we observe the ICME hit the earth 
and the associated effect of it taking Aurora phenomena as an indicator for the interaction between ICME and Earth. 
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On the other hand, we found the source of the ICME at Sun and calculate the traveling time using the observation in 
white light for the speed development of the original CME seen by LASCO/SOHO. The important of this study is 
shown in finding connection between effective CMEs as an accelerator of SEPs and as an effective solar event on 
Earth. 
 
Method of Measurements 
 
The method used in this study depend on empirical approach in order to determine the source of the shock wave that 
hit the earth, the later effect  and the connection between these two factors, thus: 
 

First 
 
From the LASCO data catalogue, the CME will be chosen according to the criteria that identify the CME to be effective, 
accordingly it should has a speed ≥ 500 km/s and angular width ≥ 60°. 
 

Second 
 
Because the event chosen should be frequent and powerful enough to insure an effect on Earth, the period was chosen 
between 1996-2016, to cover the 23 and 24 solar cycles.  
 

Third 
 
LASCO will give the extrapolation of the fitting for the CME after taking many shots by the camera on it and use two 
kinds of fitting, linear and quadratic. The mean value for them will be to obtain the calculate  liftoff time for the CME 
and will be considered as a starting time for the travel of the shock until the shock passage on Earth. 
 

Fourth 
 
When CELEAS record a shock passage within 1-3 days after the liftoff, the time will be registered as a time arrival to 
Earth since we can neglect the 1.5 million km for the location of SOHO from Earth toward Sun, comparing with about 
150 million km, the total travel distance between Earth and Sun.  
 
Fifth 
 
There are two cases concerning the CELEAS calculation for the travel time of the shock and thus the determination of 
the source of it at Sun. In some cases CELEAS will give the travel time and determine the source accordingly and in this 
case their results will be considered and compared to the source we found on LASCO. In another cases, no registration 
for the travel time neither the source and in those cases MATLA will be used to obtain the calculation for the travel time 
and source.   
 
Sixth 
 
The observation of the Aurora events at Earth will be taken and then will find the association of the shock wave passage 
registered by both ways mentioned above. 

 
Finally 
Calibration for the results calculated by our fitting and buy CELEAS through comparative statistics in order to 
determine the certainty of the associated Aurora and the eruption at Sun.   
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RESULTS 
 
Result and Data Analysis for selective events 
 
Part 1: The events, which have origin at Sun registered by CELEAS but not identical with our calculation and have 
effects on the earth. 
 
Event 1 
 
SOHO/LASCO observation 
 
On October  2001 a halo was observed with FC2AT at 01:27 UT heliocentric height of 2.86 Rʘ, erupted from the 
western hemisphere with a linear speed of 558 km/s and an acceleration of -25.6 m/s2 . The lift off time was at 
00:44±00 UT. As shown as in Fig. (3.1). 
 
Goes Detection 
 
A X1.6 long duration solar flare was detected by SXT at 16:13 UT and end 16:43 UT in the Hα location N15W29 with a 
NOAA active region 9661, EIT detector showed that the CME was associated with this flare. 
 
SOHO/CELIAS/MTOF 
 
A shock wave arrival was observed on October  2001 at 16:05 UT and caused by the above-mentioned CME 
with a 63 hours traveling time. And calculated us 73.74 hours , error limit is 0.5529. this event interval time doesn't  
recorded with interval time calculated  but effect on the earth explain in aurora. 
 
Aurora phenomena 
 
The first of two coronal mass ejections en route to Earth swept past our planet on Oct 21st at 16:45 UT. The 
interplanetary magnetic field turned sharply south when the disturbance arrived, setting the stage for a possible 
display of Northern Lights [6]. 
 
Part 2 
 
Events with origin at Sun registered by CELEAS and were identical with our calculation and have aurora.   
 
Event 1 
 
SOHO/LASCO observation 
 
On April  2002 angular width 69 with FC2AT at 01:27 UT heliocentric height of 4.93 Rʘ, erupted from the 
western hemisphere. with a linear speed of 749 km/s and an acceleration of 0.7m/s2 . The lift off time was at 00:28±0 
UT. As shown as in Fig. (3.2). 
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Goes Detection 
 
A X1.5 long duration solar flare was detected by SXT at 00:43 UT and end 02:38 UT in the Hα location S14W84 with a 
NOAA active region 9906, EIT detector showed that the CME was associated with this flare. 
 
SOHO/CELIAS/MTOF 
 
A shock wave arrival was observed on April  2002 at 04:08UT and  caused by the above-mentioned CME with a 
50.5 hours traveling time. And calculated us 56.22 hours , error limit is 0.3806 this event interval time doesn't  
recorded with interval time calculated  but effect on the earth explain in aurora. 
 
Aurora phenomena 
 
The coronal mass ejection (CME) that reached Earth at 04:50 UT on April 23rd left the Sun on April 21st -- hurled into 
space by a powerful X1-class explosion near sunspot 9906 triggered a 3-to-5 hour long G2-class geomagnetic storm.   
 
Part 3 
 
Events without origin source at Sun registered by CELEAS but interval time calculated with ELOT were identical, 
and effects on Earth.  
 
Event 1 
 
SOHO/LASCO observation 
 
On Oct.  2011 a halo was observed with FC2AT at 10:24 UT heliocentric height of 2.65 Rʘ, erupted from the 
North-west hemisphere with a linear speed of 1005 km/s and an acceleration of 17.7 m/s2 . The lift off time was at 
10:13±5 UT. As shown as in Fig. (3.3). 
 
Goes Detection 
 
A M1.3 long duration solar flare was detected by SXT, EIT detector showed that the CME was associated with this 
flare. 
 
SOHO/CELIAS/MTOF 
 
A shock wave arrival was observed on Oct.  2011 at 17:50 UT andcaused by the above-mentioned CME with a 
51 hours traveling time. It is identical with ELOT 38:38 hours, error limit is 0.6354. Our calculation for the shock 
travel time is identical with the observed result.  The effect on the earth is in association with aurora. 
 
Aurora phenomena 
 
A coronal mass ejection (CME) hit Earth on Oct. 24th at approximately 18:00 UT. The impact strongly compressed 
Earth's magnetic field, directly exposing geosynchronous satellites to solar wind plasma, and sparked an intense 
geomagnetic storm. As night fell over North America, appear auroras. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The tracking of the CME propagation in the IP medium and its driven shock wave is still unaccomplished task. This fact 
is due to the lack of the tracking space instruments along this propagating path which is about 1AU. The satellites 
orbiting the heliosphere and the geosphere are not covering all of these distances. Between 70 solar radii from Sun until 
near the boarders of the magnetosphere in about 1.5 million km tracking, especially in white light is not possible yet. 
Thus, some studies took advantage of radio emission tracking and compare it to some models of electron density for Sun 
such as [7]. The tracking depends on the estimation of the changing in velocity and there for acceleration. Still 
comparison needed for plane sky survey with such studies in order to estimate the different in the acceleration 
(decelerated or accelerated).[8]. Applied Reiner method to two CMEs by using a model for magnetic field structure with 
imaginary 1 AU spacecraft in the magnetic tube and prove that the first CME was decelerating and thus the its IP shock 
wave became deficient to accelerate SEP.,[9]. Compare four CMEs accelerations calculated by two ways, one way by 
LASCO and another by [7] and found differences in the results between the two ways. 
 
The determination of the travel time depends on the clear association between a CME erupted at Sun and the time of the 
shock passage at Earth. During the solar maximum, CMEs erupt frequently, so one might find many CMEs eruptions 
simultaneously. On the other hand, no certainty can be achieved for association of IP shock to coronal shock with multi 
solar eruptions unless very intensive analysis takes place with multi observation points. Moreover, sometimes in one AR 
can occur two eruptions in association, such solar flare followed by a CME. In this case it is very difficult task to know to 
which one eruption the shock wave belong. If two AR at Sun in same half of solar disc then it is also the same as previous 
case. These difficulties and many more can only be determined with low error limit, if we find better way for fitting for 
the propagation proses for the CME from corona to IP and then Earth. This study was done for the first time in Iraq, even 
though it calculates the propagation with most simple mathematical tools.  
 
We observe 2515 CMEs during the solar cycle 23 and 24 within the period 12th 0f July 1996 till 25th of May 2016, at Sun 
and follow their associated IP shock wave until it passage the SOHO spacecraft assuming that this point is the nearest 
possible one to Earth.Data registration has been done with multi observation from three instruments LASCO, EIT and 
CELEAS on board SOHO and one instrument SXT on board GOES.We divided the observed CMEs primarily into two 
groups from shock passage point of view: shock waves with their origin CMEs and shock wave with unknown origin 
CMEs and calibrate our calculation that we use MATLAB in it accordingly and we found the following: 
 
1. About 42% of our calculated travel time was consistence with CELEAS travel time for shock waves with registered 
origin CMEs. 
2. Only 25% of our calculated result was consistence with the ELOT method for the travel time of shock waves that have 
no registered origin CMEs on CELEAS. 
3. About 59% of the two groups’ events were Westside events and only 29% of them were consistence with our results. 
4. About 71% of the events from the first group were Westside events and 46% of them were consistence with our results. 
5. All the western side events were associated with solar flare from different classes. 
6. From the first group 79% found to be associated with Aurora at Earth and the rest were associated with the second 
group and only 40% were consistence with our results. 
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Fig.1.The analysis of -  of Oct.2001 event :(a) indicates the FC2AT of the CME detected by 
SOHO/LASCO. (b) The soft X-ray detected by GOES satellite for the associated flare.(c) CELIAS/MTOF registered 
shockwave arrival time and the end of injection.(d) aurora phenomena from space weather 
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Fig.2.The analysis of -  of April 2002 event :(a) indicates the FC2AT of the CME detected by 
SOHO/LASCO. ((b) The soft X-ray detected by GOES satellite for the associated flare.(c) CELIAS/MTOF 
registered shockwave arrival time and the end of injection.(d) aurora phenomena from space weather. 
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Fig. 3. The analysis of the 24th-  of Oct. 2011 event :(a) indicates the FC2AT of the CME detected by 
SOHO/LASCO. (b) The soft X-ray detected by GOES satellite for the associated flare.(c) CELIAS/MTOF registered 
shockwave arrival time and the end of injection.(d) aurora phenomena from space weather 
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In this paper includes results plasma spectra measurements of argon gas, the different distance between 
cathode and anode, Also, plasma parameters are obtained by optical emission spectroscopy Moreover 
includes electrical characteristics and analysis for the experimental measurements of reactive glow 
discharge system. Electrical properties like the Panchen curve, current-voltage, and current-pressure 
relations were studies. Also, plasma parameters measured by spectrometer were examined. In this 
present work, we investigate the properties of reactive magnetron sputtering plasma using Vanadium 
target with applied (660-820) V, and working pressure (0.6 to 0.35) mbar 
 
Keywords: Magnetron sputtering, Panchen curve, Vanadium. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter includes results and analysis for the experimental measurements of reactive glow discharge system. 
Electrical properties like Panchen curve, current-voltage, and current-pressure relations were studies. The distance 
between cathode and anode, Optical Emission Spectroscopy is the most popular technique to investigate glow 
discharges since it is simple and that it produces no perturbation in the plasma. All plasmas emit radiation 
depending on their gas composition and plasma parameters. The purpose of the optical diffusion spectroscopy (OES) 
is to measure and analyze this radiation for understanding the plasma [1]. The remarkable advantage of OES is its 
aggressive measurement process. By just measuring the radiation from the plasma there is no need to bring a probe 
system in contact with the plasma (like Langmuir-Probe or Multiple Resonance Probe) which might influence the 
plasma itself. Furthermore, OES enables one to investigate very small plasmas; often smaller as probes 
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themselves.One of the most commonly used remote diagnostic methods is optical spectroscopy (OES), which is the 
illuminated section of general radio therapy. In OES, visible light is usually collected by a lens and focused on a 
spectrometer gap [2] [3].From the information which take from optical emission spectroscopy we can measure 
electron temperature and electron density.  Electron temperature and electron density obtained by the following 
equation respectively:    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reported by [4] the electron density increasing and electron temperature decrease with increasing gas pressure, while 
electron temperature increase with increasing the power.”Although numerous studies have shown that due to the 
electrical properties of the plasma, little attention is given to the properties of the plasma spectrum[5]. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
represent a DC plasma glow discharge characteristics for argon and oxygen gases. The variation of discharge current 
with the discharge voltage for inter-electrode spacing (d) from 3cm to 8 cm step 1cm with working pressure  0.8 mbar 
was examined. An electric field accelerates the ions and electrons which then collide with atoms of working gas 
giving rise to discharge current and gas temperature. The discharge in our device is operated in the abnormal regime. 
In this mode all cathode surface is fully covered by the discharge and an increase of the current leads to an increase of 
the current density on the cathode surface therefore, to an increase in the voltage. The plasma behaves electrically 
rather similar to a resistor. The results show that the relation between current and voltage (V) of a glow discharge is 
highly non-linear,(i.e.: abnormal glow); and in this region the Figs (3) show the current-voltage characteristics of the 
dc glow discharge at fixed argon gas pressure (6.7x10-2 mbar) with different inter-electrodes spacing (d) for argon gas 
presented for vanadium. From this figure, it can be seen that at (5 cm) inter electrode spacing the discharge current 
become higher compared to other distances for all used targets Changes the plasma characteristic can be worthy of 
attentions when a tiny amount of oxygen was added, So get appropriate  information about the properties of oxygen 
plasma enables us to know the optimal operating conditions with certain plasma characteristics The I-V 
characteristic, at different O2 percentage in (Ar/O2) gas mixture shown in figure (4), where gas pressure is kept at 
fixed value at 0.08 mbar. From this figurer depict  [6] that the discharge current increase with increasing applied 
voltage, that means the electrical discharge are operation in the abnormal glow discharge region. It is clearly seen 
that, at the same applied voltage and gas pressure, the discharge current decreases by increasing the O2 percentage 
in(Ar/O2) gas mixture. The decrease in the discharge current with increased O2 percentage, this may be attributed to 
follows: the ionization cross –section of O2 is smaller than that of Ar[7]. In addition, since the electron affinity of 
oxygen, discharges in oxygen contain negative ions, which result in the increase of plasma resistance due to 
reduction of electron density and thus the discharge current decreases [8].. 
 
Panchen’s Law Results 
 
The electrical characteristics of discharge plasma, such as Panchen’s curve as well as dependencies of discharge 
current on the applied voltage and gas pressure inside the vacuum chamber, are of importance to introduce the 
homogeneity of the generated plasma. In the following Panchen curves for plan parallel electrodes with   working 
gas is high purity noble gases (argon) were obtained by measuring the breakdown voltage as a function of pd 
parameter with two planar stainless steel electrodes. The results within the range of DC voltage lower than 700 V and 
pressure P = 9.2 x1-2 to 6.5x10-1mbar for differentelectrodes separation. In fig.(5) Five different curves can be observed 
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for the five different electrodes gaps (4,5,6,8) cm  , the curves behaved nearly in the same way and obey general 
behavior of  the standard Panchen's curve. On the left-hand side of the minimum for each curve lies in the same 
region (between 0.6 and 1 mbar cm). Each curve has a singularity [8]. VB has behavior on pd product; the curve VB 
decreases speedy when increasing Pdand then rises with a minimum value; on the right-hand of the minimum value 
is very steep is relatively smooth. Two opposite process work: while the pd value increases. For one thing, the 
colliding numbers of electrons and atoms rise due to the increasing intensity pressure, and it is agreeable for 
discharge. On the other hand, dropping in average free path and the energy that the electrons obtain from the electric 
field also minimize in each free path, and it is unfavorable for discharge. The ignition voltage relies on the various of 
these two process[9]. 
 
Table (1) shows the minimum breakdown voltage (VB) min and (pd) min at different distance electrodes. It can be 
show that increasing d near and to the right of the minimum and leads to the rise of (VB). The change of the 
breakdown curves to above (VB) and pd values with the increase of the inter electrode distance is due to the 
emergence of the charged particles diffusion to chamber wells. The optimize minimum breakdown voltage (VB) min 
and (pd) min at different distance electrodes equals to 5 cm have been established with the scheme shown in figure 
(5)[10] 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The I-V characteristics of a gas discharge were deduced as a plasma system operated in an abnormal glow discharge 
region, which is a very important parameter in the sputtering deposition. Also, the high discharge current occurs at 
Panchen minimum, and when argon flow (Ar). 
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Plasma 
chamber 

Mixer and flow meters 

Ar O2 

Needle valve 

Vacuum 

Table .1. Minimum breakdown voltage and pd minimum for Ar gas at different distance 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The main experimental set-up used in this work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Optical emission spectroscopy experimental setup. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d (cm) 4 cm 5 cm 6 cm 8 cm 
Breakdown voltage(VB)min 320 316 326 330 

P.dmin(mbar.cm) 0.68 0.69 0.8 0.95 
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Fig.3.The variation of discharge current with applied voltage at Different working pressures of Ar gas 
for different inter electrodes Spacing 
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Fig.4. The discharge current –volt characteristic curve at different O2 percentage at working pressure of 
(0.08mbar) at the distance between the electrodes (5 cm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. Panchen's curves of the Ar gas discharge plasma at different electrodes separation 
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This paper was aimed to design an alkaline fuel cell from anode and cathode mesh electrodes. The 
electrodes were coated with nickel oxide nanocatalysts. The outer wall of the cell consists of organic glass 
sheets. Also, which carries electrically charged molecules from one electrode to another and stimulates, 
accelerating interactions in the electrodes. Hydrogen is the primary fuel, produces from an electrolyser, 
Nickel oxide nanocatalysts was prepared by Chemical deposition, The Structural characteristics was 
studied through of X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the prepare for determining the yielding phase, Also the 
sample will test using an atomic force microscope to find the roughness of the prepared surface, Voltages 
were also obtained at 1.74 volts and current at 3.01 A of an alkaline fuel cell. In addition, study the 
characterization of the electrochemical parameters. 
 
Key words: an alkaline fuel cell, nickel oxide nanocatalysts, Chemical deposition, electrolyser. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy to interact directly into electrical energy. 
Depending on the type of fuel cells used in electricity was classified into different groups. Each fuel cell has two 
electric electrodes, named, respectively the negative electrode and the positive electrode. An electrolyte membrane 
also, which carries the charge of molecules electrically from one electrode to the other and a catalyst [1]. The oldest 
fuel cells that were carefully developed and made possible electricity generation of hydrogen using KOH complex 
liquid electrolytes were alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) [2], Nano particles attracted wide interests because of their good 
properties namely optical, electronic, magnetic, thermal, mechanical properties, battery use for electrodes, gas 
sensors, electrochemical films, photoelectric devices[3]. The introduction of nanotechnology, which contributes 
significantly to sustainable economic growth. Nanotechnology is a generic term used to describe materials and 
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phenomena on a nanometer. Specifically, it means not only minimizing but also the subtle changes in atoms and 
molecules to design and control the properties of nonmaterial. With an emphasis on the energy field, nanotechnology 
has the potential to significantly reduce Of the impact of energy production, Storage and use An already sustainable 
energy system, the scientific community is considering further development of nanotechnology for energy [4], The 
researcher Yasuhiro Mizukoshi and Katsumi Yamada evaluated the electrochemical properties of NiO/Au. High-
velocity electrochemical changes was obtained within one second by improvements in penis length and film 
thickness for the NiO film[5], The researcher Tomokazu Sakamoto and his group NIO/Nb2O5/C, NIO/C, and Ni/C 
catalysts was manufactured for electro-hydrazine electrooxidation by evaporation drying method followed by 
thermodynamic nano materials have been extensively tested in recent decades because of their high surface area, 
which severely affects their physical properties. And on reported nanostructure shapes [6], The researcher Eileen Hao 
Yu, and his group studied new catalysts. And anion exchange membranes. In addition, alkaline fuel cell systems and 
new configurations were studied[7], The researcher István Bakos and his group used a layer of nano particles to 
partially cover Ni thin-film to provide the most effective use of the HOR catalyst. The Pd / Ni electrodes were 
prepared by spontaneous and electrolytic deposition of Pd on nickel-pure polycrystalline surfaces [8]. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Preparation of  NiO nanoparticles  
 
1 g of NiCl2 (6H2O) powder and add 10 mL ammonia gradually (Approx. 15 min) to under the strong stirring to 
produce Ni + 2 solutions. Due to the NiCl2 exothermic reaction with ammonia, ammonia slowly added to the 
precursors. The temperature of the solution was 75 ° C, and the pH was in a range to nine. Then add the deionized 
water as a precipitating agent while continuing under the strong stirring solution until the green sediment was 
formed. The resulting precipitates were filtered and washed twice with deionized water and ethanol. For the 
production of black NiO nanoparticles. And dry at 105 ° C for 90 minutes in the oven. As shown in ‘Figure 1a’ 
 
Synthesis  of catalysts 
 
For the purpose of electrical insulation and control of the movement of ions electrons between the electrodes of the 
alkaline cell, the catalyst was prepared, and the electrodes are prepared for this purpose by placing, The desired 
electrode after attaching it to the negative electrode, the other carbon connected to the positive electrode of the power 
supply (5.6V and 0.90A) (1 L). The distance between the electrodes is 3 mm, the coating solution was added by taking 
0.5 g of Nickel chloride salt (NiCl2•6H2O) and dissolved in 1 liter of deionized water, Where it is a clear solution green 
color in mixing a process to immerse the electrodes almost, and for three hours, until you a gray coating layer of NIO 
catalyst atoms was produced. After the coating was completed, it was cleaned with deionized water and dried. As 
shown in ‘Figure 1 b,c’. The electrolysis cell consists of stainless steel plates of type 314 No. 2 isolated from each other, 
for the purpose of isolating each gas separately (hydrogen and oxygen), including a plate of organic glass. These 
electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte solution, prepared from distilled water and added to 28% of potassium 
hydroxide. The outer wall consists of organic glass to prevent leakage of gases (14.5 x 12) cm2 from the 0,1 cm thick of 
and these electrodes were connected to a solar cell operating at 10 volts and a current of up to 3 shown in ‘Figure 2’. A 
fuel cell alkaline consists of nano nickel oxide catalyst a porous anode and nano nickel oxide catalyst a porous cathode, 
with these two electrodes separated by is (KOH). An oxidant is fed to the cathode to supply hydrogen while is fed in 
the anode to supply hydrogen. The electrolyte supports the transfer of ions between an anode and cathode to support 
the reverse electrolysis reaction. The outer wall of the cell consists of organic glass sheets. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The surface morphology of the nano NiO catalyst has been verified using AFM studies that are fully focused on the 
nano scale characterization. AFM images show nickel oxide prepared at a substrate temperature of 350 ° C with a 
uniform granular surface morphology, We have studied the surface morphology of the catalytic layers: a sponge-like 
structure is produced when the current density increases, where nano crystalline can be seen and distributed 
throughout the entire surface. As well as Analysis of the morphology of the catalyst Porous under varying current 
density conditions. In the low current density, the network was obtained very highly spaced, randomly oriented and 
highly correlated of pores. However, the increase in the current density of small pores showing forms, leading to a 
catalyst It was found that the particle size was 65 nm as shown in ‘Figure 3 a, size, distribution, and morphology are 
closely related to the preparation techniques [3,9]. The XRD patterns indicate that the nano composite is well ‘Figure 
4 the obtained patterns are presented in Fig. 4, XRD analysis showed a series of diffraction peaks at 2θ of 27.21°, 
42.08°, 61.82°, and 75.94° ° can be assigned to (111), (200), (220), (219) and (2 11) planes, The diffraction peaks show 
good crystalline nanoparticles and match very well with ideal lattice constants , n this paper , The XRD pattern shows 
that the samples are single phase and distinct diffraction peak except the characteristic peaks of FCC phase NiO was 
detected. This result shows that the physical phases of the NiO nanoparticles have higher purity prepared[10]. 
 
Organic glass plates were used in the outer surface of this cell, and electrodes were attached to the Stainless Steel 
Restaurant with Nickel oxide Plated Mesh (2) applied by electroplating process. Hydrogen gas was released from the 
dissolution of water molecules in electrolysis to analyze water to the cell through anode electrode Touch a layer of 
the nano-nickel oxide catalyst, which in turn separates the hydrogen molecules into atoms, and then the protons and 
electrons pass through an external load cycle accompanied by the movement of hydrogen ions (OH-1) from the 
negative electrode through the electrolyte solution of the anode electrode, Oxygen molecules At the cathode, the 
electrode merges with the electrons that travel through the outer load circuit to form the water molecule again at the 
anode pole, accompanied by an increase in the valiant cell temperature to more than 70 ° C, to obtain a power of 1.74 
volts and a current of 3.01 A. As shows ‘Figure 5 , ’ The amount of energy produced by the alkaline cell depends on 
the thickness and quantity of the plates. The atoms are the nickel oxide that stimulates the hydrogen molecules and 
converts them into electrons in the form of energy, As well as the purity and amount of hydrogen provided to the 
alkaline cell. The higher the purity, the higher the energy and the oxygen from the other electrode (cathode) This 
increases the energy and efficiency of the cell. In this paper, cell operation using oxygen from the electrolysis system 
was tested [11] [12]. Table 1 , The dimensions of mesh electrodes. And Table 2 shows increased electrical conductivity 
with an increase in the flow rate of hydrogen due to the amount of hydrogen gas. 
 

Note:       σ =                  (1) 

 
σ electrical  conductivity I: current (A), L: sample length (cm) W: sample width (cm), T: sample and  thickness (cm) 
 
As  shown in ‘Figure 6’the voltage of fuel cell decreased with the current same flow rate. at 0.5 L/min flow rate of H2 
gas ,It was drown  using the Origin Lab program. As shown in ‘Figure 7’ electrical conductivity increases with in the 
current.Same in rate of hydrogen and oxygen gases, hydrogen has the highest energy density per unit weight than any 
other chemical fuel for many applications. It can be converted directly into electricity by cell in an electrochemical 
process. As  shown in ‘Figure8  the variation of cell voltage decreases with i increases  current density (current/area) for 
the cell operating   his voltage drop is the straightforward resistance  to  the  flow  of  electrons  through  the  material 
of the electrodes and the various interconnections,   There are four major factors which contribute to the decrease in cell 
performance. The primary four sources of losses are fuel cross-over, ohmic polarisation and concentration 
hydrogen[14].  
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CONCLUSION 
 
We have presented a simple chemical method for producing nano nickel oxide. In this research, Nano nickel oxide 
catalysts were synthesized successfully for Membrane for fuel cell application. Through this study found that the 
voltage of fuel cell decreased with the current same flow rate. While electrical conductivity increases with increasing 
in the current. As well as decreased with the voltage same flow rate. With increases current density. The alkaline fuel 
cell has been selected for its advantages. Operating temperature is a wide range, The composition of these cells is 
simple, Quick start, The cost is low because of the simplicity of the material. 
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Table 1. The dimensions of mesh  electrodes 
 

 
 

Table 2. Show the relationship  between the  Electrical conductivity with current  and  voltage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1a. Preparation of nano  NiO Figure 1b.Electroplating process 

 
Figure 1c.the  membrance 

 

 
Figure 2.The electrolysis cell 

 
 
 

Samples Width, W(cm) Length, L (cm) Thickness (cm) 
Mesh  electrode 3 3.5 0.1 

Electrical conductivity σ (S\cm) Current (A) Voltage (V) Current density (A/cm2) 
14.83 3.01 1.74 0.29 
16.77 3.15 1.61 0.3 
18.36 3.32 1.55 0.32 
23.81 3.75 1.35 0.36 
31.38 4.54 1.24 0.43 
37.30 5.31 1.22 0.51 
41.06 5.75 1.2 0.55 
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Figure 3a.Atomic force microscope of nano  NiO  
catalyst 

 
Figure 3b.Histogram of their size  distribution 
of nano  NiO  catalyst 
 

 
Figure 4. X-ray diffraction analysis  of  NiO 
nanoparticles 

 
Figure 5.The fuel cell 
 

 
Figure 6.current-voltage at 0.5 L/min flow rate of 
H2 gas 

 
Figure 7. Electrical conductivity  with current at 
0.5 L\ min flow rate of H2 gas 
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Figure 8.current density– Voltage  at 0.5 L/min flow rate of H2 gas 
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In this research we found the calibration constant for the monochromator by using Neon emission lamp 
and Mercury emission lamp. Then we measured the visible spectrum for Hydrogen and Helium to find 
the Rydberg constant and the allowed energy transitions for the Helium. Finally we calculated the 
dissociation energy for the Iodine by measuring the Iodine-vapor absorption spectrum. 
 
Keywords: calibration, Mercury, lamp, spectrum, Helium, Hydrogen, energy 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The optical spectroscopy is technique to study the properties of physical objects based on measuring how an object 
emits and interacts with light and to measure energy transitions as we did in this research.  When the electrons inside 
the atom are excited by an external energy, which is a voltage in our research, they will excite to the upper level and 
then come back by emitting an photon with an energy (wavelength) equal to the difference between these two levels. 
From this wavelength we can find the emission spectra and from these spectra we can find several physical quantities 
such as the allowed transition energy, the calibration constant. Also we can find the absorption spectrum, which is  
the absorption of  electron to an photon with energy equal to the energy that is the difference between two levels, to 
find dissociation energy as will see later on. The transition energy level can be radiative or non-radiative involving 
both the absorption and emission. When the photon with certain energy (wavelength) hit the molecule, the molecule 
will excite to higher state by absorb the photon and then decay to lower state by emitting a photon and this photon 
will not be necessary to have the same energy with the incident one. Therefore, there might be a difference between 
the absorbed and emitted photon energies as shown in the figure (1), so if the energies of the absorbed and emitted 
photon are equal it called Rayleigh,if not it called anti_Stokes when the electron decay to the level lower energy than 
the one it originated from, or it called Stoke if the electron decay to level higher energy than the one it originated 
from[1]. 
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The Emission and Absorption  Spectra 
 
Emission and absorption spectra are techniques that are used physics. Emission is the ability of a substance to emit 
light, when it interacts with radiation. Absorption is the opposite of emission, where energy, light or radiation, is 
absorbed by the electrons of a particular matter. In other words, absorption is the ability of the electrons to absorb 
light which makes them excited to a higher energy levels. Absorption is used to determine the absorption level for an 
object by using the absorption  spectra as shown in figure (2) for the Hydrogen. 
 
The Hydrogen Balmer Series and Rydberg Constant 
 
The  Hydrogen atoms lamp emit series of lines in the visible part of the spectrum and this series are known as Balmer 
series, which is the transition from n>=3 to n=2 , where n is the principle quantum number, according to Johann 
Balmer ,who was able to describe the wavelength of these lines by using  equation(1) . The individual lines in the 
Balmer series are given the names Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta, and each of them corresponds to a  value of 3, 
4, 5, and 6 respectively, and the Balmer lines are in the visible part of the spectrum[3] as shown in figure(2) above 
 

 
 
where B is the Balmer constant which is equal to 364.50682 nm, n is an integer (principle quantum number n>2) and  
λ is the wavelength. 
Then  Rydberg generalized the Balmer formula as shown in the equation(2) 
 

 
 
where λ is wavelength R is Rydberg Constant  
 

= 1.0973 cm^-1 

 
Boher Model 
 
According to Boher model the electron can orbit about the nucleus of an atom by stable orbit as shown in equation(3) 
without loss or gain an energy unless the electron jamb from one allowed orbit to another [4] 
 

 
 
Where is the electron mass is the speed of the electron and is its radius as it orbits with an integral number n 
of the quantity h/2π, and n is principal quantum number. Since the electron move around the nucleus “proton” with 
stable orbit , there should be electric force   to hold the electron in its orbit and this force is known as Coulomb’s 
Law equation(4),also the electric force  should equal to the centripetal force  equation(5). 
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Where e is the magnitude of charges of the electron and proton, is the permittivity of free space, is the radius of 
the orbit.  
 

 
 
Where is the mass of the electron and is the speed of the electron as moves in the circular orbit of radius . 

Since and we can write equations 4 and 5 as shown in equation(6) 

 

 
 
Hence from equations 3 and 6 we can find 
 

 
 
And 
 

 
 
According to Boher model the Boher radius is when n=1 so equation(7) will be as shown in equation(9) and in Boher 
model the total energy equation(10) for the electron is the sum of the potential  energy equation(11) and kinetic 
energy equation(12) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Now we can substitute equations (7) and (8) into equations (11) and (12) and then into equation (10). we find the total 
electron energy as in equation (13) 

 
 
Finally we can find ΔE the transition from initial value to the final  value as in equation(14) 
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And since  ΔE=hc/λ  we can rewrite equation(14) as in the equation (15) 
 

 
 
So we can see from equation (15) the factor in front of the bracket is exactly same as Rydberg Constant so 
 

 
 
Or in the form of the Rydberg unit of energy[5] 

 
 
Birge–Sponer method 
 
It is method to find the dissociation energy  ,which is the standard enthalpy change when a bond is cleaved by 
homolysis[6], by observing transitions between vibration energy levels  where the vibration energy levels 
approximation to the first order as it given in equation(16). 

 

 

Where the v is vibration quantum number such that v=0,1,2,3,... , vibration wavenumber and is the 

anharmonicity constant. To find the Spectroscopic dissociation energy we have to set  to determine the 

maximum value of the  vibration quantum number. So the Spectroscopic dissociation energy as shown in 
equation(17). Also we can find the thermodynamic dissociation energy, which is related to the  Spectroscopic 
dissociation energy by equation (18). 

 
 

 
 
So the is the slop that can find by using the Birge–Sponer plot as shown in the figure(3) after plotting 

between on y-axis and on the x-axis. 
 
Researchal Set-Up 
 
Monochromator 
 
Monochromator is a device, as shown in the figure (4),that can produce monochromatic light. It can use for the 
optical dissociation with a prism or for the diffraction by using  diffraction grating. We used in this research the 
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monochromator with diffraction grating technique. There are two types of diffraction grating the plane gratings and 
concave grating  but we used the concave grating, which is an optical device that its surface is covered by a reflective 
coating[2], or in her words it is a device that separating the incident light into colors as shown in the figure (5). The 
concave grating  is located inside the monochromator and the monochromator has two slits one for the  input light 
and the other for output light and all the  input , output slits and the concave grating are located in such a way called 
Rowland circle. 
 
Photomultiplier 
 
The PMT is a vacuum tube that has an input window photocathode , focusing electron , an electron multiplier and an 
anode as shown in the figure (6). When the photon incidents to the PMT will absorb and electron will emit from the 
photocathode and this electron will focusing to the dynode, and this electron will amplify several times in the 
dynode until the electrons reach the anode[7] 
 
High Voltage Power Supply 
 
It device that supply a voltage to the PMT because usually the PMT needs high voltage and we supply the PMT by 
950 volts in this research by using the high voltage power supply with a negative polarity. 
 
Light Sources 
 
We used in this research the cold cathode light, which is cathode that is not electrically heated by a filament and used 
in gas-discharge lamps, and the light sources that we used are Hydrogen, Helium, Neon, Mercury. In addition to 
cold cathode types we used the Tungsten-Halogen.  
 
Software 
 
We used the Analog-to-digital converter that converts the output of the  PMT signals from analog to digital so that 
the computer can read and plot the signal. Also we used the Lab view program  to scan the spectrum and Igor 
program to plot the data. 
 
Procedure 
 
The Calibration Constant 
 
We found the calibration constant by scanning the Mercury source lamp, from  to and Neon 

sources lamp, to and we set the velocity of the monochromator to   , and their spectra 

are as shown in the figures (7) and (8) , respectively. Then we identified the peaks for each of them after that we 
compared the measured values for each peak with the actual value that is given in the lab manual. Then we plotted 
the actual on the y-axis and the measured values on the x-axis as shown in the figure (9). 
 
Rydberg Constant 
 
We used seven different Hydrogen lamps to find the Rydberg constant. As we know that there are sex different series 
that describe the spectrum line emissions of the Hydrogen atom. However, we chose the Balmer series, which is the 
transition from  to where n is principle quantum number, because the Balmer series are located in the 
visible part of the spectrum. Therefore we scanned the Hydrogen in the visible part of the spectrum , which is  
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from to , and the spectrum for the seven Hydrogen lamps as shown in the figure (10). Then we 
identified the peaks from all seven sources and calibrated them by  multiplying  them by the calibration constant that 
we found in part (1). After that we used equation(2) to plot between (1/ λ)  after converted the ( λ) to  cm^-1unit, 
which is the unit of the energy,  on the y-axis and (n) principle quantum number on the x-axis as shown in the 
figure(11) and the slope is Rydberg constant, which is . Finally  we can see from 
figure(10) there are four different peaks and we were able to know the transition for each wavelength such that the 
first wavelength(4868 A) is corresponding  the transition from n=4 to n=2, the second one (4355 A ) is corresponding 
to the transition from n=5 to n=2, the third one (4117 A) is corresponding to the transition from n=6 to n=2 , and the 
fourth one (3991 A) is corresponding to the transition from n=7 to n=2. 
 
Helium Spectra and Its Transition 
 
The Helium atom has two electrons and according to Pauli Exclusion Principle the two electrons cannot occupy the 
same quantum state simultaneously. Therefore, the states with an antisymmetric spin function are known as 
parahelium, and states with a symmetric spin function are known as orthohelium. Since the ground state always has a 
symmetric spatial function, it is always parahelium, but the excited states all come in both forms as shown in the 
figure (12). And we scanned the Helium in the visible range of the spectrum as shown in figure (13).Finally we 
identified the peaks then find the correspond transition for each wavelength as indicated in the table(1) below. 
 
Iodine-vapor Absorption and Dissociation Energy   
 
In this part of the research we used the Tungsten-Halogen as a light source and we focused the light such that it can 
pass through the non-aluminized areas of the bulb, which contains the Iodine-vapor, to the monochromator. Then we 
recorded the absorption spectrum in the visible part of the spectra as shown in the figure (14). We can see from figure 
(14) the spectrum is continuous the reason for that is the incident light has many different wavelengths and the 
spectrum represents the part of the incident light that has not been absorbed. Also we can see from the Iodine-vapor 
that the spectrum has a convergence limit point at wavelength equal to 5200A and at this point the spacing between 
the peaks decreasing to zero and beyond this point the spectrum is continuous because the excited state of the Iodine-
vapor molecule is not bound. Therefore we identified the absorption spectrum of from 5200 A to 6000 A. And we 
identified the wavelengths and compared them with the actual values that are given in the laboratory manual in 
order to know the upper state quantum number and then find , which is the deference in energy between two 
levels for example as shown in the figure(between as shown in the table (2).  
 
Then we plotted “Birge–Sponer plot “ between on the y-axis and on the x-axis as shown in the figure (16).The 
slope ,which represents the value,was and the vertical intercept, which represents 
the value,was Finally we were able to calculate the following quantities; 
 
1- The harmonic frequency from 

so . 

2- The anharmonicity constant value from so  . 
3- The   spectroscopic dissociation energy 

. 

4- The thermodynamic dissociation energy  

5- The Summary 
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In this research we measured both emission spectrum for Mercury , Neon, Helium and Hydrogen,  and the 
absorption  spectrum for the Iodine-vapor. And we found the calibration constant, which was 1.001, by using the 
Mercury and Neon spectrum after compared the measured values with the actual values. Then we found the  
Rydberg Constant by using the Hydrogen spectrum in visible part of the spectrum , which is Balmer Series, and it 
was . Also we identified the correspond transition for Helium  after identify all the 
peaks from its spectrum plot and calibrated them and all these transitions are shown in table (1). 
 
Finally we found the spectroscopic dissociation energy for the Iodine-vapor, which was , by 
using its  absorption spectrum and the thermodynamic dissociation energy ,which was  , by 
using  its absorption spectrum too, also we found the  harmonic frequency ,and the anharmonicity constant value  . 
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Table.2. Δω values 
 

upper state 
quantum 

number  
Wavelength  

 
 

15 5761.5 17356 ---- 

16 5731.4 17447 91 

17 5691.6 17569 122 

18 5664.3 17654 84 

9 5641.3 17726 71 

20 5610.2 17824 98 

21 5570 17953 128 

22 5545 18034 80 

23 5520 18115 81 

24 5493 18204 89 

25 5470 18281 76 

26 5445.6 18363 81 

27 5423.5 18438 74 

28 5402.2 18510 72 

29 5380.7 18584 73 

30 5361.1 18652 67 

31 5344.6 18710 57 

32 5323.4 18784 74 

33 5305.3 18849 64 

34 5288.3 18909 60 

35 5268.2 18981 72 

36 5255.3 19028 46 

37 5240.3 19082 54 

38 5224.2 19141 59 
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Fig.1. Stokes ,Rayleigh, and Anti-Stokes 
transitions 

Fig .2.Hydrogen Spectra 
 

Fig.3. Birge–Sponer plot Fig .4. The Monochromator 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig .5. Diffraction Grating 
Fig .6. PMT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7. Hg Spectrum       
Fig.8. Ne Spectrum 
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Fig.9. Calibration constant Fig.10. The Spectra for seven Hydrogen lamps 

Fig.11. Rydberg Constant Plot 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig .12. Transitions in the Helium atom[8] 

Fig.13. Helium Spectrum Fig .14. Iodine-vapor Spectrum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig .15. Electronic states of the iodine molecule 
 

 

 
Fig .16. Birge–Sponer plot 
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